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AES 2017 VENUE
AES 2017 will be held at the Songdo Convensia, 123 Central-ro, Yeonsu-gu, 21998, Incheon, Korea.
Tel. : +82-32-210-1037
Fax : +82-32-210-1005
Website : www.songdoconvensia.com

GETTING TO VENUE
Address
Songdo Convensia, 123 Central-ro, Yeonsu-gu, 21998, Incheon, Korea.
Tel. : +82-32-210-1037
Fax : +82-32-210-1005
Website : www.songdoconvensia.com
Seoul (Downtown) -> Songdo Convensia
By Subway

•

• By Taxi

Incheon International Airport (ICN) -> Songdo Convensia
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1) By KAL-limousine (~40 min, 7,000 KRW)
•

Board the limousine bus (6707B) at the platform 4A

•

Get off at Sheraton Grand Incheon Hotel (last stop)

Time schedule

-

For more information, please visit,
https://www.kallimousine.com/eng/guide01_en.html or
http://www.airport.kr/pa/en/a/3/1/1/index.jsp#none

2) By Bus (~1 hour, ~3,000 KRW)
•

Board a bus line 303 at the platform 13A

•
•

Get off at Songdo The Sharp First World (East gate) station (~40 mins)
Walk 450m (~7 mins on foot)

Bu s s to p

So n gd o Co nv en sia

•
Time schedule

GUIDELINES FOR PRESENTERS
ORAL PRESENTATIONS
Each session room is equipped with a stationary computer connected to a LCD projector. Presenters
must load their presentation files in advance onto the session computer. Technician personnel will be
available to assist you.
Scheduled time slots for oral presentations are 15 mn for regular, 20 mn for invited presentations, 30
mn for keynote talks and 35 mn for plenary talks, including questions and discussions. Presenters are
required to report to their session room and to their session Chair at least 15 minutes prior to the start
of their session.
The session chair must be present in the session room at least 15 minutes before the start of the
session and must strictly observe the starting time and time limit of each paper.

POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Presenters are requested to stand by their posters during their session. One poster board, A0 size
(118.9 x 84.1 cm), in portrait orientation, will be available for each poster (there are no specific templates for posters). Pins or thumbtacks are provided to mount your posters on the board. All presenters
are required to mount their papers 30mn before the session and remove them at the end of their sessions. Posters must prepared using the standard AES poster template (available on the symposium
website).
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Recent Progress in Slow Light Modulators
T. Baba, Y. Terada, Y. Hinakura, K. Hojo and H. Ito
Yokohama National University, Japan
*
corresponding author: baba-toshihiko-zm@ynu.ac.jp
Abstract-Photonic crystal slow light waveguides allow Si MZ modulators to enhance the modulator
efficiency. We optimized the p-n junction profile in this modulator to balance the phase shift and
modulation speed. The device fabricated by CMOS process showed practical performance (32 Gbps, 3
dB extinction ratio, <0.2 pJ/bit energy consumption, 20 nm bandwidth, 5 dB insertion loss) is obtained
in a 200-micron device. WDM, QPSK, PAM and sub-bandgap photodiode operations are also
demonstrated.
Acknowledgements
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Integrated Twisted Light Emitter for Orbital Angular Momentum
Multiplexing Optical Communications
T. Lei *
Nanophotonics Research Center, Shenzhen University, China
*
corresponding author: leiting@szu.edu.cn
Abstract-Twisted light carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) provides additional
multiplexing freedom for the high capacity optical communications. We demonstrate an integrated
optical OAM emitter on standard SOI, which generates two coaxial twisted light beams across the
entire telecom band from 1450nm to 1650nm. We apply the emitter in OAM communication with
1.2Tbit/s data rate assisted by 30-channels optical frequency combs (OFC). The emitter breaks the
current bandwidth bottleneck and it will probably provide a new solution to the on-chip OFC
compatible OAM communication.
.
On-chip twisted light emitter is an essential component for orbital angular momentum (OAM)
communications, which could address the growing demand for massive capacity by providing additional degree
of freedom to wavelength/frequency division multiplexing (WDM/FDM) [1]. In the past, although the
whispering gallery mode enabled OAM emitters had shown advantages of compact size and accurate phase, the
inherent narrow bandwidth prevented their compatibility to the WDM/FDM techniques [2, 3]. We demonstrate
an ultra-broadband multiplexed OAM emitter, where a new concept of joint path-resonance phase control is
proposed and verified. The multiplexed on-chip OAM emitter has a micron sized radius and nanometer sized
features, which enable its 200nm bandwidth covering C+L+S bands. The demonstrated twisted light emission
efficiency is up to 35%, and the mode purity is better than 95%. We apply the emitter in OAM communication
with 1.2Tbit/s data rate assisted by 30-channels optical frequency combs. The OAM multiplexed emitter will
probably pave the way for large capacity chip-to-chip optical interconnects. More importantly, the proposed joint
path resonance phase control will further inspire fundamental thinking for manipulating and mapping phase
structures in generalized photonics devices with the broadband property.
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Advances in quantum dot lasers for silicon photonics
Yasuhiko Arakawa, Bongyong Jang, Jinkwan Kwoen, Satoshi Iwamoto
The University of Tokyo, Japan
*
corresponding author: arakawa@iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Abstract- We discuss a hybrid InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) laser, evanescently coupled to a
silicon waveguides, by using wafer bonding. The direct epitaxial growth of InAs/GaAs QD lasers
on silicon (100) on-axis substrates is also demonstrated.
.

Optical Parametric Oscillators in Silicon: limitations, prospects and
applications to Ising machine
K. Jamshidi1, M. Namdari1, M. Catuneanu1, R. Hamerly2, D. Gray3, C. Rogers3, and H. Mabuchi3
1Integrated Photonic Devices Group, Technische Universität Dresden, Helmholtzstraße 16, 01069, Dresden, Germany
2

National Institute of Informatics, Hitotsubashi 2-1-2, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-8402, Japan
3 Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA

Abstract- Circulation of the pump in a silicon ring resonator makes it possible for integrated
photonics to have compact-sized devices like: optical parametric amplifiers, optically bistable
devices, and optical parametric oscillators. Optical parametric oscillators are basic building blocks
for the realization of an Ising machine.
Silicon photonics, with its high light confinement factor and a reasonably large nonlinear coefficient, is a
promising area of research for Kerr-related nonlinear signal processing. But silicon suffers from two-photon
absorption (TPA) and the free-carrier absorption (FCA) which is a result of TPA [1]. The free carriers can be
controlled with reversed biased electrical field [2]. Other than that, dispersion engineering is possible in silicon
waveguides, subject to constraints of the fabrication process. By enhancement of the fields inside a ring
resonator, optical parametric amplification-related lengths could be reduced, thus the effective pump power is
considerably reduced as the power circulating in the ring structure increases. It is interesting that it is possible to
realize four-wave mixing (FWM) in silicon ring resonators [3]. Using the ring resonator structures, we could
develop a CMOS-compatible nonlinear signal processing platform for optical bistability, optical parametric
amplifiers and oscillators. Finally we will discuss the possible use of optical parametric oscillators for the
realization of an Ising machine [4-5].
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Stimulated Brillouin Scattering in Nano-Waveguides as Optical
Sensors
T. Schneider1*, A. Dorokstar1, and L. Zhou2
1
Institut für Hochfrequenztechnik, TU-Braunschweig, Schleinitzstrasse 22,
38106 Braunschweig, Germany
2
State Key Lab of Advanced Optical Communication Systems, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
800 Dongchuan Rd, Shanghai 200240, China
*
corresponding author: thomas.schneider@ihf.tu-bs.de
Abstract-Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is an interaction between a pump-wave and a
counter-propagating Stokes wave. This interaction will be mediated by an acoustical wave. Usually,
SBS in very long waveguides like optical fibers is used to measure the temperature or strain
distribution over long distances. However, the coherent interaction of radiation pressure and
electrostriction in nano-waveguides leads to strong, radial guided acoustic modes in very short
waveguide segments. These waveguides might be used as integrated small-scale sensors.
In optical fibers the strength of the SBS is dictated by intrinsic, material dependent nonlinearities and the effect
of the waveguide geometry has only little effect. However, recently it has been shown that this paradigm breaks
down at the nano-scale [1]. The coherent combination of radiation pressure and electrostrictive forces can
enhance both, the forward and backward SBS by orders of magnitude. This makes the photon-phonon coupling
highly tailorable by the design of the optical waveguides. The backward SBS can be 4 orders of magnitude and
the forward SBS even 5 orders of magnitude higher than in conventional silica fibers [1].

a)

b)

Figure 1 (a): Brillouin gain in dependence on frequency shift for a suspended nano-waveguide with a length of
1 m, width 450nm, height 220nm and a pump power of 100mW (ES electrostriction, RP radiation pressure). The
suspended waveguide can be seen like a bridge laid between two piles (see the black drawing in the right figure).
Each pile has a length of 100nm, height of 390nm and a width of 1 m. (b); Acoustic mode for the resonance at
a frequency shift of around 13.5 GHz.

The SBS interaction in the nano-waveguide leads to strong, radial guided acoustic modes. Figure 1 (a) shows
the simulated SBS gain in dependence on the frequency shift between the pump and the Stokes wave in a
nano-waveguide with a length of 1 m. Several acoustic modes at different frequency shifts with a quite high
gain can be seen. In Fig.1 (b) the behavior of one of these acoustical modes is shown exemplarily. The acoustic
wave can interact with the environment which may lead to a change of the SBS properties. This change might be
used to measure or sense distinct properties of the environment. The acoustic wave along the waveguide will be
influenced by the material around the waveguide, resulting in a change of the SBS. If just one nano-particle is
placed on the waveguide, this should change as well the SBS properties. Additionally, by design the sensing
properties of the nano-waveguides might be adapted to the envisioned sensing application. Another interesting
field is the cross-talk between two parallel waveguides. This cross-talk might be influenced by the material
between the two waveguides. Two parallel waveguides or waveguide arrays might as well be useful, to bring
liquids in close contact with the acoustic waves. This makes the SBS in integrated nano-waveguides a very
promising candidate for a variety of sensing applications at the nano-scale.

Figure 2: Etched waveguides with a lateral etch of 219 nm (left) and around 211 nm (right).
First etched waveguides for a test of the SBS were fabricated and tested. Figure 2 shows sample pictures of the
etched waveguides. The lateral etch rate can be well controlled. The waveguides in the figures are with a width
of 2 m quite broad. Suspended waveguides with a width of 500 nm were fabricated as well, but since they were
not cut through, pictures of their cross-section are not available yet.
We will present first experimental results of the SBS in nano-waveguides and discuss their applicability to
sensing applications.
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Abstract-We present a silicon 2×2 switch element based on coupled ring resonators. The input and
output coupling is enabled by tunable MZI couplers with both thermo-optic and electro-optic phase
shifters. Experimental results show that the switch has a low crosstalk of -45 dB at the bar state and
-26 dB at the cross state.
High performance 1×2 or 2×2 switch elements are fundamental components in optical communication
networks and other optical signal processing systems. Silicon-based optical switches are a viable solution for
large-scale switch fabrics due to its compatibility with CMOS processes and the capability for dense integration
[1]. In our previous work, we demonstrated a 2×2 switch based on the dual-ring assisted Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (DR-MZI) [2], and later realized larger port-count (4×4 and 16×16) switches with the DR-MZI as
the elemental building blocks [3]. Here, we present a 2×2 switch element based on coupled ring resonators with
tunable coupling coefficient, which is promising for optical switch fabric application.
Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the proposed 2×2 switch, which consists of two coupled ring resonators
and two bus waveguides. Tunable couplers based on MZIs are used to tune the coupling coefficient between the
bus waveguides and the ring resonators. Here we define the amplitude transmission coefficient between the top
(bottom) bus waveguide and the top (bottom) ring as τ1(τ3). When τ1=τ3=1 (MZIs are at bar state), light from the
input port passes though the MZI and directly comes out of the bar port without coupling to the rings. Thus, the
switch is at the bar state. It works as a single waveguide, and shows a flat spectral response as illustrated in Fig.
1(b). When τ1, τ3<1, a portion of the light will couple to the rings on resonance. By properly choosing τ1 and τ3,
the switch can be configured as a second-order optical add-drop filter with a high extinction ratio as shown by
the solid lines in Fig. 1(b). As we set the operation wavelength at the resonance wavelength, light from the input
port is switched to the cross port and the switch is flipped to the cross state.
The 2×2 switch is based on silicon ridge waveguides with waveguide height and width of 220 nm and 500
nm, respectively. The coupling length and gap of the two rings are 2 µm and 200 nm, respectively. Multimode
interferometers (MMIs) are used as 3-dB couplers in the MZIs. The excess loss of MMI is about ~0.22 dB [4].
TiN microheaters and p-i-n diodes are integrated in the phase shifters of both MZIs. Therefore, the switch can be
actuated by both thermo-optic (TO) and electro-optic (EO) methods. The device was fabricated using
CMOS-compatible processes in IME, Singapore.
Figure 1(c) shows the measured transmission spectra of the device under TO tuning. Light with
transverse-electric (TE) polarization is used in the measurements. Grating couplers with coupling loss of ~5.5
dB/facet are used for light coupling in and out of the chip. Although we introduce a tiny length difference
between the two MZI arms to ensure π phase difference at the initial state, both of the MZIs are not at the bar

state due to the fabrication errors. The TO power for phase error correction is 5.96 mW and 7.15 mW for the top
and bottom MZIs, respectively. It can be seen that the bar port has a flat spectral response and the crosstalk is
lower than -45 dB. To flip the switch state to the cross state, the TO tuning power is tuned to 26.4 mW and 20.2
mW, respectively. At the cross state, light is routed to the cross port with an on-chip insertion loss of ~2.5 dB.
The free spectral range (FSR) of the device is 0.45 nm and the crosstalk is ~-28 dB. The 3-dB optical bandwidth
is ~8.3 GHz, which can be increased with a larger coupling coefficient κ2. We also flip the switching state by EO
tuning, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The EO switching power is 1.96 mW and 1.4 mW, respectively. It shows a similar
response with the TO tuning except for a higher insertion loss of ~4.5 dB caused by free carrier absorption. The
measured crosstalk is ~-26 dB.
(a)

τ1, κ1, ϕ1

(b)
Bar

Input

τ2, κ2
Cross

τ3, κ3, ϕ3
(c)

(d)

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic view of the 2×2 optical switch. (b) Calculated transmission spectra of the switch. (c) and (d) Measured
transmission spectra of the device under (c) TO and (d) EO tuning, respectively.

In conclusion, a 2×2 silicon optical switch based on coupling-tuned ring resonators has been experimentally
demonstrated. The measured insertion loss of the switch is 2.5 dB and 4.5 dB for TO and EO tuning,
respectively. The crosstalk is below -26 dB. Our 2×2 switch can function as a good building block for large-scale
integrated optical switch fabrics.
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Nanophotonic Devices Based on Dielectric-nano-posts-array for
Small Footprint Si-Photonics Chips
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Abstract-Nanophotonic devices based on dielectric-nano-posts-array are promising candidates in
subwavelength scale applications. Here, we demonstrate an ultrathin nano-posts-chain that can
route and manipulate light, realizing splitting and sharp bending while exhibiting broadband,
incident-angle-tolerant, and robust against disorder. The nano-posts-chain is further designed and
turns into a novel silicon nano-antenna array, which can direct light vertically emitting to the third
dimension. These devices provide small footprint components for Si-photonics chips.
Recent photonic integrated circuits meet higher demand for light confinement and manipulation at
subwavelength scale [1]. Compared with the candidates such as Plasmon [2, 3] and all-dielectric periodic
nanoparticle chains [4, 5], ultrathin dielectric nano-posts-chain is competitive because it is broadband,
incident-angle tolerant and robust against fabrication disorder. We experimentally demonstrated a
subwavelength sharp bend consisting of a thin line of silicon nano-posts. This effect is attributed to the excitation
and tailoring of the scattering of the high permittivity nano-posts at the peculiar resonant state. The thickness of
the nano-posts array is only 1/3 of the operational wavelength (1.55µm), which makes the device extremely
compact. Furthermore, the nano-posts array can also be used for guiding light with appropriate design. Fig.1 (a)
shows the incident-angle tolerance that the chain could receive light beam with incident angle up to 75°. Figure
1(b-e) demonstrate excellent robustness against position-disorder and size-disorder. These results indicate that
the array can be used for bend and splitter below the diffraction limit by tailing the position of the nano-posts,
which is experimentally demonstrated in Fig.1 (f, g). These low loss all-dielectric structures are compatible with
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technologies, offering an effective solution for in-plane
beam steering and routing for on-chip photonics.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fig.1 (a) Ray trace of the 75° incident light beam. (b) Ray trace when position-disorder is introduced with a
deviation of 160 nm from the chain. (c) - (e) Ray traces when size-disorder is introduced with a radius of 240nm,

100 nm and 0, respectively. (f) The ray trace of light bending. (b) The ray trace of light splitting.
To connect different layers of the 3D integrated chips by optical approach is another demand for optical
interconnection. We demonstrate a novel silicon nano-antenna array (SNA), that direct light emission vertically.
The width of the SNA is only one wavelength, which is the most compact silicon optical antenna built to date.
The SNA consists of two parallel chains of silicon nano-posts, and a pair of intentionally designed defects is
used to replace two interval posts in the end for each chain, as shown in Figure 2. Light beam is equally guided
into the two chains, generating out-of-plane far-field optical radiation on top of the defects area. Numerical
simulations show that the upward radiation has a well-confined shape and the efficiency reaches as high as 46%,
and the optical filed distribution and the optical spot size are confirmed when SNOM probes and placed on top
of the defects to collect the light.
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Fig.2 (a) Schematic illustration of the SNA. Each SNA consists of a line of rods with a pair of defect rods at the
end. The distance between the rows is 1.6µm. (b) SEM images of the fabricated structures. (c) – (d) The
simulated (c) and detected (d) intensity profiles at 5 µm above the defect area.
As a summary, nano-photonics devices based on thin silicon nano-posts array are proposed and experimentally
demonstrated to fulfill the demand for miniaturization of the optical interconnection on-chip and off-chip.
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Advanced reconfigurable antennas for modern wireless communications

Hybrid Dielectric Resonator Antenna with Pattern
Reconfigurability
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Abstract-a hybrid dielectric resonator antenna (HDRA) to realize radiation pattern reconfigurable
design is proposed. The inner part of the HDRA is fabricated by solid material with no need for
altering, while the outer part is filled with liquid material which can be rebuild conveniently.
Therefore, by flowing control of liquid in the outer zone, radiation pattern reconfigurable design is
realized.
INTRODUCTION
The application of reconfigurable technology for antenna design has drawn much attention these years due to
its attractive characteristic [1]. Generally, reconfigurable antennas fall into three categories: frequency
reconfigurability [2], polarization selection [3], and radiation pattern beamforming control [4]. To obtain
above-mentioned reconfigurable electrical characteristic, the most traditional technology is electrical switching
control such as the application of PIN-diode. However, the presence of PIN-diode may lead to narrow bandwidth
and high loss.
Consequently, a radiation pattern reconfigurable HDRA without PIN-diode is proposed. For the HDRA, the
inner part is fabricated by K9 glass which need no altering, while the outer part is filled with liquid dielectric
called ethyl acetate. Therefore, the pattern reconfigurability is achieved by the injection and discharging of the
outer part of liquid dielectric. The proposed HDRA demonstrates how to manipulate TM01δ and HEM11δ modes
of the cylindrical DRA (CDRA) to devote conical beam and broadside radiation pattern in two states. What’s
more, the proposed HDRA has a wide effective working band (VSWR<2 for both two states) of 35.5 % and high
radiation efficiency.
ANTENNA DESIGN
As mentioned above, the two states of the pattern reconfigurable HDRA is manipulated by TM01δ and
HEM11δ modes of the CDRA. The electric field distributions and the corresponding feed mechanisms of the
TM01δ and HEM11δ modes in the CDRA are shown in Fig. 1 with different radiation patterns. For the TM01δ mode,
it achieves a conical beam, while for the HEM11δ mode, it obtains a broadside pattern.
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Fig.1 The E- and H-field distributions and corresponding feed mechanisms of the TM01δ and HEM11δ modes in
the CDRA

According to this basic principle, the pattern reconfigurable HDRA is designed as in Fig. 2. In STATE 1, the
liquid and solid material working together as a bigger CDRA with a conical beam. In STATE 2, the solid
material working alone as a smaller CDRA with a broadside pattern. Therefore, the resonant frequencies of the
TM01δ and HEM11δ modes of cylindrical DRA is calculated by the formula in [5].
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Fig. 2 Two working states of the HDRA
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Finally, the resonant frequencies of these two modes can be calculated,
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In these formulas, h is the height of cylindrical DRA, a is the radius, and εr is the dielectric constant.
CONCLUSION
A novel radiation pattern reconfigurable HDRA is investigated in this paper. According to the basic
principle of TM01δ and HEM11δ modes in the CDRA, the HDRA fabricated by solid and liquid material is
designed. More importantly, it has a wide effective working band of 35.5 % and high radiation efficiency.
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Abstract-A 4 × 4 magneto-electric (ME) dipole antenna array that can generate sixteen beams
scanning in two dimensions is proposed in V-band. By utilizing a passive beamforming network
with a novel topology, the entire array configuration can be integrated into multi-layered planar
substrates. A bandwidth of 16.4%, stable radiation patterns and gain up to 14.7 dBi are obtained.
There is an increasing demand for passive multi-beam antenna arrays with a relatively large size in recent
years due to their low fabrication cost and low power consumption at millimeter-wave frequencies [1]. However,
the conventional passive multi-beam arrays that have been widely adopted in lower microwave bands usually
have complex three-dimensional topologies [2]. Therefore, they are not easy to fabricate precisely for
millimeter-wave applications.
In order to overcome the challenge, a modified array topology is proposed for designing millimeter-wave
multi-beam antenna arrays with a relatively large size as shown in Fig. 1. Two sets of
sub-beamforming-networks are arranged into a series of planar substrates. Two sets of vertical interconnections
are used for connecting the sub-beamforming-networks in different layers. With the help of the proposed
topology, the multi-beam array with a planar configuration can be implemented conveniently at millimeter-wave
frequencies.
By applying the topology aforementioned, a 4 × 4 aperture-coupled magneto-electric (ME) dipole antenna
array with sixteen radiation beams is designed as presented in Fig. 2. The whole array is composed of five
printed circuit board (PCB) substrates. Eight four-way substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) Butler matrixes are
employed as the sub-beamforming-networks in this design. Two types of aperture-coupled ME-dipole antennas
are located in the top PCB substrate. Sixteen simulated 3-dB radiation beams radiated from the array are
illustrated in Fig. 3. More details of the design can be found in [3].
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Fig. 1. Topology of the proposed two-dimensional multi-beam antenna array.
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Abstract- Ferroelectric (FE) thin film varactors can be a convenient technology for tuning miniature
antennas. In this paper we present the design of a compact, agile, slot antenna integrating barium
strontium titanate (Ba(1-x)SrxTiO3, BST) thin film capacitors. Capacitances values were measured at
different temperatures and bias voltages ranging from 0V to 20V showing a capacitance variation of
more than 90% up to 5 GHz. Their integration within a compact antenna design allows tuning its
operating frequency on a large frequency band, with efficiencies higher than 50%.
The miniaturization of electronic devices implies a stringent reduction of the radiating element dimensions,
which becomes one of the most important challenges for antenna designers [1]. However, small, compact
antennas are limited by fundamental physical limits, generally in terms of radiation performances (efficiency)
and bandwidth (quality factor) [2]. Moreover, the performances of small antennas are directly linked to the
package of the transceiver module and their embedding environment. The current state-of-the-art is based on
frequency reconfigurable antennas for mobile terminals, integrating different agile devices for fine-tuning their
operation frequencies [3]. Existing reconfiguration solutions are based on varactor diodes,
Micro-Electro-Mechanical systems (MEMS), PIN diodes, field effect transistors (FET) or the introduction of
tunable ferroelectric materials. Among these, PIN diodes present only two possible states (On/Off) and, like the
FETs devices, have high power consumption. The MEMS-based solutions have a relatively low tuning speed
and require complex integration while varactor diodes (although widely referenced), have a very low power
handling capability (restricting their use only for reception antenna devices).
In this context, the integration of agile capacitors based on ferroelectric materials within compact antenna
systems could be an attractive solution. Indeed, the high agility of ferroelectric materials with an applied DC bias
and their reasonable loss tangent values can be employed to develop tunable systems [4] and the integration of
ferroelectric tunable capacitors and compact antennas do not raise complex technological issues.
In this paper, we present the dielectric properties and the tunable performances of barium strontium titanate
(BST) thin films integrated in capacitors as reconfigurable components within a miniature antenna. We will
characterize the dielectric properties of the as-deposited, bare ferroelectric thin film using a resonant cavity
method and we will compare these results with those extracted from the measurements and the electromagnetic
simulations of the fabricated BST-capacitors. The BST-based capacitance has been optimized to present the
optimal agility with the minimal losses. Finally, we will describe the design and the performances of a miniature
agile antenna incorporating these BST-based devices. The BST material is a ferroelectric type material with the
main property of changing its dielectric permittivity when applying an external electric field. The capacitor
device was fabricated starting from an MgO(100) substrate on which a 100-nm thick Ir(100) bottom electrode
has been deposited by radiofrequency magnetron reactive sputtering at 600°C. The BST film was afterward

deposited by PLD (KrF excimer laser at 248 nm wavelength, 10 Hz repetition rate and fluence of 4.5 J/cm2)
from a stoichiometric Ba2/3Sr1/3TiO3 target at 700°C in oxygen atmosphere (ambient pressure of 0.3 mbar).
This specific composition has been chosen to obtain a paraelectric behaviour of the BST thin film near room
temperature and thus for attaining a linear variation of the final device capacitance without the onset of a
ferroelectric-type hysteresis cycle [5]. Following their deposition, the BST films were structured in square
patterns (100 x 100 µm2) using a photolithography step and wet etching. A 200-nm thick Au electrode with
10-nm thick Ti adhesion layer (total area of 30 x 30 µm2) was finally evaporated and patterned by a lift-off
process on top of the BST patterns. We prepared MIM devices integrated BST films with different thicknesses
(200 nm, 450 nm and 1450 nm, respectively) and a SEM image is presented on Fig. 1.
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A typical capacitance-voltage cycle of the tunable capacitance is presented on Fig. 1. Losses have been
minimized by avoiding electrostrictive effects around the frequency of interest for the antenna between 2 GHz
and 3 GHz. Indeed, the equivalent resistance of such a device is equal to 1.13Ω in the worst case, i.e. when
applying a dc bias of 10V.
The BST-based antenna structure is a basic slot antenna. In this case, the BST capacitance is directly loading
the slot as shown on Fig. 1. The antenna is integrating BST capacitors with structured electrodes in order to have
optimized capacitance values and obtained the higher antenna tunability. In this framework, the simulated |S11|
parameters are presented on Fig. 1. A frequency band of 400 MHz (going from 2.37 GHz to 2.77 GHz) is
covered, corresponding to 17% of bandwidth, which allows this antenna to work on both the ISM and the LTE
bands. Its total efficiency is remaining higher than 50% on the whole working frequencies.
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Abstract-In this paper, a novel low-profile Cassegrain-reflectarray-fed transmitarray antenna is
introduced. A flat Cassegrain reflectarray with compact ring focus feed is employed as the source to
illuminate the upper transmitarray. The numerical results of a 6λ×6λ reflectarray-fed transmitarray
antenna with a small focus-to-diameter ratio (F/D) of 0.3 demonstrate that this transmitarray
antenna has achieved a gain of 22.6dB at 12GHz, corresponding to an aperture efficiency of about
40%.
Microstrip reflectarrays and transmitarrays are rapidly becoming attractive alternatives to traditional
parabolic reflectors, dielectric lens and phased arrays for wireless communications due to their various
advantages such as low cost, low mass and ease of fabrication [1]-[2]. Space feeding is employed in both
reflectarrays and transmitarrays to avoid complexity and losses of the feeding networks used in conventional
constrained fed phased arrays. Nevertheless, the space feeding arrangement of reflectarrays and transmitarrays
encounters the problem of large distance between the feed point and the reflectarray or transmitarray aperture,
which is not desired in many applications where low-profile high gain antennas are required.
In this work, a novel low-profile planar high-gain antenna configuration, which combines two kinds of
conventional planar reflectarray and transmitarray antenna, is introduced. The basic cross-section of a
Cassegrain-reflectarray-fed transmitarray antenna is sketched in Fig. 1. In this hybrid configuration, a flat
Cassegrain reflectarray antenna with compact ring focus feed is employed as the source to illuminate the
transmitarray. Electromagnetic waves propagate from the standard circular waveguide are guided by the
dielectric connecting portion and reflected by the sub-reflector to impinge on the reflectarray aperture. The
dimensions of the reflectarray elements are adjusted properly to compensate spatial delay from the sub-reflector
and form a desired amplitude distribution on the upper transmitarray aperture. Then the dimensions of the
transmitarray elements are adjusted to compensate the phase delay from the lower reflectarray and form a
collimated beam.
To demonstrate the proposed reflectarray-fed transmitarray antenna configuration, a 6λ×6λ reflectarray-fed
transmitarray antenna operating at 12GHz with a small focus-to-diameter ratio (F/D) of 0.3 is designed. The
lower reflectarray is made up of a 1.5mm thick dielectric substrate having a relative permittivity 2.2 with a
ground plane on the backside and various size square patch elements on the upper side. The unit-cell dimensions
are fixed at 12.5×12.5 mm (0.5λ0×0.5λ0, where λ0 is the free-space wavelength at 12GHz). Due to the large
incident angles of the coning waves for reflectarray elements, the incidence angle effects are considered in the
reflectarray design. The four-layer double square rings element [2] is employed here for transmitarray design and
the unit-cell dimensions of the transmitarray elements is identical to that of the reflectarray elements. The
simulated radiation patterns of the whole reflectarray-fed transmitarray antenna at 12GHz are shown in Fig. 2.
The simulated realized gain is 22.6dB, corresponding to an aperture efficiency of about 40%. It is noted that the
aperture efficiency of this transmitarray antenna is larger than that of the reflectarray designed by D. M. Pozar et

al. with a F/D of around 0.3 and an aperture efficiency of about 30% [3], which validates that the introduced
hybrid configuration can achieve a low-profile design with high gain performance.

Fig. 1. Cross-section view of the Cassegrain-reflectarray-fed transmitarray.
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Fig. 2. Simulated radiation patterns of the Cassegrain-reflectarray-fed transmitarray.
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Analytic derivations of the effective constitutive parameters and their electrostrictive and magnetostrictive
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Abstract-based on multiple scattering theory, we derived for the first time the analytic formulas of
effective constitutive parameters as well as their electrostrictive and magnetostrictive tensors for
bi-anisotropic metamaterials in the long wavelength limit. The former can be regarded as an
extension of the traditional Maxwell-Garnet formula to chiral metamaterials and the latter are very
useful for cclculating the optical force distribution inside the metamaterials.
The metamaterials considered in this study are composed of parallel identical isotropic chiral inclusions
arranged in a square or hexagonal lattice whose electromagnetic properties can be described by the effective
permittivity, permeability and chirality tensors with diagonal matrix form. The effective constitutive parameters
as well as their electrostrictive and magnetostrictive tensors can be obtained from the secular equations using
multiple scattering formalism.
A typical result is shown in Fig. 1, where we compared the results obtained from the derived analytic
formulas and the numerical calculations for both square and hexagonal lattice structures. We can see that the
formulas can give the correct results independent of the arrangement of the chiral inclusions, and the formulas
work with no restriction on the magnitude of the chirality of the inclusions.

Figure 1: Comparison between the slopes of the band in the limit of k → 0, ω → 0 obtained from the formulas and the
numerical calculations.
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Abstract - A class of resonant modes with intrinsic toroidal moment is identified in the discrete
dipole systems such as the system of dipole antennas in the THz and microwave regime and
plasmonic nanoparticles at optical frequencies. An eigenmode analysis are developed and this
method can give a complete description for this system. In these systems, the toroidal multipoles
will interfere with the conventional multipoles in the far field, leading to the non-radiating
“anapoles” and unidirectional scattering.
Summary: It is well known that a closed loop of magnetic dipoles can give rise to the rather elusive toroidal
moment. However, artificial structures required to generate the necessary magnetic moments in metamaterials
are typically optically large, complex to make, and easily compromised by the kinetic inductance at high
frequencies. Instead of using magnetic dipoles, we propose a minimal model based on just three aligned discrete
electric dipoles in which the occurrence of resonant toroidal modes is guaranteed by symmetry. The advantage
of this model is its simplicity and the same model supports toroidal moments from the microwave regime up to
optical frequencies as exemplified by a three-antenna array and a system consisting of three nanosized plasmonic
particles. Both the microwave and high-frequency configurations exhibit non-radiating “anapoles.” Experiments
in the microwave regime confirm the theoretical predictions. It is also found that the toroidal dipole moment can
play a significant role in the unidirectional backward scattering.
We firstly derive the equation of linear response for the system of wire antennas. Consider a cylindrical
antenna with a length L and radius 0, lying in the region z∊[-L/2, L/2]. The current oscillating along the antenna
is assumed to be: J ( z )=eˆz J ( z )

2
0

( x) ( y ) , where the current is treated as a line current for a distant

observer. J(z) should be zero at the end of the antenna. As a result, J(z) can be expanded by the Fourier
harmonics : J ( z )

m

J m cos zm L , where m is an odd positive integer. To expand by a complete basis, the

harmonics Jnsin(2zn /L) with odd symmetry should be also incorporated. However, numerical calculations show
that the contributions from these harmonics are extremely small under the normal incidence of plane waves. The
amplitude of m-th harmonics, Jm, is given by:
2 L/2
(1)
Jm =
J ( z )cos zm L dz .
L L/2
In the cylindrical coordinates ( , , z), the vector potential A induced by the m-th current harmonics can be
written as A=Am( , ,z)=ez Az,m( , ,z), which is independent on the azimuth angle . The z component of the
electric field Ez,m can be found through A.
The radiated electric field of the antenna will react on itself. We assume that it is the electric field Ez on the
boundary of the antenna that acts on the current source itself. The electric field at = 0 can be expanded by the
Fourier series again:

E z ,m (

0

)

E z ,nm cos zn

L ,

(3)

n

which implies that the source, i.e., the m-th current harmonics Jm, can induce many field harmonics indexed by n.
The Fourier coefficients are given by:

Ez ,nm =

iZ 0 02 2
4k0 L

L /2

L /2

L /2

L /2

J m cos z m

L f A ( 0 , z , z )dz cos zn

L dz .

(4)

The current and electric field can be related by the Ohm’s law. The electric field consists of two parts: the
external one and the one induced by the current itself, namely:

J n cos zn

L

Ez ,nm cos zn

L +Enext cos zn

L

.

(5)

m

The above equation can be written in a compact form by introducing a Green function:
1

Gnm ( 0 , L, L)J m =Enext .

Jn

(6)

m

The above equation can be further generalized to the system of multiple antennas:
-1

J m(i )

n

j

Gmn (rij , Li , L j ) J n( j )

Eiext
,m ,

(7)

where rij=|ri-rj| is the center-to-center distance between the antennas Ai and Aj as i≠j, and we choose rii=0 as i=j
(the “on-site energy”).
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Abstract— We propose topological one-way fibers enabled by the recently discovered Weyl
points in a double- gyroid (DG) photonic crystal. By annihilating two Weyl points by supercell
modulation in a mag- netic DG, we obtain the photonic analogue of the 3D quantum Hall phase
with a non-zero first Chern number (C1). When the modulation becomes helixes, one-way fiber
modes develop along the winding axis, with the number of modes determined by the spatial
frequency of the helix. These single-polarization single-mode and multi-mode one-way fibers,
having nearly identical group and phase velocities, are topologically-protected by the second
Chern number (C2) in the 4D parame- ter space of the 3D wavevectors plus the winding angle of
the helixes. They are readily realizable at microwave frequencies with magnetic materials. This
work suggests a unique way to utilize higher-dimensional topological physics without resorting
to artificial dimensions.

1. INTRODUCTION
a

Ordinary fiber

b

Topological one-way fiber

Figure 1: Ordinary fiber versus topological one-way fiber. a) The optical mode in an ordinary fiber is
confined in the core, where both forward and backward modes exist. The imperfection induces scattering
losses into back and radiation channels. (b) The optical mode in a topological one-way fiber is confined by
the 3D topological bandgap which spatially separates the forward and backward modes. The one-way mode
in the core is immune to scattering losses of any kinds.
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Abstract— In this talk, we show that the interference e↵ects associated with surface plasmon
excitations at a single metal-dielectric interface can perform spatial di↵erentiation. And we
experimentally demonstrate edge detection of an image without any Fourier lens. This work
points to a simple yet powerful mechanism for optical analog computing at the nanoscale.

Optical analog computing o↵ers high-throughput low-power-consumption operation for specialized computational tasks. Traditionally, optical analog computing in the spatial domain uses a
bulky system of lenses and filters. Recent developments in metamaterials enable the miniaturization
of such computing elements down to a sub-wavelength scale. However, the required metamaterial
consists of a complex array of meta-atoms, and direct demonstration of image processing is challenging. Here, we show that the interference e↵ects associated with surface plasmon excitations
at a single metal-dielectric interface can perform spatial di↵erentiation. And we experimentally
demonstrate edge detection of an image without any Fourier lens. This work points to a simple yet
powerful mechanism for optical analog computing at the nanoscale.
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Abstract-Artificial neural networks (ANNs) can predict the optical properties of metasurfaces
based on their structural parameters. Once trained, ANN-based predictions require
orders-of-magnitude smaller computational resources than full numerical simulations. It is shown
that ANN can be incorporated into conventional numerical optimization routines to reduce the
optimization time significantly. Examples of waveplate and color filter metasurfaces are presented.
Finding the optimal design for a given application is one of the central objectives in any engineering field.
Except for very simple cases such as problems with high symmetries or problems with a known figure of merit
function, the solution process typically involves numerical optimization steps. Various optimization methods
have been utilized in designing optical metasurfaces: some of them are gradient-based methods while
population-based methods such as particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithms are also popular.
Regardless of the methods, finding the global optimum or a good local optimum requires numerous evaluations
of the merit function. The total computation time is therefore proportional to the amount of time it takes to
evaluate the figure of merit of a particular design and the total number of evaluations, and it can range from
several minutes for simple 2D problems with just one or two design parameters to many years for large 3D
problems with many design parameters.
Considering that the brain of animals, including humans, have limited memory, computation throughput,
and energy budget compared to a single modern CPU, it is awe-inspiring that they can perform complex
maneuvers such as flying and running with instant corrections. It is hard to imagine that they are performing
finite element calculations of fully vectorial fluid dynamics on the fly—it is more reasonable to assume that they
developed efficient internal circuitry that can provide quick approximate answers for difficult problems.
Artificial neural networks have been studied as a possible way to mimic such functions. While it takes some time
to educate these networks with known examples, they can instantaneously deliver answers with a good accuracy
once trained. Fig. 1 demonstrate an example of optical metasurface color filters. Using only 40 neurons, the
color coordinates (X, Y, Z values) can be very accurately predicted as a function of structural parameters.
However, training the networks requires data and computational resources. First, there should be training
datasets from which the network can learn. Building these datasets, experimentally or numerically, require
considerable time, which may diminish the benefit of using neural networks for fast optimization. Second,
training the networks from the datasets typically involves iterative methods that also can take some time. For the
metasurface designs we considered, the time consumed for the second step was negligible compared to the first
step. Hence, if one can develop a new hybrid optimization routine that can minimize the time used for the dataset
generation while not affecting the ability of the algorithm to avoid local minima, one may be able to reduce the

total optimization time significantly.
We developed a hybrid optimization method that gradually replaces full simulations with neural network
predictions as the optimization progresses. This method does not require separate preparation steps to build the
datasets and to train the neural network a priori. Initially, the method has a similar speed as conventional
optimization methods as full simulations are required to evaluate the figure of merit. However, as the
optimization progresses and datasets are accumulated, one can gradually utilize the predictions of simultaneously
evolving neural networks to reduce the computation time by orders of magnitudes. Fig. 2 presents an example:
the optimization time is reduced by more than 50 times.
In summary, we showed that artificial neural networks can be useful in design optimization problems. By
using them to complement the full numerical simulations, orders of magnitude enhancement of the performance
can be expected compared to the conventional optimization methods.

Figure 1 Artificial neural network and its predictions. (a) The network (b-d) Predicted and actual values of the color
coordinates of a color filter metasurface.

Figure 2 Comparison of the optimization speed of the proposed hybrid method and the conventional method.
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Abstract-Galvanometer-based scanners have been studied and optimized, especially for high-end
applications like biomedical imaging, with a focus on Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT).
Based on experimental investigations, a mathematical model have been developed, in order to
maximize the duty cycle of these scanners for different input signals and to collate individual OCT
images for larger fields-of-view. The optimal scanning functions that can provide the maximum
possible duty cycle of such scanners have been demonstrated theoretically.
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is an established, yet dynamic imaging technique that has unique
non-destructive cross-section capabilities, with millimeter penetration depths and micrometer resolutions [1, 2].
Most of its variants use electromagnetic lateral scanning of the samples, usually with dual axis galvanometer
scanners (GSs). With regard to other laser scanners, GSs have superior positioning precisions, good scan
frequencies and angular amplitudes, at reasonable costs per scan axis [3].
The major issue of GSs is related to their working principle, i.e., an oscillatory mirror which has
stop-and-turn portions that, due to mechanical inertia, introduce a non-linearity in purely triangular input signals.
We demonstrated that such symmetrical signals are the best with regard to other two most common input signals
of GSs – sinusoidal and sawtooth [4]. Thus, triangular scanning provides the smallest distortions with regard to
the other two – for example in OCT imaging, but also in other techniques, such as confocal microscopy. This is
due to the smallest time interval of the non-linear stop-and turn portions for triangular scanning.
This also gives the highest duty cycle/time efficiency η of the scanner – aspect that is essential in numerous
applications, including industrial (e.g., in laser manufacturing), not only in imaging. However, η depends on
several parameters: theoretical duty cycle (of the input signal) – especially for sawtooth scanning, scan
frequency fs and amplitude θa – as we have shown and studied experimentally in [4], and then modeled
mathematically in [5], for both triangular and sawtooth scanning. The latter model was also validated with OCT
imaging, using the high-resolution Gabor Domain Optical Coherence Microscopy (GD-OCM) [5]. These latter
results serve as an optimized algorithm for generating collated OCT images from individual ones [5], as it is
necessary for example in scanning the entire human retina [6].
To increase η further more the solution is to design input signals with non-linear portions for GSs. While it
has been considered that such portions should be sinusoidal [3], we demonstrated analytically that the optimal
triangular-type signals should be linear plus parabolic – in order to maximize η [7]. This result has been obtained
for open-loop GSs, but we also demonstrated that the transfer function of close-loop GSs is – for the scan
frequencies specific to biomedical imaging, at least – similar to the one of open-loop devices. This direction of
research targets improved control structures of GSs, in order to obtain higher speeds and/or better stability to

disturbances. GSs researches also prove useful when approaching other scanner with oscillatory mirrors,
included constructed as Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). A recent research has obtained in this
respect the first time, in vivo, non-invasive images with an in-house MEMS-based handheld OCT probe [8] – for
GD-OCM -, in contrast to previous researches [9].
Other works in our groups include 1D GS-based handheld probes for OCT which are simple, light weight
(up to 0.3 kg [10] – in comparison to 0.5 kg in state-of-the art and no less that 1.5 kg for commercial probes),
and low cost [11]. These probes have been applied so far especially for dental medicine [10], but also for ENT
(ear-nose-throat) researches [12]. Future work includes the use of 1D and 2D GS-based OCT probes in a range
of applications, including in industry, for materials studies [13].
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Abstract-Quantum mechanism of frequency up-conversion has been investigated. The
mathematical representation of quantized electromagnetic waves associated with frequency
switching in time-varying media is obtained by using the invariant operator method. The time
behavior of wave packets during the conversion of frequency has been analyzed.
Frequency up-conversion is a technology for obtaining high frequency electromagnetic waves from lower
frequency waves that can be easily producible from existing instruments. There are many important applications
of frequency up-conversion, such as developing highly sensitive single photon detectors [1], millimeter-wave
generation techniques [2], and Terahertz imaging [3]. For this reason, frequency up-conversion for fields in
time-varying media has attained a considerable interest in quantum optics and other research areas. This
technique is necessary in the field of electromagnetic engineering [4], including diagnosis of a plasma state in
thermonuclear fusion power generation [5]. The quantization of electromagnetic waves associated with
frequency switching in time-varying media can be achieved by utilizing invariant operator theory [6].
Among diverse electromagnetic materials, plasma, which reveals many unique properties, is a typical
example of time-varying media. The analysis of electromagnetic-wave propagation in such media requires
rigorous mathematical manipulations. Artificial frequency conversion for electromagnetic signal in
nonstationary and inhomogeneous plasma is realizable [7,8]. The technique of frequency up-conversion in
plasma can be used on diagnosis of plasma states in a tokamak during nuclear fusion.
In this work, we analyze quantum mechanism of frequency up-conversion for electromagnetic waves
propagating in time-varying media. We consider abrupt exponential growth of frequency and some of other
types of frequency increase. The change of quantum wave packets during the conversion of frequency will be
studied in detail. The Lewis-Riesenfeld invariant method will be used for mathematical treatment of
electromagnetic waves in time-varying media in this analysis.
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Irradiation of bulk transparent solids by femtosecond laser pulses is widely used in scientific research and
technological applications. To study theoretically the complicated phenomenon of laser beam propagation in
absorbing media, the models based on nonlinear Maxwell’s equations (NLME) or the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE) are usually used. To describe ionization of the medium and its optical response to laser
irradiation, the models are either supplemented with kinetic equations or involve more sophisticated approaches
based on hydrodynamics-type equations for free-electron plasma. The validity of the NLSE, which is obtained
by simplification of Maxwell’s equations under the assumption of slowly varying envelop propagating
unidirectionally, is limited to the cases of relatively low beam focusing angles and ionization levels when freeelectron plasma is not yet able to scatter light to large angles. The NLME-based models are free from these
limitations; however, their direct application for large scale simulations is limited by available computer
resources.
In this report, we present different aspects of application of the NLME-based models to the large-scale
simulations of the processes in transparent dielectrics irradiated by ultrashort laser pulses in the regimes of
volumetric modification. The problems of proper descriptions of photo- and impact ionization rates, absorbed
laser energy, electron collision cross-sections, which are still debated, are discussed. Ways to accelerate
simulations, numerical schemes, and boundary conditions are addressed. For the case of fused silica as an
example, the results of simulations for single- and multiple-pulse irradiation as well as for bi-chromatic laser
pulse action will be analyzed in detail.
This work is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR project No. 15-01-02432).
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Ultrashort laser writing of photonic structures inside optical glasses is a rapidly developing technique for a
number of technological applications. To advance this technique, numerical simulations of multi-pulse
irradiation is of high demand to better understand and control imprinting of desired structures into glass matrix.
Multi-pulse action on the same volume of a glass material triggers a complicated sequence of the processes with
creation of memory effects which relate to pulse-to-pulse accumulation of defect states, heat, and stress.
Comprehensive modelling of such regimes requires development of sophisticated models which would allow to
account for accumulation processes.
In this report, the model based on nonlinear Maxwell’s equations supplemented by the hydrodynamics equations
for the laser-generated free electrons oscillating in the laser field is applied for a case of multi-pulse irradiation
regimes. The results of simulations of propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in fused silica are presented for
several pulse energies. It is assumed that the pulse repetition rate is relatively low, of the order or smaller than 1
kHz. This implies that heat dissipation occurs between pulses and the accumulation effect can be attributed to
defect states (E’-centers in fused silica). The defect accumulation process can influence on the subsequent pulse
absorption dynamics in two ways, by facilitating ionization and by changing the refractive index in the laseraffected zone. The simulations have shown that, depending on the irradiation conditions, the maximum free
electron density does not increase or even decreases from pulse to pulse if the refractive index change is not
taken into account while the growth of the refractive index can lead to a higher local absorption of the laser
energy.
This work is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR project No. 15-01-02432).
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Abstract-We built a simulation model and conducted simulation for axial symmetric bull’s eye
antenna. The structure was proven to have potential in large transmission enhancement and high
electric field concentration together with multi-frequency selection. These advantageous features
enabled frequency-selective plasmonic antennas and their applications to various investigations.
Plasmons, which is charge oscillations at the interface between a metal and a dielectric, forms an essential
part of the nanophotonics field and demonstrated that electromagnetic fields can be confined over dimensions
smaller than the wavelength.[1] It can be used to enhance sources and detectors for various applications.
However, surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) on a flat interface between a metal and a dielectric cannot be excited
directly by incident light source since β > k, where β is the SPP propagation constant and k is the wave vector of
light on the dielectric side. This mismatch can be overcome by several methods, the most commonly used one
among those is by patterning the metal surface with grating of grooves or holes with lattice constant a. Then the
excitation of SPP strongly depends on the lattice constant of grooves, as expressed by Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)[2]:
(1)
(2)
In our previous work, we have present 6 plasmonic antenna structures.[3] The spiral bull’s eye antenna can
excites SPP with the concentric grooves on its surface and achieve high transmission enhancement together with
tunable frequency selection. The groove edges are defined as Eq. (3):

(3)
It is an extreme case of the split-joint bull’s eye structure, and can provide more continuous transmission
spectra. A simulation model was built according to the above function, and an FDTD simulation was conducted,
as indicated in figure 1 (a), (b). The transmission enhancement coefficient presented in figure 1 (c)-(e) was
calculated from the simulation result, showing that the structure is capable of multi-frequency transmission.
Those features are expected to make the bull’s eye structure a useful tool for multiple frequency applications in
sub-wavelength regions, such as security, medicine, food quality inspection, electronics and
astro-observation.[4-6]

Fig. 1. The structure of (a) the axial symmetric SBE antenna and (b) the central symmetric SBE antenna. The
transmission spectra of the SBE antenna when the incident pulse excites surface plasmon along (c) x-axis, (d)
y-axis, and (e) both x-axis and y-axis.
Acknowledgements, This work was partly supported by Collaborative Research Based on Industrial
Demand and the Center of Innovation Program from the Japan Science and Technology Agency, JSPS
KAKENHI Grant Numbers JP26286005, JP16H00798, JP16H00906, JP15K21722, JP16J09937 from Japan
Society for the Promotion of Science, and Support for Tokyotech Advanced Researchers (STAR).
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Abstract- The linear and non linear responses of nanostructures are investigated with the B-spline
modal method. The study is depicted for both plane waves and focused beam illumination. The
simulation of a focused beam can be used to simulate the real conditions of experiments.
Focusing the light onto nanostructures thanks to spherical lenses is a first step to enhance the field, and is
widely used in applications, in particular for enhancing non-linear effects like the second harmonic generation.
Nonetheless, the electromagnetic response of such nanostructures, which have subwavelength patterns, to a
focused beam can not be described by the simple ray tracing formalism. Here, we present a method to compute
the response to a focused beam, based on the B-spline modal method, which is known to be fast thanks to a
non-uniform mesh and sparse matrices. The eigenmodes are computed in each layer for both polarizations in
conical mounting, and are then combined for the computation of scattering matrices. The simulation of a
gaussian focused beam is obtained thanks to a truncated decomposition on plane waves computed on a single
period, which limits the computation burden.
Eventually, we develop a formalism to compute the second harmonic field under the undepleted pump
approximation. The nonlinear polarization induced by a fundamental plane wave or a focused beam generates a
source term at the doubled frequency. The latter is divided into a finite number of sub-sources and the second
harmonic field is subsequently computed by integration of these sub-sources contributions.

Figure 1: Metal-insulator-metal resonators array under a focused beam at the resonance wavelength. The
beam is impinging on mainly three resonators of the array.
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Abstract-Graphene electromagnetic simulation, device design, fabrication and analysis from RF to
microwave are presented. Both exfoliated and Chemical Vapor Deposited (CVD) graphene are
studied and used to fabricate transmission lines and resonators. Raman spectroscopy has been
adopted to confirm the layer number of graphene. In addition, printed graphene nano-flakes ink
enabled RF/microwave devices such as radar absorber have been studies numerically and verified
experimentally.
Graphene is a two-dimensional (2D) planar layer of carbon atoms packed in a honeycomb lattice. It has been
drawing a great attention from both research institutes and industry due to its potential applications since it was
firstly peeled from graphite in 2004. Due to the unique chemical, thermal, mechanical, electronic and optical
properties of graphene, many studies on its application for RF, microwave/millimeter-wave and THz devices and
circuits have been reported [1-6]. However, work on the application of graphene in the RF/microwave
components is still in its infancy.
In this contribution, monolayer graphene as well as printed graphene devices are numerically studied, designed,
fabricated and characterized.
Acknowledgements, This work was partially funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC), UK under EPN/010345/1.
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Abstract— In this talk, we will discuss our recent progress in modeling linear and nonlinear
optical wave dynamics in micro/nanophotonic waveguides and resonators, and compare them
with experimental characterization. We will discuss some open challenges in current numerical
modeling techniques.

Micro/Nanophotonic devices o↵er excellent platforms for studying a variety of linear and nonlinear optical phenomena and for realizing novel functionalities that are otherwise difficult to achieve.
On one hand, optical functionalities rely crucially on specific device properties (geometry, dispersion, optical, mechanical, electrical, etc.) which requires intensive numeric modeling. On the
other hand, understanding intriguing physical phenomena in the devices requires intuitive physical
modeling to reveal the essential underlying physical mechanism.
In this talk, we will discuss in detail our recent e↵ort in device modeling to achieve multioctave spanning dispersion engineering [1], to introduce a novel mechanism, namely multi-color
cavity soliton generation, for ultra-broadband phase-locked Kerr frequency comb generation [2],
in understandingly complex nonlinear optical dynamics in high-quality microresonators [3], and
in exploring the fundamental thermo-optic noises of microresonators in the nonlinear regime [4].
We will compare our theoretical modeling with some experimental characterizations. We will also
discuss some open challenges in current numerical modeling techniques for micro/nanophotonic
device design.
This work is supported in part by NSF under grants numbers ECCS-1509749 and ECCS-1610674
and by the DARPA SCOUT program through grant number W31P4Q-15-1-0007 from AMRDEC.
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Abstract-Based on Maxwell’s equations supplemented by the hydrodynamics-type equations for
laser-generated free-electron plasma, the processes inside transparent materials induced by
ultrashort laser pulses have been studies for the regimes of irradiation typical for direct laser writing
of photonic structures. Simulations have been performed for fused silica irradiated by laser beams
with linear and radial polarization. Effects of spatiotemporal features of laser beams and
pump-probe irradiation on laser energy deposition are also analyzed. Post-irradiation evolution of
material is discussed.
Interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with transparent materials is a powerful technique of modification of
material properties for various scientific and technological applications. The physics behind the laser-induced
modification phenomenon is rich and still far from complete understanding. There are no experimental
diagnistics with enough resolution to directly follow the complexity of laser-triggered processes inside
transparent materials at femtosecond timescales and nanometer spatial scales. Only indirect techniques are
available that give valuable but incomplete information that must be analyzed and properly understood. In such
circumstances, theory and computer simulations based on full Maxwell’s equations [1-6] are important means
for advancing laser writing techniques via determining and controlling the spatiotemporal dynamics of material
restructuring into a desired final structure.
We present an overview of our modeling results on interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with fused silica
glass in the regimes of volumetric modification by linearly and radially polarized laser beams. It has been found
that, for Gaussian pulses focused inside glass at numerical aperture < 0.3, the maxima of laser intensity, free
electron density, and absorbed laser energy density do not considerably change with the beam energy (intensity
clamping effect). At pulse energies of 200 nJ – 2 μJ, the free electron density in the laser-excited region remains
subcritical while the locally absorbed energy density does not exceed ~4000 J/cm3. Increasing pulse energy
results mainly in increased laser-excited volume. The effect of increasing the numerical aperture on the laser
energy deposition is studied. Double-pulse irradiation has been modeled to gain insight into experimentally
observed “exciton-seeded multiphoton ionization” [7]. For such regimes, formation of a defect-states shield has
been uncovered (Fig. 1), which has to be characteristic of multipulse irradiation of glass materials. Asymmetry
of light absorption for the cylindrically-symmetric linearly-polarized beams has been revealed.
For radially polarized laser pulses, an intriguing dynamics of the laser beam collapsing toward the axis has
been observed, which results in generation of overcritical electron densities and overcoming the intensity
clamping effect. The resulting tube-like shape of the deposited energy should lead to implosion of material that
can be used for improving the direct writing of high-refractive index optical structures inside glasses.

Figure 1. Simulation results on laser beam focusing inside fused silica in double pulse irradiation
regime with equal energies of two pulses. (a) Free electron density distributions immediately after
pump and probe laser pulse action. (b) Corresponding distributions of the adsorbed laser energy.
Irradiation parameters: pulse duration of 150 fs; energy of 200 nJ in each pulse; NA = 0.4; time
separation between pulses of 1-3 ps. Geometrical focus is located at 70 μm beneath sample surface.
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Abstract-We present a novel finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)-based algorithm for adjoint
sensitivity analysis of nonlinear electromagnetic (EM) structures. Using only one extra FDTD
simulation, our approach estimates the sensitivities of the desired objective function or response
with respect to all deign parameters of the problem. The validity and efficiency of the proposed
approach is illustrated here through a one-dimensional (1D) EM example.
Adjoint sensitivity analysis (ASA) approach is an alternative to the computationally expensive classical
finite-differences approaches. It estimates the sensitivities of a general objective function or response with
respect to all design parameters using at most one extra system simulation [1]. This ASA approach was
developed for EM structures with nonlinear materials using the transmission line matrix (TLM) method [2]. It
was also developed using the FDTD method [3]. Recently, a simpler FDTD-based ASA approach, derived

fromMaxwell’sequations rather than the wave equation, has been reported [4]. However, all existing
FDTD-based approaches are limited for estimating the sensitivities of EM problems with only linear
materials.
In this paper, we extend the ASA approach presented in [4] to general EM problems with nonlinear
materials. Using the FDTD method, the electromagnetic simulation can be formed as [4]:
̇
[
][ ] [
][ ]
[ ] [
],
(1)
̇
where E and H are the vectors representing the electric and magnetic fields over the whole computational
domain, respectively, and “˙” denotes the first-order time derivative. Je and Jm represent the electric and
magnetic current density sources existing in the entire domain. The block diagonal matrices , , e, m
represent the constitutive parameters of the materials at all spatial cells of the computational domain.
Unlike the linear case, these constitutive parameters are nonlinear functions of the corresponding electric
or magnetic field. For example, the nonlinearity dependence of permittivity can be represented as: = C0
+ C1E+ C2E2, where E is the local electric field. It can be shown that the adjoint simulation
corresponding to (1) is given by:
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Fig. 1. The domain of the considered nonlinear dielectric slab example.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. The sensitivity of the objective function with respect to (a) the dielectric length L, and (b) the parameter
C1, for a sweep of the parameter L, as compared with the more expensive central finite difference approach.

where the excitation in the right hand side of (2) is determined using the considered response or objective
function. Once the temporal original and adjoint fields are determined using (1) and (2), the sensitivities
of the response under consideration with respect to all design parameters are estimated.
To illustrate our algorithm, we consider the 1D nonlinear dielectric slab shown in Fig. 1. The
dielectric constant at every cell in the slab is given by = 3 + 50E+ 100E 2. The slab is lossy with a
constant electric conductivity e = 0.04. The computational domain has a length of 600 z, where the
utilized discretization is z=0.5 mm. We allow for maximum simulation time Tm=12,000 t, where
t= z/c, where c is the velocity of light. The domain is excited with a Gaussian-modulated electric
current density source at z=20 z, whose center frequency and bandwidth are 10 GHz and 8 GHz,
respectively. Mur’s boundary conditions are used to terminate the computational domain. The
objective function is the average energy measured at z=580 z. Fig. 2 shows the sensitivities of the
objective function with respect to the dielectric length L and the parameter C1, for a sweep of the
parameter L. Good match is achieved with central finite differences (CFD) for all parameters.
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Abstract— We have developed and optimized a system for time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy (TR-PEEM) conducted with femtosecond laser pulses to visualize the electron
dynamics with time, space and energy resolutions. In this contribution, we introduce the details of the equipment and present recent results obtained by application of the system on to
nano-structures, such as surface defects, Si quantum dots, and graphene.

We developed a system for time-resolved photoemission electron microscopy with femtosecond
laser pulses (TR-PEEM) to visualize the dynamics of photo-excited states of matters. By using a
repetition rate variable laser system and by the development of the energy tuning system in the UV
range, the photogenerated electron dynamics on semiconductor surfaces was successfully observed
with time, space, and energy resolutions of 100 fs, 50 nm, and 40 meV, respectively. To date, the
estimation of the drift velocity and the mobility by directly imaging the propagation of electron
bunches on a semiconductor surface [1], and the diﬀerent relaxation and recombination times in
randomly distributed surface defects on a semiconductor surface [2, 3] have been observed. By
combination with other microscopic techniques, we have observed the relation between electron
dynamics and nano-scale structures such as graphene [4] and semiconductor quantum dots [5].

Figure 1: Demonstration of the observation of photogenerated elctron dynamics with time and space resolutions by TR-PEEM. The sample was a GaAs wafer. The blue and red curves in the graph show the temporal
evolution of the PEEM intensity in the blue and red boxes in a series of TR-PEEM images.

Figure 1 shows a demonstration of spatio-temporal resolved experiments for the photogenerated
electron dynamics on a GaAs surface. The pump laser pulses with the energy of 2.4 eV excite
electrons in to the conduction band. Spatial distribution of photogenerated electrons are imaged
by the probe pulses with 4.8 eV as locally diﬀerent photoemission intensity. A series of TR-PEEM
images with diﬀerent pump and probe delay times (∆t) are shown in the figure. Time evolution of
the photoemission intensity in the blue (pumped) and red (unpumped) regions in the TR-PEEM
images are plotted in the graph.
By developing the energy tuning system in the UV range, local ionization energy (or workfunction) was allowed to be observed. Figure 2 is an estimation of the workfunction on a SiO2 /Si

surface. PEEM images were obtained with diﬀerent photon energy of the excitation source from 4
to 5.2 eV with approximately 40 meV step. The photoemission intensity from each PEEM image
is plotted in the figure. The estimated workfunction of approximately 5 eV was in consistent with
the reported values.

Figure 2: Estimation of workfunction on a
SiO2 /Si surface.
Figure 3: time, space, and energy resolved experiments on a GaAs
surface. PEEM intensity is plotted with ∆t and probe energy.

In Figure 3, the temporal evolutions of photogenerated electron density (lifetimes) with diﬀerent
probe energies are presented, where the probe energy was scanned from 4.0 to 4.4 eV with 40 meV
step and the pump energy was 2.4 eV. In the case with the probe energy of 4.0 eV, the faster decay
in a few ps originate from energy relaxation of photogenerated electrons and the slower decay on
the order of 10 ps of recombination have been observed. By increasing the probe energy up to the
ionization energy ( 4.4 eV), the signal from photogenerated electrons increased. We found that
by optimization of the probe energy at around the workfunction, photoemission was induced only
from the photogenerated electrons, but not from the electrons trapped on the impurity states which
did not contribute the electron dynamics. This results the suppression of the sample charging and
increasing the signal to noise ratio.
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Absorption and Transmission of Electromagnetic Radiation from a
Maxwellian Plasma Slab
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Abstract- The problem of reflection and transmission of electromagnetic radiation from plasma has
attracted many researchers for decades because of its wide range of applications in
telecommunications, stealth technology and industry. In this work, we investigate the problem of
reflection and transmission from Maxwellian plasma, where the dielectric function of the plasma is
obtained by calculating the Fried - Conte plasma dispersion function numerically for a given set of
plasma parameters.
Two configurations for a Maxwellian plasma slab will be considered; the first configuration will be a
plasma slab surrounded by vacuum and the second one will be a plasma slab sandwiched between
vacuum on the left and a semi-infinite conductor on the right. In both cases we have three slabs with
the plasma being the middle slab with thickness d sandwiched between two semi-infinite media.
Reflection (R) and transmission (Tr) coefficients from the two configurations will be obtained
numerically and compared together.
For a plasma slab in vacuum, reflectance and transmittance vs wavelength curves show peaks of a
periodic (standing wave) pattern with minima occurring at frequency values where the wavelength
matches with the width of the plasma slab according to the equation d = m(\lambda/2), d is the
width of the plasma slab and m is a positive integer. For a plasma slab sandwiched between
vacuum and a semi-infinite conductor, the periodic pattern still exists and the metallic wall on the
right of the plasma slab reflects the most part of the wave and reflectance is very close to one; a
very small part of the wave is transmitted to the metal that should be absorbed within a small depth
inside the metal.
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Abstract
From an engineering point of view no substantial difference between analytical and numerical approaches is usually admitted. Accordingly, the primary goal of computer
solutions of field problems consists in getting numerical answers, and in producing accurate numbers easily. Still, unlike Newtonian trajectories, which describe curves as functions of time in a space, that is deemed to be Euclidean, the
electromagnetic field is a function of space and time, taken
as variables on a par with each other. Electromagnetic field
solvers for advanced applications attempt to reduce dimensions by taking care of the relationship among space-time
variables, and will possibly end up by requiring reasoning
in a Cartesian geometry of four dimensions or more at the
outset. Moreover, the question if and how those four independent variables could give rise to pictorial representations of the field has not been addressed, despite the impact
such representations of the field would have on the general
understanding of electromagnetism. The recent advances
in rendering suggest that the analytical approach could be
revised, and that perhaps geometrically rooted visual elements and graphic displays should be favored in electromagnetism over purely numerical answers. After recalling
dynamical and optical approaches to the fourth dimension
for the purpose of graphical rendition and modeling, we focus on the type of reduction from four to three dimensions
attainable through projective transformations.

1. Introduction
Modern physical field theories no longer require adherence
to a visual spatial display of phenomena. They take for
granted the conceptual framework of the special relativity theory, and regard the geometric representation as accomplished within algebra. Moreover, they consider symmetries to better express the deep features of the physical world, and deal with space-time symmetries of electromagnetic fields by linking them to conservation laws as
well as to interactions with matter through Noether’s theorems. As a result, notwithstanding the fact that computational electromagnetics faces real-world problems at the
cutting edge of technology, solving Maxwell’s equations
keeps some cumbersome traits both graphically and conceptually. The laws link together the variations of four elusive field quantities (E, B, D, H), which are functions of

four independent continuous parameters (x, y, z, t). Time
domain solvers interpret the parameters as geometric space
and time, (r, t), by analogy with mechanics. Full wave simulators and planar tools alike, suppose t to vary so as to
ensure that fields can be represented point by point at each
fixed time. For example, in applications to plasmonics it
is told that traditional 3D methods have the advantage over
a 4D method of allowing profiting from the Fourier transform. Each geometric point corresponds to a determinate
value of each field at the time given, like force fields in statics. However, if fields' variation with t must be taken care
of, the meaning given to the fields under static assumptions
can be no longer preserved, and the uneasiness of intuitive
geometric notions is fully exacerbated by the unfathomable
relationship between a space with the same cardinality as
R4 and the so called physical space.
Computational electromagnetics covers two main areas. On
the one hand, it substitutes for closed form solutions to
Maxwell’s equations, taking care of robustness and stability, and compares simulations with specific instance measurements, in order to better either the instance or the
computation. On the other hand, computer-aided modeling contributes warranting theoretically predicted effects,
and interpreting experimentally both acquired and simulated patterns.[1, 2]
As to computational geometry, by now, it doesn’t lend itself to any alternative approaches, as it tends to be a reshaping of algorithmic computation methods. Although geometric algorithms, involving complex objects at the software level, which must be organized as data structures, have
evolved, it is known that theorems are scarcely relevant for
the computational geometric description of shapes. Therefore, special symmetries, such as rotational, cylindrical, periodic, or with respect to one or several planes are put to
use in reducing computation time. Mathematical visualization of functions on a computer screen, an application of
computational geometry, is considered akin to analytic geometry. When the latter was adapted to the number system,
it was stated that the intuitive linear continuum of geometry is order-isomorphic to real numbers. However, since
Dedekind freed the theory of numbers from the influences
of geometry, which is quite upstream of computer graphics,
analytic geometry became a way of illustrating the properties of numbers, and can fail on the terrain of geometric

constructions, as a fallout of the discrete origin of numeral
systems.[3] The increasing mismatches between geometric input at the graphic level and computational geometry
seems to justify the belief that optical circuitry, a merging of
electronics with optics, may substitute for continuous media.
We think that, if there is a more effective way to geometrically model electromagnetism, that geometry has to first be
elaborated “by hand”. Resuming the differences between
different types of synthetic geometries can suggest new algorithms and break new ground in computational geometry.
In this article we shall pick up a couple of aspects that are
faced when trying to visually represent functions of four
parameters.

obtaining the equations of motion. On a locally Euclidean
Riemann manifold M , the Euler-Lagrange equations of a
point mass can be so parametrized that the tangent vectors
to affine geodesics are parallel transported. Yet, differentiability of the manifold already presupposes some added
dynamical structure, e.g., that the dynamical space of states
is canonically diffeomorphic to the tangent bundle. When
dealing with systems of N point masses, the configuration
space is likewise a Riemann manifold Q . However, the
equivalence among configurations is even more clearly unrelated to geometrical properties. The manifold depends on
q  3N free coordinates, and is supposed to be isometrically embeddable in E q . Again, for physical reasons the
velocity coordinates may be assumed to be tangent to the
configuration space at every point, i.e. they belong to the
tangent bundle TQ.
To be sure, in Lagrange’s time our space was supposed
to be at most 3D, and the compatible configurations were
not framed according to symmetry, but rather according to
data. Nevertheless, kinematics is where the concept of 4th
dimension originates from. Anticipating events, in 1754
D’Alembert mentioned t as a variable amenable to a geometric interpretation on a par with r .[4] A short account
of how kinematics was promoted to a 4D geometry is given
by S. in 1885. By analogy with Flatland, a fictional twodimensional world where 3D objects can only be experienced as sections, the fourth dimension is conceived as a
film of the sections of a higher dimensional space passing
across the space we live in.[5] The problem of how to experience the fourth dimension was posed insistently, especially in connection with electric phenomena, about the end
of 1800. Even if nowadays equivalent configurations are
dubbed symmetries without further ado, symmetry principles entered physics much later, in concomitance with spectral transitions and selection rules in quantum mechanics.
Going back to classical physics, Maxwell linked his theory
to Faraday’s experiments, to the effect that after him correspondence to real-world electromagnetic problems was
retained, and nowadays many partial solutions from static
fields to optics match experiments. Yet, correspondence
with spatial representations was lost. As a matter of fact, the
solutions to Maxwell’s equations are fields rather than trajectories in E 3 . In the Lagrangian specification, the mathematical quantity (E, B, D, H) isn’t even nearly posed
in concurrence with the ideas of space and time. Rather,
the field is handled as a system with an infinite number
of degrees of freedom, with the aim of tracing electromagnetism back to analytical mechanics. The infinitely dimensional space of kinematics states is an abstract collection
of points, defined by configuration coordinates (rE, Ė),
and velocity coordinates (rB, Ḃ), say. Usually, the free
field Lagrangian is taken to correspond to the wave equation for the vector potential Aµ = (', A), and Ibragimov
has shown that if writing down the Lagrangian in a vacuum
directly in terms of the fields E and B Maxwell’s equations in the standard differential formulation appear to be
overdetermined.[6, 7]

2. The birth of the 4th dimension in
mechanics
Traditionally, mechanics is not concerned with models of
space. A Euclidean three-dimensional space E 3 is assumed, with material objects having the possibility to move
through it. Time t is taken as a one-dimensional thread,
so as to suit the concept of cause and effect. Newtonian
kinematics is a description of the states of motion relative
to a reference frame, rather than a representation of E 3 itself. For example, in point mass mechanics relative mo3
tion is represented by v = dr(t)
dt . In E , the function
r(t) = x(t)i + y(t)j + z(t)k with arbitrarily prescribed
initial conditions r(0) = r 0 , v(0) = v 0 describes a trajectory. The branch of dynamics leaves aside both r and v,
and accounts for the evolution of motion subjected to forces
like F = m dv
dt .
Shortly after the groundbreaking work of d’Alembert,
Lagrange took up the problem of exploiting the laws of
force. He identified the geometric branch of analytical mechanics —kinematics— as analytic geometry. To describe
the configurations of a given dynamical system, he availed
himself of so called free coordinates q, which are independent generalized coordinates. Unlike Newtonian mechanics, the velocities q̇ contemplated by Lagrange are related to
the q through the principle of virtual work: the system can
perform all the displacements q̇ t compatible with the imposed constraints. A state of motion and the circumstances
under which it takes place are further characterized by a
Lagrangian function L(q, q̇) = T V , where V (q) is the
potential, and T is the kinetic energy of the system. The Lagrangian allowing to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations
of motion of the system is derived Rby making the action
integral with fixed end points S = Ldq stationary. For
an unconstrained point mass E = 12 mq̇ 2 + V (q) is the toq
2
tal energy, and thus its speed is q̇ =
V ). Minim (E
mizing the Lagrangian one can recover Newtonian trajectories. Let’s emphasize again that the terms q̇ t are neither directly linked to the trajectory of the moving point mass, say
to a translation/rotation in E 3 , like Newton’s vdt, nor are
linked to translational/rotational symmetry, but rather are
linked to the Lagrangian and to the variational procedure for
2

2.1. Interplay between dimensions and symmetries

frame. Concomitantly, the time coordinates of clocks
synchronized in that rest frame yield different readings for
the moving one, which entails time dilation. On account of
the fact that the ruler-clock systems serve the purpose of
replacing Galilean inertial frames with the ones underlying
the Lorentz transformations, relativity theory assumes
reciprocity of the observations, spoiling contraction and
dilation of objective meaning.
Einstein’s approach to the geometry in motion was cut
short by Minkowski, who restored the invariant concept of
length in an unobservable 4D space he called world. He
justified having recourse to spacetime by explaining that, to
keep track of Einstein’s relativity of simultaneous events,
an infinity of 3D spaces is needed. Setting the fundamental
tensor equal to gµ⌫ = diag(1, 1, 1, 1), and the light
speed equal to c = 1, Minkowski’s spacetime events have
coordinates (x, y, z, it) ! (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ), and Lorentz’
transformations become a group of isometries. To satisfy
the requirement of Lorentz covariance, the electromagnetic
field in a vacuum is represented in gaussian units by the
components of the following covariant 4-tensor:
2
3
0
H3
H2
iE 1
6 H3
0
H1
iE 2 7
7.[11]
Fµ⌫ = 6
4 H2
H1
0
iE 3 5
iE 1
iE 2
iE 3
0

In the wake of probability theories, physics doesn’t put
too much weight in evidence. It takes sensory and perceptual qualities to be deceptive, preferring to leave the
links to the external world in their Pandora’s box of ambiguities. Instead, it centers on symmetry as a constraint
to reasonableness.[8, 9] The cornerstone is that, if a theory is mathematically consistent, with correct premises and
deductive reasoning, the conclusions shall be correct and
numerically substantiated. The option taken, to keep the
fundamental laws of motion in coordinate free form, so as
to preserve their validity independently of the number of
dimensions, obviates the representation problem. The description is in a manifold Q, locally homeomorphic with
Rq , and possessing a differentiable atlas. It is cast upon a
spacetime background only when it comes to interpreting
the mathematical formalism of the fields in terms of physical entities. For example, in the standard model of particle physics, supplemental dimensions are packed in the so
called internal space, possessing a curvature radius much
smaller than 1017 cm. It is assumed that the internal space
cannot be discovered by experiment, because of the high
energy needed to penetrate it. Since the symmetry in abstract space is tied to the known types of interaction, one
sometimes wonders what happens to the inherent properties of a system, described by n free coordinates, if it is
embedded in an m-dimensional space with m 6= n .

Maybe Minkowski did build for himself a picture of
his world, and saw how it conformed with the set of 3D
hyperbolic spaces Helmholtz had dealt with. As might be
expected, the business of recasting all physical quantities
in four-dimensional terms, and of fitting them into suitable
conservation principles, didn’t get many physicists to share
his vision. Anyway, physicists realized that there is no
seamlessly 3D ! 4D extension in analogy with Flatland.
In fact, Einstein’s definition of relative simultaneity has
an impact on the slicing of 3D space at constant time for
each observer.[12] Albeit time has an equal status as space
variables, it is no longer shared among all inertial observers
in relative motion with respect to one another. To sketch the
particularities of Lorentz transformations of the spacetime
with respect to Galilean transformations, Minkowski
resorted to two-dimensional (r, t) diagrams, which are
mappings onto a Euclidean plane. His interpretation of
spacetime is generally accepted.

3. Virtual camera and the space to take
pictures of
The gap between calculative and perceptive approaches
was not always as pronounced as it is nowadays. For
instance, when Einstein left the hypothesis of stationary
aether with the aim of generalizing mechanics so as to
cover the electrodynamics of moving bodies, he was
among the physicists contending that the validity of a
geometry is a problem of physics. If he had been more
concerned about electromagnetism, he would have had the
opportunity of pondering on the geometric representation
of (E, B, D, H) . He rather chose to improve upon the
problem of inferring the geometry of the physical space
from mechanical motion, a fascinating problem Newton
had left open.[10] As everybody knows, the metric content
of geometry had just been challenged by allowing for
length contraction and time dilation, two features on
whose assumption Lorentz had derived the transformations
bearing his name. Einstein incorporated both of them in his
relativity theory by prescribing that length measurements
be accompanied by time recording. His operative length
measuring procedure specifies that the coordinate positions
of the two ends of a ruler rapidly moving past an observer
must be recorded simultaneously by the observer, i.e. each
coordinate position in the rest frame is equipped with its
synchronized clock. The simultaneity thus measured is
relative to the reference frame: adopting it, the lengths
of rapidly moving objects appear to be shorter in a rest

3.1. Computer graphics rendering of Minkowski’s
world
Einstein’s theory is about measurements performed on the
fly with ruler and clock, and is almost entirely concerned
with “fully symmetrically shaped” point events. But by
1959 the importance of the relativistic aberration on the
visual appearance of rapidly moving extended bodies also
emerged. A thought experiment on their visual appearance can be performed with a virtual camera. According
to Weisskopf,[13] the outlook on the shape-deformations
in snapshot images came together with other insights on
illumination and color changes, which in our opinion can3

not be adequately supported by purely geometric considerations. Shape aberration occurs in ray optics approximation because, as an object moves past the observer, the light
emitted from parts located further away from him reaches
his eyes after that emitted from closer parts. But, according
to the mentioned virtual camera experiment, when a picture is taken by adjusting resolution and sharpening, light
collected during the shot interval arrives from the different
parts according to the position they had when it was emitted. Thus, more distant parts appear displaced with respect
to nearer ones. The Lorentz contraction is canceled, and the
overall effect results in a rotation of the trailing side toward
the observer.
Recently, in computer science many rendering algorithms
have been developed for video games and movie making,
that avail of a rendering pipeline with configurable realtime graphics. Due to them, the opportunity is given in
physics to avail of computer-based visualization methods
for instructional purposes, and the camera metaphor has
been resurrected as a complement of ruler-clock systems in
coping with the special theory of relativity.[14] Until now
the graphical representations offered for scientific purposes
are directed toward a faithful presentation of extant theories. Computer graphics applications to special relativity
visualize the relationship between physical quantities that
match Lorentz transformations in Minkowski world. In his
4D geometry conception, every physical body is described
by a world-tube, whose different 3D sections are interpreted
as contractions by different inertial observers. However,
virtual camera or ray tracing solve the problem of getting
rid of two dimensions in a way different from Minkowski’s
diagrams.
By and large, conveying illustrative explanations of complex mathematical equations might be quite apart from
computational electromagnetics purposes. Nevertheless,
computer graphics is a bridge between computational electromagnetics and the wish to extract new information from
measurements on real field patterns. As a diversion, one
may wonder whether real cameras can be used under relativistic conditions, which presumably imply motion blur,
or whether super-snapshot can keep the subject within the
depth of field, thereby reducing the number of spatial dimensions.

spurred research on mimicking tasks such as learning, and
machine vision. However, the computer metaphor of mind
couldn’t be substantiated, as human perception in particular turned out to be a highly integrated performance too
difficult to detail. Computer vision chose to pursue further
very special, and stylized tasks, such as pattern recognition, tracking and motion estimation, while visual processing evolved into a mainly physiological and psychological scientific discipline that analyzes visual cues to color,
depth, and motion, for the purpose of extracting visual
information.[17] By now, that information is believed to be
disassembled and recreated internally within a virtual visual space only after elaboration by the striated cortex. [18]
Thus, psychophysics has been getting involved in the study
of synthesization of stimuli at the level of the target neurons. Neither it nor computer vision match with the task to
render for conscious perception the extension open to the
visual experience.
The program of reconstructing and interpreting images received under differing lighting conditions, in selected frequency ranges over the whole electromagnetic spectrum, is
less ambitious than the computer-mind metaphor, but can
be put to test at the semantic level. After all, the sensed
space is part of the available information on the external
world, that needs to be extracted to consciously perceive it.

4. Emergence of the 4th dimension in optics
Since Maxwell, the theory of light has been subsumed
under electromagnetism, and exactly the task of incorporating the latter theory into mechanics required to explicitly address the fourth dimension, interpreted as time
variable. By way of comparison, let’s now have a look
at the emergence of the fourth dimension in connection
with optical images. As regards binuocular perception
under nearly physiological conditions, besides visual arts,
Helmholtz’ experiments,[19] and more recently the ones of
Luneburg,[20] seem to indicate that hyperbolic geometry
approximates it more closely than the Euclidean one. This
means that the space perceived exhibits traits deductible
from the relevant postulates, and in no way grants full being
to any form of hyperbolic space H 3 .
The process of working out in mathematics non-Euclidean
geometries, to which the above Bolay-Lobachevskii geometry belongs, can be traced back to the replacement of Euclid’s parallel postulate by: “The parallels to a given line
through a given point not on it belong to a coplanar pencil
of lines that neither meet it, nor diverge from it in a specified
direction.”[21] Parallel postulates conform to plane geometry, and are of no concern in space. They matter when
modeling starts out with conformal maps of the hyperbolic plane, or when a hyperbolic geometry is induced onto
surfaces of the ambient Euclidean three-dimensional space
E 3 , that are locally identified by differential equations (isometric embedding.) By these methods, the space H 3 itself
requires embedding into a Cartesian space of higher dimension, and has no visual realization. It involves generalizing
the definitions of the elements point, straight line and plane

3.2. Computer, mind, and visual experience
Computer graphics is believed to have a visual nature. The
eyes explore the simulated patterns, and make rendering
convey the information generated by computers through
them to the brain. In humans, the vision system is the sensory channel with the highest capacity for distributed parallel processing.[15] Although we envisage the issue of spatial representations of received electromagnetic signals only
for the purpose of interpreting phenomena, visual communication addresses many other exciting goals.[16]
The presupposition that computers might help understanding the functioning of human brain, which stems from
Leibniz’ belief in an alphabet of human thoughts, initially
4

in keeping with its intrinsic geometric properties, that is, independently on the embedding space.
Now let’s turn to projective modelling. Besides being used
to model fields in physical theories, for example in statics, projective geometry provides global models to nonEuclidean spaces. The approach to non-Euclidean geometries through projective models differs radically from
the methods resorting to differential geometry. An algebraically defined non degenerate quadric surface is prescribed. That quadric is called projective metric, because it
allows to define a distance function in both classes of constant curvature spaces, hyperbolic and elliptic. Now, in the
context of synthetic projective modelling the quadric, written as a homogeneous quadratic polynomial F (x, y, z, t) =
0, specifies a non-projective relation between the geometric elements of each non-Euclidean projective space. Thus,
rather than embedding the non-Euclidean space in an ambient space, the constructible model consist of the projective space endowed with a metric relationship drawn in it.
Obviously, one must be careful not to confuse the drawn
metric with the geometric figures belonging to projective
geometry. To give an intuitive example, by looking toward
a concave mirror under restricted head’s motion, according to Helmholtz and others, a projective model of H 3 is
perceived, in which the distance between points depends
on the curvature (of the mirror), and the observed image is
projective. If the head’s motion is not restricted, and in addition the person concerned is walking, the perceived space
is projective without any further qualification, since there
is no way to specify a projective metric. More formally, although the projective space itself lives in the abstract, mathematical world, projective constructions can be carried out
in a way akin to visual perception, and would allow useful
representations in optics.
Mathematically, projective transformations of space are
very general linear transformations. Thus projective geometry is eligible for rendering electromagnetic images in a
broad sense: it supplies buildable spatial models and, at the
same time, it is a logico-deductive system allowing to interpret geometric constructions at an abstract syntactic level.
That projective geometry itself is dealt with in a tricky manner is unfortunate. The projective space is seldom introduced for its own sake. In algebraic geometry, the points
of a 3-space P3 on R are represented by the classes of all
ordered quadruples of real numbers x = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ),
where two quadruples represent the same point if and only
if they are proportional.[22] Clearly, until the above pointwise representation is needed, the projective space will not
really become visualizable. In the remainder of this paper
we’ll show why projective constructions are indeed buildable in the space we are accustomed to.

there is a geometric approach, which consists in generating
the space from a given group of congruences. In physics,
geometric transformations were introduced in order to
pursue the study of free mobility of rigid bodies. It was
expected that groups of motions retrieve the physical
space with no additional dimensions. This line of inquiry,
summarized up in the elaboration of an ontology of space,
dictated the difference in approach between physicists
and mathematicians.[23] Physicists, like Helmholtz and
Mach, delved into the nature of our understanding of
the external world, and inquired about the functional
relationship between physical object world and visual
space, eventually asking how the theorems of geometry
apply to the geometry of perception. In mathematics no
such relationship was ever supposed. As already stressed,
synthetic projective geometry is supported by graphic
constructions on its own, without making any commitment
either to the physical object world, or to perceptual space.
As the mathematical inquiry evolved, the group-theoretic
classification of geometric transformations associated to
motion was linked to the book Traité des substitutions by
C. Jordan, and was brought to the fore by F. Klein and S.
Lie about the end of 1800s. Thus, besides re-establishing
geometry on motion, the geometric invariant approach
became the manifesto of the algebraization of geometry.
Nowadays projective transformations can be subsumed under Cremona’s birational transformations, and understood
in terms of algebraic geometry, indeed. Reciprocally, the
opportunity was taken in algebra to undertake a comprehensive study of rational curves, by projecting them in
a manifold of higher dimension, so as to resolve knots,
obtaining simpler curves. Projective n-dimensional spaces
in Rn+1 were first introduced that way. Conversely, the
central projection onto a plane from a point outside it is
the best known way to achieve dimensional reduction in
algebraic geometry. This discipline satisfies a quest for
universal language in contemporary mathematics, that
goes quite beyond the study of kinematics by means of
geometric transformations.
Unlike projective transformations, the projective space
belongs to synthetic geometry; that is, to build figures a
tool and some construction rules are deployed. Moreover,
tools, construction rules and axioms differ from their
Euclidean analogues. Therefore, one cannot expect to
execute some or all Euclidean shapes, but rather projective
figures to bear peculiar characteristics. Those differences
were not taken in due consideration during the course of
axiomatic formalization of mathematics, because geometric constructions were not part of it. Indeed, the purpose
of formalization was to obtain a conceptual unification.
According to Hilbert: “One must be able to say at all times
– instead of points, straight lines, and planes – tables,
chairs, and beer mugs.”
As a fallout of the dissociation of transformations and
space from one another, with contextual drop out of the
projective constructions, some difficulties arise when
trying to pursue projective geometric tasks algebraically:

5. Geometric transformations and projective
space
Besides the kinematics approach to spacetime in terms
of four Cartesian coordinates, that was exposed thus far,
5

• although the projective geometric space is linear,
space transformations don’t need to correspond to
linear coordinate substitutions;
• enumeration of the rigid motions, i.e. excluding operations such as similarities and deformations, depends
on the dimension of space. In particular, reflection is
either included or excluded.
Since theorems are primarily intermingled with constructions, when addressing the display of space at the graphic
level, one should be careful to avoid obliterating from the
very beginning its distinctive features. We wish to notice
in passing that, since projective geometric elements do not
terminate, each spatial construction is a model of the whole
projective space. Alternatively, an abstract geometric space
can be defined so as to embrace the whole set of possible constructions. For example, one can think of all constructible Platonic solids as pertaining to a unique, void Euclidean space. Again, for reasons which we further elaborate below, Cartesian coordinates don’t provide the most
appropriate mathematical background.
5.1. Enantiomorphic forms and mirror symmetry
Figure 1: Klein’s bottle in 3D

Let’s recall that, in addition to the rigid motions, i.e. translation and rotation, there is a spatial symmetry group, reflection, which is often included among isometries, but
seldom as a displacement. It seems to require an additional dimension – the 4th – in order to be interpreted
as a set of continuous displacements. In Der Baryzentrische Calkül Möbius, discussed superposing of threedimensional shapes, and interpreted their half-revolutions
in a 4D space as a reflection operation. According to this
argument, the topological property of orientability of incongruent objects seems to depend at least partially on the
space of embedding. If the space is connected, mirror symmetry depends on its dimension and/or on its intrinsic orientability. Since the mathematical description of mirror
symmetry shows such puzzling characteristics, recently it
has been invoked in the description of physical interactions
at the boundary between geometry and dynamics. Yet, even
if the result of one reflection on a handed body differs from
that of any rigid continuous motion, when dealing with it in
optics there seems to be no reason to add one dimension to
the space readily seen.
Differently from Euclidean geometry, the projective one
deals with mirror images as if they performed a continuous motion, and in addition allows to display them in space
based on it’s own constructions. In our opinion the above
geometric continuity allows to do without point by point
reconstructions of images. Below we elucidate the peculiar traits involved in projective transformations and constructions by appealing to the common move of taking off
a pullover by turning it inside out, which is executed in
our space. We mention that the way of carrying out a
mirror symmetry motion is also analogous to the algebraic

surface named Klein bottle (Fig. 1), which shows a selfintersection, when immersed in a 3D space.

6. Mirror reflection
Usually, it is stressed that, except for plane mirrors, a scaled
point by point image is formed of any flat, symmetric, small
object normal to the optical axis. Thus, in the paraxial
approximation, reflection by a convex or concave mirror
would imply geometric similarity and some distortion. By
contrast with the geometrical optics description, the projective description regards the space as rigid, and thus we
are going to consider mirror reflection a rigid motion. We
take into account that a concave mirror is a linear receiver,
that the real image forms in the same space as the object,
and moreover, that the path of the object crosses that of the
image at the center of curvature of the mirror. The journey of the object starts from the latter location, where it
appears to touch its reflected and upside down image. In
4D this situation is explained by saying that, with respect
to the object, the image has performed a double rotation
about two independent planes: one through the plane of
the mirror, and one through that including its path. When
the object proceeds, and crosses the focal plane, the image
clearly turns upside down (in truth, downside up), undergoing the transformation real image ! virtual image. This
flip can be regarded as the result of a continuous motion,
during which the image itself travels through an abysmal
path behind the observer, compared to the observer-mirror
distance. Finally, the object comes to rest when facing the
6

Figure 2: Taking off a pullover by inversion
6.1. Projective constructions of conics

vertex of the mirror because material objects don’t interpenetrate. There, it touches again its image. If it could proceed
further, the impossible transformation object ! virtual image would take place as the second rotation. Whereas in
practice piercing a mirror is no seamless, linear transformation, reflection through it is exactly the motion implied
according to the geometric description.
Turning now to the ways of slipping off a pullover, there
isn’t a single way to do it. The one folding the arms across
the chest comes closest to the envisaged reflection objectvirtual image. Besides turning upside down, the pullover
turns inside out exactly like a glove. A right glove turns
into a left one, that remains similar and equal except for becoming the incongruent counterpart of itself (in relational
sense). The small thickness of cloths may not concern us
here, for the ethereal image’s hull is hardly thicker. In order to tackle the deficiency of handedness of the pullover,
which is a symmetric piece of clothing indeed, its exterior
right and left sides were labeled with a red and a green
thread respectively. The colors were exchanged on the reverse side. In Fig. 2 one of the authors wears the garment
and shows how it turns.
A crossing, is requisite also for moving continuously from
the outside to the inside of a mathematical object such as
the well known Klein bottle, shown in Fig. 1, above.
We underline that we had to swap the colors of the threads
in order to demonstrate how that motion is related to mirror
symmetry. In the next section, we’ll meet the same problem with numerical labels of hyperbolas: their order swaps.
Vice-versa, if we don't discriminate self-intersecting motions, or two-branched curves, then enantiomorphous objects become indistinguishable. In the next section we are
going to see that projective geometry doesn't do that discrimination; that is, it treats reflection motion like any other
rotation. The discrimination emerges at the level of constructions.

To explain how reflection is related to projective geometry
transformations, we need three premises:
• Poncelet’s continuity principle allows to derive a figure from another by continuous changes. It doesn’t
go as far as Hilbert’s statement on beer mugs above.
However, it extends the definitions of basic projective
elements beyond Euclid.[24]
• The axiom that any two lines belonging to a plane are
incident with at least one point, gets rid of Euclid’s
parallel axiom (insofar as the plane is concerned). It
introduces no points at infinity, essentially because
there is no such class of elements. Disregarding infinity makes it possible to consider the motion of a
reflected ethereal image continuous when the object
crosses/turns into its image, as well as when it passes
through the focal point of a mirror.
• The fundamental theorem of projective transformations, which we explain in the next section, can be
used both to characterize transformations and for
construction purposes. In fact, Helmholtz’ expectation that groups of motions retrieve the space with
no additional dimensions is ultimately only justified
within the old purely synthetic methods.
Due to the point-plane duality, before starting discussion, we caution against thinking of synthetic projective
geometry as a plane geometry. It is a geometry of space:
Poncelet’s point-plane duality in Gergonne’s form mandates that any theorem has a dual counterpart, formally obtainable by replacing each occurrence of the term point by
the term plane, and vice-versa. The term line is self-dual.
The basic projective relationship, incidence, does not imply hierarchical inclusion. Again, according to group theoretic classifications, projection of space onto a plane isn’t
7

even a projective transformation, as it is degenerate. Thus,
drawing a flat section of a projective figure, or its projection on a plane, is a graphical operation in the absence of
better choice. We stick at the point-plane duality, so that
our conics are really cuts through quadrics, and our lines
are mostly planes. The aim of Coxeter in writing his book
The real projective plane is to give an idea of projective
constructions on a sheet of paper, by comparing them with
Euclid’s.[25] He reformulates the set of axioms, and especially the duality principle for a projective plane geometry.
In chap. 7 he introduces the “notion that the points on the
conic form a range, resembling in many ways the points on
a line.” In clear text, he warns that according to projective
geometry both lines and conics are linear, closed curves,
none of which is expected to satisfy a quadratic equation.
In projective geometry there are more than one way to arrive at conics, of course (cf. Coxeter, loc. cit., p. 75), none
of which is based on their center or eccentricity, which cannot be determined by projective constructions.[26]
The task of constructing a conic with straightedge only can
readily turn into a lapse into Euclidean geometry. In such
case, besides the methods using a straightedge only, geometry in the classical sense avails of the focus-directrix,
mechanical, and algebraic methods. In the figures 3, 4,
5 below we show some point conics constructed according to the fundamental theorem of projective transformations. The method of construction as well as the theorem
are due to Steiner. Let the pencil of rays S be perspective to
C. That means that the locus of points where (bijectively)
corresponding rays of S and C intersect is a straight line,
which we call u . Again, let C be perspective to S 0 , and call
u0 its perspective representation. S , S 0 is a projective
non-perspective correspondence. In fact, the fundamental
theorem of projective transformations states that given two
ranges (first species figures, such as lines of points, and pencils of rays) g1 and gn , their relationship can be determined
by arbitrarily assigning three elements in g1 and their corresponding elements in gn . That relationship is known as
harmonic cross ratio. Any finite chain of ranges g2 , g3 ,
. . . in perspective relationship with each other may be interposed during construction. However, the projective relationship between g1 and gn allows disregarding intervening
ranges. That means that, if g1 and gn are not directly perspective, the linear transformation g1 ! gn is described
by a conic, in Euclidean parlance. Yet, projective geometry doesn’t acknowledge perspective as a subclass, of linear
projective transformations g1 ! gn , and thus neither distinguishes transformations described by a straight line from
those described by a conic. Again, the fundamental theorem prevents from defining a metric, and interpreting the
cross ratio as a double ratio of magnitudes.[27] In Fig. 3,
besides being a transformation, S , S 0 allows construction of a conic locus in the sense previously mentioned. By
Steiner’s method, five elements, either lines or points, such
as the ones we used C, S, u, S 0 , u0 , are enough to determine
graphically a unique conic.
Twenty eight ordered points have been chosen on u0 , and

Figure 3: Point ellipse

their corresponding points by C have been constructed on
u. The intersections of corresponding rays give rise to
points labeled with the same name on an ellipse. Graphically, the ellipse is a range. It can be seen either as a fixed
relation in the transformation (S 0 , u0 ) ! (S, u),[28] or as a
projective (linear) correspondence between S 0 and S . The
constructed ellipse shows a hole between points 1 and 28,
due to the fact that range u0 extends beyond the sheet of
paper. For the same reason, due to u there is another hole
between points 13 and 14. Except for the fact that, by producing u or u0 points could be added at will, in particular
between 13 and 14, the increasing order of the points on
this ellipse is clockwise. This is usually not explicitly mentioned when the ellipse is already drawn, because the construction method itself is exposed just for the purpose of
demonstrating the theorems.
Now, in order to point out a constructive aspect, let’s distinguish between ellipse and hyperbola, which projective theorems never do, and visualize how the order of points swaps.
The rarely shown hyperbola-relation is drawn in Figs. 4
and 5. The construction goes as in Fig.3, except that I is
taken as the “prospective center” instead of C. Thus, when
choosing I instead of C in a picture illustrating a projective
theorem, to be precise we should draw a hyperbola.
Holes are visible between 36-1 and 18-19 Fig.4, and between 32-1 and 5-6 Fig.5. Since hyperbola points are ordered clockwise on the left branch, but counterclockwise on
branch S...31 on the right (Fig.4), and conversely on Fig.5,
one can imagine that the part of the hyperbola-consideredrange laying in the projective plane outside the paper sheet,
is bound to cross itself somewhere. Dual constructions are
shown in figs. 6 and 7. A line conic is generated when
taking two projective non-perspective pencils of points on
distinct linear supports u, u0 , and joining pairs of corresponding points on them by means of rays. Both, u and
u0 are perspective to u00 , and S, S 0 are used to establish
the perspectivities. In our drawings the lines are terminated even if we ought not to do so. Our point ellipse
cuts u and u0 , while our line ellipse doesn’t. Just as a
diversion, we notice that usually the theorems involving
8

Figure 4: Point hyperbola

Figure 6: Line ellipse

Figure 7: Line hyperbola
Figure 5: Point hyperbola

7. Conclusions
In our excursus on the motion in four dimensions, we hit
at a link between projective constructions and projective
transformations that is distinctive for synthetic projective
geometry. In our opinion, computational electromagnetics is not restricted to the choice of a good multipurpose
solver, but also requires a better comprehension of the reasons why the electromagnetic field depends from the outset on four independent variables. Our intention is not so
much to emphasize the number four, as to mark the loss
of contact with representations based on simple geometric
rules and theorems, which accompanied the rise of electromagnetism. Old-fashioned geometric insights, constructive
approaches, and new modeling aspects were abandoned at
once to make way for general formalism. However, real coordinate spaces modeled with Cartesian coordinates neither
leave room for any visual interpretation, nor tell how to accomplish faithful dimensional reductions.
Traditionally, the extra dimension is interpreted as time in
mechanics, whereas in optics the mechanical and geometric
traditions clashed. Light rays were assimilated to particle
trajectories, and the expression “geometrical optics” wasn’t
analyzed further for the purpose of highlighting ways to vi-

the construction of conics suppose the conic to be already
drawn where it should, for example Woods.[29] In particular this is done when demonstrating the very important theorems of Pascal and Brianchon. Pascal has: “if a hexagon
is inscribed in a point conic, the three pairs of opposite
sides meet in three collinear points.”, whereas Brianchon
states: “if a hexagon is circumscribed about a line conic, the
three diagonals are concurrent” (Coxeter, p.88). Both theorems are valid for self-intersecting polygons with cyclic
vertices/sides. Thus, while conics and pairs of straight lines
are projectively equivalent for the purpose of demonstrating Pascal’s or Steiner’s theorems, as already stressed, they
are not such if the specific relation is needed for graphical purposes. The possibility of self intersection matters in
general, because it doesn’t preserve orientation on the conics, and is a big problem in point by point transformations.
Both traits, the holes between nearby points and the swap in
the orientation, are clear indications that analytical geometry is not too adequate to represent projective space in 3D.
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sualize the extension for conscious perception. Nowadays
if geometry is resurrected for rendering purposes, projective
geometry could prove to be a good candidate. However, the
representation problem should be tackled where it was left,
and connected directly to the actual mathematical and technical developments. We discussed the projective modelling
of the hyperbolic space, and the implications it has on the
fourth dimension. The hyperbolic space, which seems to be
the one perceived, also played a role in Minkowski’s world.
It can be modeled, provided one understands what the characteristic features of this space are in synthetic geometry.
Finally, when rethinking the approaches to rendering, account should be taken, that the interpretation of images depends on past experience, and is subject to upgrade. Geometrical constructions should somehow keep pace with it.
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Abstract
This paper presents an optimization-based design method
for a multi-band antenna. From various optimization
techniques, evolution strategy is adopted to find the proper
initial geometry for creating the resonance at two
frequencies(433 MHz and 900 MHz) with a limited
physical size. The antenna structure is finalized by adjusting
the geometrical parameters to meet the specifications of the
UHF-band RFID/IoE services. The design method is
validated by fabricating the antenna and testing its
frequency responses which turn out compliant with the
simulated results

1. Introduction
The field of RFID drew much attention from almost all
walks of life, say, logistic industry, construction, safety,
security, etc[1], and sparked system integration professionals,
and RF engineers to devote their time to developing
adequate components and systems. While the growth of the
RFID became sluggish due to the advent of unprecedented
political and economic issues compared to the early days,
D2D, M2M, and IoT have been put forward as the new
keyword of technology planning. People are dreaming of an
ideal world that one device can talk to another device, and
the things of the IoT can autonomously network with one
another without human commands.
Though the D2D, M2M, and IoT look different from the
RFID in terms of high-end users and the detailed items of
the respective standards, all of them can share almost the
same technology. In particular, the hardware development
skills and techniques of the RFID can apply to IoE(Internet
of Everything) representing the d2D, M2M, and IoT. The
design techniques of the RFID modules and systems that
were aimed at surveillance, logistics and security can be
employed to health-care service, remote health-monitoring,
power saving for smart buildings, and so on[2].
Multi-function is still required for a wireless device, and IoE and
RFID are no exception in this notion. As an example, multi-band
RFID and Zigbee platforms are highly welcome to cope with the
increasing expense to take care of multiple frequencies. Especially,
when frequencies for the wireless service are low as the UHF and
the physical size of the device becomes large with longer
wavelengths, right design methods should be considered to prevent
the device from being bigger. In this paper, a dual UHF-band
RFID/IoE antenna is designed. An optimization technique named

‘Evolution Strategy’ is adopted to determine the geometry of a
compact antenna which does not necessitate the switch for two
different resonant paths. The initial antenna resonates at 433 MHz
and 900 MHz, and is tuned to have better isolation between the
aforementioned two bands with good impedance match. This
finalized antenna is manufactured and its performance is measured
to verify the validity of the design method. Consequently, the
simulated results agree with the experimental ones, showing
acceptable antenna gain and far-field patterns along with the return
loss below -10dB at both 433 MHz and 900 MHz. The paper is
organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 explain the basic part of the
antenna design and the application of the evolution strategy
optimization. In section 4, the simulated radiated field patterns of
the antenna are confirmed by the measurement and comparison is
made, and the agreement between them is shown. Last but not
least, the conclusive remarks are given in section 5

2. Basic part of antenna design
When it comes to the wireless link between two distant points,
radiated electromagnetic fields from an antenna will be taken into
account. The antenna radiates an electromagnetic power at the
resonance condition of the structure. For wire and planar antennas,
the dominant resonance frequency is equated with the halfwavelength.

(a)

(b)

If the parents do not satisfy the objective, they are varied to the
children, and this process is reiterated until the solution is found. It
can be summarized into the following chart.

(c)
Figure 1: Primitive and Proposed Antennas (a)Primitive
geometry (b)Modified geometry (c)Allocating the
geometrical parameters
A single-band antenna works with a single resonance
frequency, and it is inferred that the dual-band antenna will
be made by the two individual geometries for two different
resonance modes. The combination of the two individual
structures will end up with an increased physical volume
where a switch circuit is embedded. Instead of two separate
radiating elements, two resonant paths are laid out together
in one device as in Fig. 1(a), following the half-wavelength
concept. This doesn’t guarantee the desired performance as
is, since a number of things are yet to be tackled for
impedance matching. Fig. 1(a) is long, and its length can be
decreased by modifying the straight branches like Fig. 1(b).
The modified antenna is given the geometrical parameters as
in Fig. 1(c) as the half of the symmetric shape, and will be
optimized in the following section. The initial quantities for
the parameters are assumed as

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the evolution strategy
The evaluation is made by linking the evolution strategy
algorithm to a commercial EM simulator of the SEMCAD
through the Visual Basic. Along with this, it is critically
important how to define the objective function. The return
loss is set as the objective function, and rfreq,1, rfreq,2, and rdB
are the weights for the two sub-objectives.
rfreq,1 = 0.7, rfreq,2 = 0.3, and rdB =10
f1=433 MHz, f2 = 900 MHz
dB1,2 = -12 at the two resonance frequencies
= 0 at the other frequency
(1)
Ffreq = ∑i rfreq,i (fi - freq)2
FdB = ∑i rdB (S11 - dBi)2
Obj = Ffreq + FdB
In a total, 64 iterations have been conducted for the optimization
and result in the forthcoming convergence profile and S11 as the
return loss.

Table 1: Initial values of parameters.
Variables
values [mm]
L1
15.5
L2
26
L3
14
L4
0.2
A
0.2 rad
Basically, the length variables L1, L2, L3, and L4 stem
from the half-wavelength condition. The inclination angle
of L4 is set at random.

3. Evolution strategy

(a)

There are a variety of optimization methods. All told, they are
categorized into a group of deterministic schemes and another of
stochastic techniques. When the search region of the root can be
clearly decided by guessing the behavior of the function or having
the function as an explicit form, the deterministic optimization like
the gradient method can be adopted. However, the EM problems
of 3D structures cannot be explicitly expressed as simple
mathematical formulae, and the stochastic schemes are proper to
use. Evolution strategy is chosen to find the optimal geometry by
following the rule that the initial population is firstly entered into
the evaluation function and if the evaluation function doesn’t meet
the objectives, the initial population changes to become the parents.

(b)

2

Fig. 3: The characteristics of the adopted optimization
(a)Convergence behavior (b)Return loss of the optimized
antenna

Fig. 4: The finalized antenna and its return loss in cases of
the simulation and measurement (a)Final structure (b)Return
loss of the simulated and fabricated antenna

The evolution strategy programmed here shows the
convergence as in Fig. 3(a) and the process converges rather
slow. This convergence can be accelerated by employing the
elitism from the GA approach[3] as well as better initial
guesses[4]. As the result of the optimization scheme, the low
return loss can be obtained at 433 MHz and 900 MHz. This
is possible with the following optimal geometrical
parameters

Fig. 4(a) presents the staircase path for the resonance at 900
MHz unlike the straight line of Fig. 1(c). This finalized
antenna is fabricated with FR4-substrate, and has the return
loss as shown in Fig. 4(b). Between the simulated and
measured S11, they agree well with each other.
Until now, the return loss has been observed. It is worth
investigating the radiated field patterns of the proposed
antenna.

Table 2: Optimal values of parameters.
Variables
values [mm]
L1
18.11
L2
29.10
L3
17.59
L4
36.64
A
0.44 rad
Final L4 is greater than initial L4, which is accompanied
by the impedance match for highly isolated resonance
frequencies. This parameter will be changed to a staircase
shape to prevent the entire metal pattern from exceeding
the quarter-wavelength of the 433 MHz in next phase
where the optimized antenna is fabricated.

4. Fabrication and performance
As is mentioned in the previous section, the path of the higher
frequency resonance denoted as L4 is modified in need of curbing
the size growth.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

3

handheld UHF RFID reader,” 2010 IEEE International
Conference on RFID, pp. 166-173, 2010.
[3] S. Kahng, “GA-optimized decoupling capacitors
damping the rectangular power-bus' cavity-mode
resonances,” IEEE MWCL, vol. 16, no. 6, pp.375-377,
2006..
[4] Jorge Nocedal, Stephen Wright, Numerical Optimization,
Springer, 2006
[5] SEMCAD X by SPEAG, www.speag.com

(c)
Fig. 5: The far-field patterns of the proposed antenna and its
return loss in cases of the simulation and measurement
(a)Simulation(H-plane and E-plane: from left to right,
433MHz and 900 MHz: from top to bottom) (b)Test set-up
(c)Measurement(H-plane and E-plane: from left to right,
433MHz and 900 MHz: from top to bottom)
The simulated far-field patterns using the SEMCAD X[5]
tell us that the omni-directional property is achieved for both
433 MHz and 900 MHz as presented in Fig. 5(a), which is
required for RFID/IoE applications. The peak gain and
antenna efficiency are greater than 1 dBi and 90 %,
respectively for the two resonance modes in the simulation.
The simulation of the design is checked by the comparison
with the measurement. Fig. 5(b) is the photography of the
beam-pattern test facility. Through this test, the measured
far-field characteristics are obtained as in Fig. 5(c). The
measured beam-patterns are very similar to the simulated
ones. The antenna peak-gain becomes larger than 1 dBi, but
the efficiency goes down to more than 60 %. When this
antenna design method is applied to the real situation,
multiple tests should be carried out to find the true cause of
any degradation from the simulation and it should be
mitigated.
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Abstract
This paper presents a passive RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) 920 MHz long read range UHF band tag to
attach to metal pallet for car product logistic. The goal is to
improve pallet or cart management system. When cart or
pallet which contain car product are exported abroad, in
importing countries, pallets and iron carts are considered as
imported goods and pay customs duties. When the cart or
pallet is returned back, the tariffs paid are returned by the
exporting companies. So it’s good to get back the carts or
pallets exported. However, the recovery rates of carts and
pallets that go abroad without specific labeling are quite low.
Therefore, by increasing the recovery rate of carts and
pallets through UHF band tag labeling, it is possible to
reduce the damage including the tariff paid by the company
to help profit creation.

1. Introduction
RFID(Radio-frequency identification) is the wireless noncontact use of radio-frequency electromagnetic fields to
transfer data for the purposes of automatically identifying
and tracking tags attached to assets. The three primary
frequency ranges used in RFID are LF(Low Frequency)
working at 125-134kHz frequency range for passive tags,
used typically for animal identification, the reading range
reaches up 10cm; HF(High Frequency) working at
13.56MHz for passive tags, used typically for Near Field
Communication (NFC), smart cards, tickets, the reading
range reaches 30cm. UHF(Ultra-High Frequency) working
at 433 MHz for active tags and at 840-960MHz for passive
tags, used in all types of applications. The reading range
depends on tag and can reach up to 100+ meters for 433
MHz [1-9]. Although the first paper on modulated
backscatter (basic principle of passive RFID) was published
in 1948 [7] it took considerable amount of time before the
technology advanced to current level [8]. Now RFID finds
many applications in various areas listed above.
In special RFID applications such as metallic components,
the general label tags attached on conducting material
cannot operate well, because of the degradation of tag
antennas. The metal environment where the general label tag
is placed causes an electromagnetic interference, and no
matched antenna impedance and the tag impedance. Like the

passive tag attached on a livestock box [10] has a long read
range when attached only on paper box but when attached
on metal the read range is less than 1m. Proper antenna
design for RFID tag applications is becoming essential for
the maximization of RFID system performance [2]. The tags
introduced by reference [11-12] have been commercialized
and are currently used in many applications, such as
automotive containers, large metal containers, postal roll
cages, and metal drums. But the read range is only 7meters
and 4 meters when attached on metal container. This paper
presents a long range RFID Tag antenna to attach on metal
for car product pallet management.

2. RFID Metal Pallet Management System
The paper presents a passive RFID 920 MHz UHF band tag
to attach to metal cart or pallet for car product logistic. The
goal is to improve pallet or cart management system figure 1.
When cart or pallet which contain car product are exported
abroad from Korea, in importing countries, pallets and iron
carts are considered as imported goods and pay customs
duties. When the cart or pallet is returned back, the tariffs
paid are returned by the exporting companies of Korea. So
it’s a must to get back the carts and pallets exported.

Figure 1: Smart RFID Pallet Management System

However, the recovery rates of carts and pallets that go
abroad without specific labeling are quite low. Therefore, by
increasing the recovery rate of carts and pallets through
UHF band tag labeling, it is possible to reduce the damage
including the tariff paid by the company to help profit
creation.

To make it be read just in one face and at a longer distance
than 7m, it’s better to increase the bottom metal size and
shape for reflecting signal to the front face. The BMTA were
equipped with a plastic cover for it protection.

3. UHF BMTA design and simulation result
The long reading range UHF RFID BMTA for metal pallet
or cart of auto parts was designed using MWS (Micro Wave
Studio) of CST (Computer Simulation Technology).
Considering the dielectric constant of Styrofoam (ε=1.01)
between the tag antenna and metal cart, the dielectric
constant of the ABS plastic cover ε=1.3, the dielectric
constant of the board ε=3.2 [30mil (0.75mm) thick] on
which the tag antenna were designed. The parameters,
dielectric constant, and conductivity are entered into CST
program. The tag antenna has the T-matching structure and
is attached at the bottom part of the pallet. The design was
done that the antenna impedance has conjugate matching
with the RFID chip impedance [1]. The simulated reflection
coefficient |S11| and the measured value of |S11| were
compared. The Agilent Technologies ENA series Network
Analyzer was used to measure the tag antenna impedance
value at 920 MHz. We measured the tag Antenna Reading
Range (TARR) pattern at 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90 degree.
The designed antenna can operate on 915MHz and 920
MHz frequency.

The car products are packaged into the smart labeled pallet
figure 2. The tag attached has each cart or pallet’s specific
information. The reader reads the tag’s information and
saves it in the Data base system. When Carts or pallets are
shipped abroad, they are unpacked and are resent back to
Korea; in case of pallet missing, the traceability is
guaranteed. This system contributes to the improvement of
company profit.

Figure 2: Labelling the Smart RFID Cart
The developed long range UHF Bottom Metal Tag Antenna
(BMTA) solve the problems of the existing general label
tags which lose their characteristics such as reading range
when they are attached on the metal. The antenna has copper
metal on the bottom of Styrofoam 9 mm thick, and the patch
type antenna is on IS680 board 1mm thick, IS680 board is
placed on the top of Styrofoam which makes 10mm height.
We used a UHF Alien Gen2 RFID chip with chip impedance
Zc =11.7 –j132 Ohm at 920 MHz. The antenna was
designed using electromagnetic simulation tool CST which
allowed us to calculate antenna gain, impedance, and proper
matching to the RFID chip. The Tag was attached on the
antenna using “ELCOAT electroconductives silver paste”.

Figure 3: BMTA parameter and plastic cover in CST
Table 1: BMTA antenna parameters:
ant_w
61.3
loop_w
5

ant_h
10
mat_h
2.2

BMTA
tmat_h
4
mat_w
19

tmat_w
65
mloop_h
15

loop_h
36
mloop_w
5

Figure 3 shows the BMTA CST parameter. The parameters
values are shown in table 1 all in mm. Tag antenna was
designed using CST Microwave studio, during simulation
we used air instead of Styrofoam because it has almost
same dielectric constant (ε=1.01). An ABS plastic cover
was considered during simulation too. After simulation we
got the reflection coefficient |S11|. Higgs 3 chip was
inserted at the antenna interruption. The design was done to

The BMTA size is (140 x 60 x 10 mm3), and when it's
attached on metal environment such pallet or cart the
reading range is about 7m; the interesting thing is that this
antenna can be read also at the back side on about 8m
distance, which is a characteristic similar to dipole antenna.

2

have conjugate matching with Gen 3 chip impedance. Gen 3
chip has good sensitivity among recent chip.

Figure 5 shows BMTA Gain Pattern. The beam pattern of
BMTA has directivity. Due to the copper metal on the back
of Styrofoam, at 920MHz the antenna has 6.93dBi main
lobe gain, the direction of the main lobe 179 degree (blue
line), the 3dB angle in the main direction is 91.7 degree
(sky blue line), and the side lobe level is -2.5dB. The
interesting point on this BMTA is that seeing the gain
pattern the antenna can be detected even on its back side at
a reading range distance over than 5m. This antenna has
almost dipole antenna characteristics.

BMTA has copper metal on the bottom and has dipole
antenna characteristic. The antenna compared to the general
antenna, is designed to have long reading range when
attached on the metal product. We did parameter sweeping
simulation based on the change of the BMTA ant_w values
in mm 60.7, 61, 61.3, 61.6, 61.9. The optimized reflection
coefficient value was at ant_w=61.3.
Figure 4 shows the BMTA reflections coefficient |S11|
value of simulation and real value measured using Agilent
technologies E5071B ENA series Network Analyzer.
Through many tries, the simulation value at 920 MHz was
-15.5dB and -13dB at 915 MHz while the measured gain
was about -9.7 dB at 920 MHz. At -3 dB the band width is
225MHz. The antenna was actually fabricated, covered with
a plastic cover and the reading range was measured. As the
measurement method, two types of antennas were used:
Linear Polarization Antenna (LPA) and Circular
Polarization Antenna (CPA) of Alien Company. The
recognition distance was measured when the RFID tag
antenna was tilted vertically or horizontally. The results are
shown in table 2.

Figure 6 shows the fabricated BMTA RFID tag antenna
front and back views. The antenna was fabricated using
LPKF milling machine with +/-10mill accuracy. The RFID
antenna is attached on a board with the dielectric constant of
the ε=3.2 [30mil (0.75mm) thick]. Between the copper metal
and board there is Styrofoam which has the permittivity
(ε=1.01) almost equal with air. The tag was attached on
antenna using silver paste. The antenna was covered with
the plastic cover and then we measured the reading range
with Alien program using Alien's ALR 9900 reader and
reader antenna (gain 6 dBi).

Figure 4: BMTA measured and simulated |S11|
Table 2: BMTA measured read range

LP Antenna
Tag
antenna
Position
BMTA

Horizontal

Vertical

Figure 5: BMTA gain pattern

CP Antenna
Horizontal

Vertical
Tag

-

7.5

7

7.2
Front

When using LP antenna, The Reading range is longer than
CP antenna. LP antenna was set vertically so the tag is only
detected for vertical position of the RFID tag antenna. When
using CP antenna, in whatever position the RFID tag
antenna is detected. There is a light deference of reading
range for horizontal and vertical position of the RFID tag
antenna. The BMTA can increase it read range if the bottom
metal is wider to allow more reflection to the front of tag
antenna.

Back

Figure 6: Front and back views of fabricated BMTA
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Figure 7 shows the fabricated BMTA RFID tag antenna’s
Read Range according to Theta ( Ѳ ) and Phi (Ф) angle
direction. BMTA theta (Ѳ) angle direction reading range at
0˚ is 7.5m using LP antenna. At 120˚ we have 7.2m and
7.5m for 180˚ because of the dipole antenna characteristic.
The Phi (Ф) angle direction reading Range at 0˚ is 7.5m; the
minimum reading range at 120˚ is 7.1m and 7.5m for 180˚.
BMTA has a long reading range when antenna is 180˚ and
0˚ facing the reader antenna 0˚.

attach on metal pallet for car product logistic. The goal is
to provide a real-time pallet logistic management system
using the smart RFID pallet. This will help to increase
company gain. Developing a program to store, release,
and count, identifier tag antenna attached on car product
pallet is very important. The read range was measured in
open air using alien’s company RFID reader and LP, CP
antenna. LP antenna has a long range than CP antenna.
) has 7.5m with LP and 7m
BMTA (140 x 60 x 10
with CP antenna as reading range. The Alien Company’s
reader and antenna were used for the experiment. A good
tuning and accurate fabrication can increase the reading
range up to 20m

Pallet is made with metal; we designed the antenna
considering the metal environment. Figure 8 shows the size
of the pallet 1550 x 860 x 800mm and the antenna covered
with ABS plastic material. The covered antenna is attached
at bottom-left side which is specified as widest area. The
designed antenna height is 70mm and length is 177mm.
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4. Conclusions
This paper presents a long read range 915, 920 MHz
RFID UHF band tag which can be detected even when

.
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Abstract
This paper presents Designing of RFID Tag
Antenna in the UHF range, which is applicable in
the vehicular license plate and attached to the
vehicle bumper. The main goal is, first to increase
the reading distance range, second to improved
identification ratio by controlling the radiation
beam pattern. Since every vehicle have a license
plate, the available plate structure is used to design
the antenna. The shape of the antenna is rectangular
and has a dimension of 520mm X 110mm, which is
a typical size of the standard plate used in Korea.
The fabricated tag antenna that the license plate and
the vehicular bumper were fixed by volt and nut.
For vehicle tracking and identification, Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) readers are
deployed on the road side. For efficient
identification, long distance passive UHF RFID
license plate with patch antenna is proposed to
provide not only line of sight identification but also
left and right beams. Unlike the general UHF tag
antennas, in this paper the patch antenna is designed
to attach to metal part of the car, license plate
holder. Beam patterns can be controlled by the
patch antenna parameter values. For maximum
transmission power T-matching method is used to
match the input impedance of tag antenna with the
RFID chip. A commercial simulator, CST is used to
analyze the proposed antenna performance.
Simulation result demonstrates that the proposed
UHF RFID tag antenna has beam radiation pattern
as required at 920MHz. In addition, the estimated
read range of the proposed plate meets the
requirement of RFID system.

Index Terms - License plate, Radiation pattern,
Read range, UHF RFID Tag, Current Density.

I. Introduction
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) is a
technology that recognizes tags attached to things
by radio and collects information stored in the tag
chip, it is used in the fields of pharmaceutical,
automobile, iron and steel, logistics, alcoholic
beverage industry. It has been widely used and
applied to the transparency of the distribution
process through traceability of. And it is used in
various fields such as transportation, education and

culture, environment, medicine, etc. RFID systems
of various frequency bands are used [1].
ISO (International Organization for Standard) and
IEC (International Electro-technical Commission)
which determine international standards relating to
RFID wireless interface for each frequency band
prescribe as follows. The band below 135 kHz is
defined by ISO 18000 - 2, 13.56 MHz is defined by
ISO 18000 - 3 for HF band, ISO 18000 - 7 for 433
MHz band, ISO 18000 - 6 for 840 - 960 MHz UHF
band, 2.45 The GHz band is specified by ISO
18000-4. In Korea, according to the regulations
changed in 2009, UHF band is used at 4 W in the
917 - 920.8 MHz band and 200 mW EIRP
(Effective Isotropic Radiated Power) in the 920.8 923.5 MHz band. The HF (High Frequency) band
utilizes the coupling of the magnetic near field,
whereas the UHF band (840 to 960 MHz) uses the
electromagnetic wave in the far field then,
backscattering method information is conveyed and
used for various applications. [1, 2].
One of the fields of application is in transportation
management system. In recent years, RFID-based
license plate has received much attention for the use
in vehicle identification. Automatic management of
RFID system is more time and cost effective
compared to manual management by human. Many
researches of RFID system for automotive
applications have been conducted and researches on
RFID tag position which is to be attached to vehicle
have been also considered and studied for the long
readable range and the identification ratio
improvement [3] ~ [7]. But the performance of
RFID tag antenna are affected depending on the
vehicle object such as conductor of car body,
bumper and window glass, which makes the
impedance to change. The impedance change
affects the tag antenna performance such us reading
range and identification ratio. Therefore, the tag
antenna design needs to consider absolutely the
surrounding environment where the tag antenna is
installed, as well as the car object to be attached.
In [8] a very small RFID Antenna is designed for a
seal bolt shape but still the reading distance is
limited to 3.5m. E-plate antenna design to serve as
RFID tag was reported in [9] ~ [11] but this method
used active RFID system where the constraint is
cost of tag. Because an antenna, application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) and battery are included in
an active RFID tag embedded in the e-plate. The

proposed tag antenna in [12] is installed as a tag
inside a car’s side-view mirror for optimum reading.
In this paper the RFID system is applied to license
plate. Automobile plate with a Patch antenna is
proposed. The antenna gain can increase because
the license plate is conductor (made of copper) and
is operated as antenna. Thus, the reading distance
range can become more longer than conventional
commercial tag antenna. Furthermore, it has the
advantage of improved identification ratio by
controlling the radiation beam pattern in a way that
the vehicular license plate tag antenna can easily
detected by the readers installed on the road side or
tool gates as the vehicle passes through it.

used to represent RFID tag terminal. There is a gap
of 2 mm between the two edges of discrete port. The
simulated results of proposed antenna are expected
to give acceptable performances at a center
frequency of 920 MHz band for UHF RFID
application.

II. Design of Tag Antenna
Fig. 2 shows the design structure of the proposed
Automobile plate with a Patch antenna considered
the vehicle bumper of plastic. It is composed of
copper metal plate as license plate and plate holder,
volts and nuts, and a part of vehicle bumper. The
bumper is made of plastic with dielectric constant,
ε r=3.5 and loss tangent=0.015. When general
UHF tag antennas attached to a metal, the reading
distance will drastically decreased because the
impedance of the tag antenna is changed. In this
paper the patch antenna is designed to attach to
metal part of the car, license plate holder. Even
though the kinds of Korea license plate size are
various, the considered standard plate size in design
is 520 mm Х 110 mm Х 1 mm used practically as
shown in Fig. 1(a).

(a)

(b)
Fig.2. Design structure of the proposed antenna,
front and back side of License Plate tag antenna, (a)
without bumper (b) with bumper

III. Simulation Results and Performance

(a)

(b)
Fig.1 (a) Official standard plate size of Koea:
520mm*110mm (b) License plate holder
The proposed antenna was simulated using CST
simulation software here a discrete port has been

For demonstration, the proposed tag antenna is
designed to operate at 920MHz.The geometric
parameters defined in Fig. 2 have been designed
and optimized by parameter sweeping. The
resulting optimized values are: plate_w=525mm,
tmat_h=25mm, ant_h=10mm, tmat_w=257.5mm,
plate_h=116mm , mat_w=235mm, mat_h=15mm,
loop_w=5mm, mloop_w=10mm. The signal
radiating towards the bumper cannot be identified
by the reader, only signal radiating towards the
front side of the car is readable by the reader. So we
need a strong signal radiating towards front. The 0
degree in Fig. 3 means the back direction that tag
antenna and reader antenna stand opposite to each
other. On the other hand, the 180 degrees indicate
the front direction with respect to the above back
direction. Since the readers are deployed along the
road side, from Fig. 3 we can see that there is strong
signal radiating towards right and left direction.
This is achieved by controlling the parameter values
of the patch antenna.

(a) at mat_h=15, tmatch_h=25, mloop_w=10

The above radiation pattern will meet the
requirement of the deployment of RFID readers in
the management of vehicles such as in the
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). For
example, if the reader can be placed on a lamppost
on the roadside, the beam emanating from the tag
antenna will allow the license plate and reader
communicate with each other very well. The 3D
radiation pattern in Fig. 4 shows that there is strong
signal radiating from the plate towards left and right
side of the road, where readers are deployed. There
is no doubt that volts and nuts and the vehicle’s
body for the license plate to be mounted will have
influence on the performance of the antenna, so all
these conditions are included in our numerical
simulation.

(b) at mat_h=2.2, tmatch_h=2, mat_w=235.
Fig.4. The three-dimensional radiation pattern of the
tag antenna at 920MHz.
Fig. 5(a) shows the surface current distribution on
the tag antenna at 920MHz. The current is flowing
almost in the entire patch. The computed return loss
of the proposed tag antenna is shown in Fig.
5(b).The results of simulation show that the
proposed tag antenna has a reflection coefficient of
23.5dB at 920MHz.

(c) at mat_h=15, tmatch_h=25, mloop_w=10

(a)

(d) at mat_w=235, tmatch_h=4, mloop_w=5
Fig.3. Polar radiation pattern of antenna at 920 MHz.

(b)
Fig 5. (a) Simulated return loss, (b) Current
density at f=920MHz.
VI. Conclusion
A passive automobile plate with a patch antenna is
designed, and demonstrated by positioning the
patch antenna on the back side of plate holder (i.e
towards the bumper of the vehicle). Plate
dimensions are according to Korean standard
license. RFID metal tag has approximately 20db in
910 MHz frequency and the impedance is 50Ω with
T-matching. Performance analysis of the proposed
license plate indicates that the proposed plate can
meet the requirements for on-road vehicle
identification when the RFID readers are deployed
on the roadside lampposts.
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Abstract
This paper presents designing of passive UHF RFID Tag
Antenna which is applicable in the vehicular license plate
and attached to the vehicle bumper. The main goal is, to
increase the reading distance range of the vehicular plate by
readers installed on the road side. Since every vehicle have
a license plate, the available plate structure is used to design
the antenna. The tag antenna have a rectangular shape with
a dimension of 140mm X 60mm X 10mm.and it is attached
to the license plate holder with dimension of 520mm X
110mm, which is a typical size of the standard plate used in
Korea. The fabricated tag antenna, which the license plate
and vehicular bumper are fixed by volt and nut. The front
face of the tag antenna is designed towards the bumper side.
The back side of the antenna is towards the front direction
of the car and a Styrofoam of 10mm thickness, license plate
holder and the plate number are placed in sequential order.
Therefore, for maximum reading distance, magnitude of
back lobe must be much greater than the front lobe.
Accordingly, Magnitude of the back lobe is 6.29dBi with
lobe direction of 179degree. Unlike the general UHF tag
antennas, in this paper the tag antenna is designed to attach
to metal part of the car, license plate holder. Far field
directivity is controlled by the tag antenna parameter values.
For maximum transmission power T-matching method is
used to match the input impedance of tag antenna with the
RFID chip. A commercial simulator, CST is used to analyze
the proposed antenna performance. Simulation result
demonstrates that the proposed UHF RFID tag antenna have
reflection coefficient and beam radiation pattern as required
at 920MHz. In addition measurement result shows that the
reading range of the proposed Tag Antenna is 11.6m
without bumper and 10.3m with bumper.

Index Terms - License plate, UHF RFID Tag, UHF RFID
Tag

1. Introduction
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) is a technology that
recognizes tags attached to things by radio and collects
information stored in the tag chip, it is used in the fields of
pharmaceutical, automobile, iron and steel, logistics,
alcoholic beverage industry. It has been widely used and
applied to the transparency of the distribution process

through traceability of. And it is used in various fields such
as transportation, education and culture, environment,
medicine, etc. RFID systems of various frequency bands are
used [1].
ISO (International Organization for Standard) and IEC
(International Electro-technical Commission) which
determine international standards relating to RFID wireless
interface for each frequency band prescribe as follows. The
band below 135 kHz is defined by ISO 18000 - 2, 13.56
MHz is defined by ISO 18000 - 3 for HF band, ISO 18000 7 for 433 MHz band, ISO 18000 - 6 for 840 - 960 MHz
UHF band, 2.45 The GHz band is specified by ISO 18000-4.
In Korea, according to the regulations changed in 2009,
UHF band is used at 4 W in the 917 - 920.8 MHz band and
200 mW EIRP (Effective Isotropic Radiated Power) in the
920.8 - 923.5 MHz band. The HF (High Frequency) band
utilizes the coupling of the magnetic near field, whereas the
UHF band (840 to 960 MHz) uses the electromagnetic wave
in the far field then, backscattering method information is
conveyed and used for various applications. [1, 2].
One of the fields of application is in transportation
management system. In recent years, RFID-based license
plate has received much attention for the use in vehicle
identification. Automatic management of RFID system is
more time and cost effective compared to manual
management by human. Many researches of RFID system
for automotive applications have been conducted and
researches on RFID tag position which is to be attached to
vehicle have been also considered and studied for the long
readable range and the identification ratio improvement [3]
~ [7]. But the performance of RFID tag antenna are affected
depending on the vehicle object such as conductor of car
body, bumper and window glass, which makes the
impedance to change. The impedance change affects the tag
antenna performance such us reading range and
identification ratio. Therefore, the tag antenna design needs
to consider absolutely the surrounding environment where
the tag antenna is installed, as well as the car object to be
attached.
In [8] a very small RFID Antenna is designed for a seal bolt
shape but still the reading distance is limited to 3.5m. Eplate antenna design to serve as RFID tag was reported in
[9] ~ [11] but this method used active RFID system where
the constraint is cost of tag. Because an antenna, application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and battery are included
in an active RFID tag embedded in the e-plate. The

proposed tag antenna in [12] is installed as a tag inside a
car’s side-view mirror for optimum reading.
In this paper the RFID Automobile plate applied to license
plate is proposed. The antenna gain can increase because
the license plate is conductor (made of copper) and is
operated as antenna. Thus, the reading distance range can
become more longer than conventional commercial tag
antenna. Furthermore, it has the advantage of improved
identification ratio by controlling the radiation beam pattern
in a way that the vehicular license plate tag antenna can
easily detected by the readers installed on the road side or
tool gates as the vehicle passes through it.

(a)

2. Design of Tag Antenna
Fig. 2 shows the design structure of the proposed
Automobile plate considered the vehicle bumper of plastic.
It is composed of copper metal plate as license plate and
plate holder, volts and nuts, and a part of vehicle bumper.
The bumper is made of plastic with dielectric constant,
ε r=3.5 and loss tangent=0.015. When general UHF tag
antennas attached to a metal, the reading distance will
drastically decreased because the impedance of the tag
antenna is changed. In this paper the antenna is designed to
attach to metal part of the car, license plate holder. Even
though the kinds of Korea license plate size are various, the
considered standard plate size in design is 520 mm Х 110
mm Х 1 mm used practically as shown in Fig. 1(a).

(b)

(c)
Fig.2: (a) design structure of the proposed License Plate tag
antenna (b) front and back side of with bumper (c)
fabricated tag antenna

(a
)

3. Simulation Results and Performance

(b)
Fig.1: (a) Official standard plate size
520mm*110mm (b) License plate holder

of

Koea:

The proposed antenna was simulated using CST simulation
software, here a discrete port has been used to represent
RFID tag terminal. There is a gap of 2 mm between the two
edges of discrete port. The simulated results of proposed
antenna are expected to give acceptable performances at a
center frequency of 920 MHz band for UHF RFID
application.

For demonstration, the proposed tag antenna is designed to
operate at 920MHz.The geometric parameters defined in
Fig. 2 have been designed and optimized by parameter
sweeping method. The resulting optimized values are:
ph=116,
pl=525,
tmat_h=4mm,
ant_h=10mm,
tmat_w=65mm,
mat_w=25mm,
mat_h=2.2mm,
loop_w=5mm, mloop_w=5mm, gap=40mm, thick=5mm.
The signal radiating towards the bumper cannot be
identified by the reader, only signal radiating towards the
front side of the car is readable by the reader. So we need a
strong signal radiating towards front. The 0 degree in Fig. 3
means the back direction that tag antenna and reader
antenna stand opposite to each other. On the other hand, the
180 degrees indicate the front direction with respect to the
above back direction. Since the readers are deployed along
the road side, from Fig. 3 we can see that there is strong

signal radiating towards the front direction. This is achieved
by controlling the parameter values of the tag antenna.

(b)

Fig.4: 3D radiation pattern of the tag antenna at 920MHz,
(a) front and back side (b) front side only.
Fig.3: Polar radiation pattern of antenna at 920 MHz
The above radiation pattern will meet the requirement of the
deployment of RFID readers in the management of vehicles
such as in the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). For
example, if the reader can be placed on a lamppost on the
roadside, the beam emanating from the tag antenna will
allow the license plate and reader communicate with each
other very well. The 3D radiation pattern in Fig. 4 shows
that there is strong signal radiating from the plate towards
the front and back side of the road, where readers are
deployed. But still the signal strength towards the front
direction is stronger, which is our desired signal level.
There is no doubt that volts and nuts and the vehicle’s body
for the license plate to be mounted will have influence on
the performance of the antenna, so all these conditions are
included in our numerical simulation.

Fig. 5 shows the simulation and measured result of
reflection coefficient of the proposed plate antenna. Results
of simulation and measurement show that the proposed tag
antenna has a reflection coefficient of 29dB and 17dB
respectively at 920MHz.

Fig 5: Simulated and measure return loss at f=920MHz

4. Conclusions

(a)

A passive automobile plate antenna is designed, and
demonstrated by positioning the tag antenna on the side of
plate holder. Plate dimensions are according to Korean
standard license. RFID tag has approximately 29db in 910
MHz frequency and the impedance is 50Ω with T-matching.
Performance analysis of the proposed license plate indicates
that the proposed plate met the requirements for on-road
vehicle identification when the RFID readers are deployed
on the roadside lampposts.
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Abstract
This paper presents the electromagnetic wave (EW)
absorption
properties,
complex
permittivity
and
permeability, of novel green composites coconut fiber coir
and charcoal powder materials. The samples were
fabricated using raw agricultural waste coconut fiber coir,
charcoal powder, epoxy resin and hardener with varied
composition. The dielectric properties of the materials were
characterized using two-port waveguide measurement
method over the X-band frequency (8.2 – 12.4GHz). The
result shows the composite material is a promising organic
material for electromagnetic absorber applications.

1. Introduction
As an electromagnetic wave travelling in free space
penetrates into a material, the wave will be reflected,
transmitted or absorbed [1]. The design of electromagnetic
wave absorber is enhanced with material having electric or
magnetic dipoles. Absorption properties of a material is
usually analyzed and determined by two material
parameters; permittivity and permeability [1], [2].
Permittivity and permeability relate to a material’s ability to
transmit an electric field and magnetic field respectively.
Based on these parameters, materials are classified as either
dielectric or magnetic. Complex permittivity ( 𝜀 ∗ = 𝜀 ′ −
𝑗𝜀 ′′ ) and complex permeability ( µ∗ = µ′ − 𝑗µ′′ ) describe
the interactions of electromagnetic wave through a material.
The real parts of complex permittivity and permeability
( 𝜀 ′ , µ′ ) are associated with electric and magnetic energy
storage, whereas the imaginary parts (𝜀 ′′ , µ′′ ) represent the
dielectric and magnetic loss or energy dissipated within a
material. Furthermore, the ratio of imaginary parts (energy
loss) to the real parts (energy stored) is the loss tangent of
the complex permittivity and permeability. Thus, for an
electromagnetic wave absorber, high imaginary parts of
complex permittivity and permeability will enable greater
absorption.
Recently many researchers show interest in EM wave
absorbing material due to widespread use in military and

civil applications, such as anechoic
chambers,
EM
shielding, and radiation proof material [3]. Various kinds of
research and work have been done into finding the ideal EM
wave absorber with a lightweight, thin layer, good
absorption and wider broadband. EM wave absorbers are
mostly made of polymer and absorbing material composite
such as carbon nanotubes, ferrite and ultrafine metal
powder. However, there has been growing expectation by
consumers and industry to use sustainable materials or green
technologies. Due to this, organic materials such as
agricultural wastes have gained a lot of interest among
researchers. Different types of microwave absorbers from
varied agricultural wastes have been studied such as rice
husk [4] , sugar cane baggase [5], corn stove [6], dried
banana leave [7], oil palm ash [8] and many others.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, no work has been done
for the electromagnetic wave absorption properties of
composite coconut fiber coir. Coconut fiber coir is a
coconut by-product mostly from coconut milk processing
field that is physically abundant and cheap [9]. Therefore, in
this work, the performance of green organic coconut fiber
coir as a microwave absorber was investigated.
This paper is organized into four parts. In part two the
preparation and measurement of the sample are explained.
Next the paper discusses and analyzes the result obtained
from the measurement. Lastly the potential of coconut fiber
coir as microwave absorber briefly discuss in conclusion.

2. Methodology
The first step of the measurement is to collect the material
which is coconut fiber coir for the sample preparation. The
material was grinded into powder form using grinding
machine. Then, it was mixed different percentage of
charcoal and also the epoxy resin as bonding agent and later
mixed with epoxy hardener as hardening agent. The
composition of the coconut fiber coir with charcoal, resin
and hardener are 50wt%, 40wt% and 10wt% respectively as
represent in Table 1.

Table 1 : Compositions of each sample
0.6

0wt%
charcoal
5wt%
charcoal
10wt%
charcoal
15wt%
charcoal
100wt%
charcoal

Coconut
Fiber Coir
5.0g

Charcoal
0.0g

Epoxy
Resin
4.0g

Epoxy
Hardener
1.0g

4.5g

0.5g

4.0g

1.0g

4.0g

1.0g

4.0g

1.0g

3.5g

1.5g

4.0g

1.0g

0.0g

5.0g

4.0g

1.0g

0.5

0.4

Dielectric loss ( " )

Sample

0.3
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Frequency vs Coir
Frequency vs Charcoal
Frequency vs 5% Charcoal
Frequency vs 10% Charcoal
Frequency vs 15% Charcoal
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-0.1
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8

9

10

11

12

13

Frequency (GHz)

The samples were fabricated in a rectangular mould with
the same dimension as the WR-90 waveguide adapter that
operates in the specific frequency range of x-band (8.2GHz
– 12.4GHz). Five samples of coconut fiber coir / charcoal
composite with different weight percentage (0wt%, 5wt%,
10wt%, 15wt%, and 100wt%) of charcoal powder were
fabricated.
The characterization of coconut fiber coir was conducted
through extensive measurements using high performance
measurement equipment which is two-port Agilent Network
Analyzer model PNA and software Agilent Technologies
85071E. The complex permittivity and permeability of the
samples were measured over the X-band frequency using
two-port waveguide measurement method with Agilent
Network Analyzer [10]. Two-port waveguide transmission
line was applied for this project for its high accuracy.

Figure 2 : Dielectric loss of 5 different samples
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3. Result and Discussion
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Fig. 1 - 4 shows the complex permittivity and permeability
obtained from the measurement.

Figure 3 : Magnetic constant of 5 different samples
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Figure 1 : Dielectric constant of 5 different samples

Figure 4 : Magnetic loss of 5 different samples
From Fig. 1, it can be observed that the performance of the
samples varies when the frequency increases from 8.2GHz
to 12.4 GHz. However, the result shows that the sample

2

with 5wt% and 10wt% of charcoal exhibits higher value of
dielectric constant compared to the other composition. In
addition, the graph in Fig. 4 also shows that the magnetic
loss factor, 𝜇’’ of the samples increases with the increases
of frequency. Higher loss factor enable greater
electromagnetic wave absorption. Thus, with an optimal
percentage of charcoal powder, the best performance for
coconut fiber coir composite microwave absorber could be
achieved.

[7]

[8]

4. Conclusions
[9]

As conclusion, the coconut fiber coir and charcoal
composite with different percentage of charcoal were
investigated to determine their complex permittivity and
complex permeability. The performance of the samples
varies when the frequency increases. The result from the
measurement shows that coconut fiber coir has promising
properties to be developed into a suitable material for
microwave absorber.

[10]
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Abstract-Broadband LTE antenna design is challenging for handsets with metal body enclosures.
In this work, a T-shape open-ended slot antenna embedded in the metal back cover is proposed.
Two feeds are placed on different slot locations. The low-band feed excites the one-end open slot to
cover the 698 to 960 MHz band. The other feed excites the two-end open slot arm to operate in both
1710 to 2690 and 3400 to 3600 MHz bands.
Introduction: In recent years, metal body handsets have been embraced by smartphone manufacturers for
flagship products due to customers’ preference. Nevertheless, the metal housing can be quite a challenge for
antenna designers. Various types of antennas have been attempted on handheld devices to meet the ever growing
bandwidth need. In order to reduce antenna sizes and increase the operating bandwidth, the coupling feed [1] and
the lumped component technique [2] have been devised. The slot antenna, which is compatible with the metal
body, can meet many antenna operation needs [3]. Nevertheless, slot antennas may require customized feed
networks since they tend to be narrow banded. Also, if the LTE-Advanced antenna is designed with active
components, the design of the feed network would be even more challenging [4].
In this paper, an LTE antenna design that can be placed on the top edge of a metal handset is developed. The
form factor is rather compact while the LTE/WWAN band coverage is comprehensive. Simulations and
measurements are conducted to validate its superior performances.
Antenna Design: The geometry of the proposed T-shape open slot antenna is shown in Fig. 1. It is placed
on the metal back cover of a 5-inch smart phone. Close-up views of the slot region are show to the right of Fig. 1.
The antenna locates near the top edge of the 150 × 75 mm2 back cover. Slot openings are placed on the metal rim
to reduce visual intrusion. The bended slot on the corner has both ends open. The straight slot, which has an
opening on the rim, contains a thin metal strip in the middle. The slot width is 3mm. The length of the two slot
arms are 49 and 26 mm, respectively. The fabricated prototype uses a 0.8 mm-thick FR4 substrate to emulate the
handset back cover. FR4 strips of 7 mm-wide and 0.8 mm-thick are attached to the back cover to form the metal
rim of the handset.
The low-band coupled feed contains a 50 Ω microstrip line embedded with a matching network for the low
band, which is a L-matching circuit formed by chip inductor L1 of 22 nH, L2 of 5.1 nH and a chip capacitor C1
of 1.2 pF. The matching network achieves two resonances in the low band, which merge into a wide operation
band that extends from 698 to 960 MHz. On the other hand, the high band feed is placed directly across the
two-end open slot.
Results: Simulated and measured reflection coefficient spectra as well as total radiation efficiency are
compared in Fig. 2. Resonance locations of the prototype match well to simulated ones while measured matching
nulls are deeper in general. A comprehensive LTE band coverage can be achieved according to the 3:1 VSWR
criterion. As to the radiation efficiencies, the numbers are above 40% in the low band and are in general greater
than 70% in LTE mid and high bands.

Conclusion: A multi-band and T-shaped open slot antenna is developed for handheld devices with metal
back covers. The slot antenna is placed at the device edge. Comprehensive LTE/WWAN operation, which
includes the 698 to 960, 1710 to 2690, and 3400 to 3600 MHz bands, is achieved. This design yields two broad
operation bands using two feeds. This feeding scheme makes antenna tuning much easier in each band.
Measured matching and radiation results demonstrate that the T-shaped open slot antenna design is applicable to
uses on metal body smart phones without compromises on performance.

Figure 1: Geometry and closed-up view of the proposed T-shaped slot antenna design

Figure 2: Simulated and measured reflection coefficient and radiation efficiency of the proposed design.
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Abstract- This work aims to optimize the copper tube antenna design, which contains radiating
elements connected in series. It provides an omnidirectional coverage for outdoor access point uses.
In-depth analyses are performed by establishing a numerical model. Various parametric studies are
conducted to explore measures for improving the performance. An eight-element design is
optimized to yield a 6 to 7 dBi gain on the azimuthal plane. The antenna operation frequency ranges
from 5.15 to 5.85 GHz.
Introduction- For conventional mobile wireless communication protocols, the outdoor access point is an
indispensible part since it relays mobile users to the backhaul network. Because the user locations are not fixed,
the access point usually desires an omnidirectional coverage on the azimuthal plane. Various attempts have been
made to devise cost-effective high-performance omnidirectional antenna. In [1], a broadband dual-polarized
planar antenna for base station is developed for base stations. A compact design is provided in [2] using
inverted-F antennas and a compact feeding network. A printed dipole array that provides coverage on the
azimuthal plane is proposed in [3]. Its bandwidth is enhanced by using impedance matching feed circuit.
However, all above design use the parallel type feeding network, which incurs substantial loss for large scale
designs. On the other hand, the serial connected radiating elements may provide an attractive frame work if the
array size is not fixed. The copper tube antenna as shown in Fig. 1 is a well-known example. It has several
half-wavelength long coaxial segments, which are connected in a staggered fashion by reversing the inner and
outer conductors. Such a connection scheme constitutes a 180 phase inverter and hence radiates a small fraction
of the power passing through the coaxial feed line. Though, it seems one can enhance the antenna gain by
increasing the number of element, this can only be done by controlling the amounts of radiation from those
phase inverters. Therefore, in this work, we study the radiation mechanism by first establishing a realistic model,
then fine tuning the performance by looking into current distributions.
Antenna Structure- The design shown in Fig. 1 consists two sections. The leading section contains the
connector and the impedance matching line. The radiating section in the back comprises eight copper tube
segments. It is aimed to be used in the 5 GHz hyperLAN band for outdoor WLAN access points. A simulation
model is made according to the fabricated antenna. The length of the antenna is 247 mm. Each half-wavelength
copper tube is 19 mm long. The leading impedance transform section is 75 mm long, which is equivalent to 1.5
guided wavelengths. The impedance can be adjusted by changing the inner to outer radius ratio. The
half-wavelength copper tube segment is 19 mm long. The thickness of the Teflon spacer between segments is 1
mm. The radius of the inner conductor is 1 mm, the radius of the short copper tube is 2.5 mm. The copper tube
thickness is 0.5 mm.
Results- As can be seen from Fig. 2(a), the real part of the impedance without the transformer is 34 to 127
Ω. On the other hand, the resistance is 26 to 83 Ω. Fig. 2(b) shows the reflection coefficient spectrum. The
simulated -10 dB band is from 5.16 to 6.3 GHz, while the measured bandwidth is from 5.35 to 5.55 GHz. It

demonstrates that by fine tuning the design parameter via simulation, the impedance matching performance can
be greatly improved. Fig. 3 shows simulated and measured radiation pattern. In the elevation plane (XZ plane),
the gain maximum is 6.29 dBi and the measured maximum is 6 dBi. An omnidirectional pattern is observed in
the horizontal plane (XY plane). After the design optimization, the gain on the azimuthal plane is improved by
more than 3 dB.
Conclusion- In this paper, we demonstrate that design optimization can be preceded by simulation for the
omnidirectional copper tube antenna. Both the matching bandwidth and gain performances are substantially
improved. This approach can be forwarded to configure longer design for achieving higher gains.

Figure1. Proposed copper tube antenna structure

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Matching performance. (a) simulated impedance, (b) simulated and measured reflection coefficient.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 3. Radiation patterns of the copper tube antenna. (a) simulated XZ plane, (b) simulated XY pattern, (c)
measured XZ pattern, (d) measured XY pattern.
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Abstract-This paper presents a low-cost, low-profile, two-element patch array design, that utilizes
the system board of a WLAN device as the patch ground plane. Due to imperfections on the circuit
board, realizations of air transmission line and resonant cavity are challenging. By developing a
detailed numerical model, effects of connector pins and apertures on the board can be assessed.
Measurement results suggest that matching, pattern, and cross polarization performances can be
maintained using the system board.
Introduction: As the wireless technology prevails, mobile communication gadgets are becoming people’s
everyday necessity. Since consumer electronics are sensitive to the cost issue, various measures have been
devised to reduce product fabrication cost. The antenna component is of no exception. In this work, we attempt
to use the system board of a point-to-point link device as the ground plane of a two-element patch array. Because
the system board dimensions are about two times larger than the half wavelength patch at 2.4 GHz, substantial
fabrication cost can be saved if the patch array can do without an additional ground slab.
For a point-to-point wireless communication device, a directive high gain antenna is an indispensable part
[1]. The patch antenna is a common used approach. It contains either a square or a circular patch on one side and
a ground plane, which is larger than the patch, on the other side. The patch and the ground forms a resonant
cavity and the patch sizes in general the resonant frequency. Therefore, one can employ a dielectric substrate to
reduce the patch sizes [2]. The trade-off of such a measure is the drop in radiation efficiency. Note, the patch
antenna’s polarization characteristic is quite versatile. According to the feeding scheme, a patch can be
configured into linear, circular, and even two orthogonal polarizations [3]. Fig. 1 shows the system board inside
the product enclosure. The close-up view shows that on top of surface-mount components, the board also
contains connector pins and various apertures including slits, slots, and holes. Though these structures are
relatively small in terms of wavelength, the patch characteristics may be disturbed.
Antenna Design: According to system board dimensions, ground plane sizes of the two-patch array are set
as 70 × 220 mm2. Since a point-to-point device can employ the MIMO technology to enhance the throughput,
the diversity antenna measure can be applied. For this end, the patch array is configured with two perpendicular
polarizations. As shown in Fig. 2, air transmission lines are branched from the feeding pins, and are attached to
patch edges. Note, the left of the top line is longer than the right one by a half-wavelength to align excitation
phases, and the bottom line begins with a 60 Ω wide sections before branching to two 120 Ω lines. The 51.7 × 56
mm2 patches as well as the air transmission lines are fabricated with a 0.5 mm thick aluminum sheet. The metal
layer is hanged above the system board by 4 mm. The patch and line locations are chosen to avoid apparent
apertures on the board.
Results: Matching and radiation measurements are performed for the proposed array antenna. In order to

provide a baseline reference, measurements are also conducted for the patch layer placed on a solid ground
made of intact copper sheet. Fig. 3 compares the results shows reflection coefficient spectra. Though the
performance characteristics are similar for the two design. The one with solid ground yields higher radiation
efficiencies and the peak gain difference between the two ports is smaller.
Conclusion: Results of this work demonstrates that the system board can be used as the patch antenna
ground plane to save cost. However, structures on the board more or less affect the antenna performances.
Acceptable results can be achieved by avoid critical radiating and transmission line structures from apparent
defect locations.

Figure . The system board of a WLAN point-to-point link device and close-up view of board structures.

Figure 2. Top view and side view of the proposed patch antenna array.

(a)Reflection coefficients, (b) efficiency and gain on solid metal sheet, (c) efficiency and gain on PCB
Figure. 3 Comparison of measured matching and radiation performances.
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Abstract- This paper presents computational analysis of a novel Yagi-Uda antenna for Very High
Frequency (VHF) band. The analysis is performed using CST Microwave Studio Suite software.
The structure of this directional antenna integrates three main parts which are directors, reflectors
and feeder point of 50Ω. The gain of the antenna increases up to 2 % when added with 7 elements
of reflector than with one element of reflector and enhanced significantly by 23.6% compared to the
conventional Yagi-Uda antenna.
Very high frequency (VHF) band is widely used in a long range communication system, enabling
communication across the cities and the rural regions. An amateurish radio that utilizes the VHF band is used to
extend the communication range of the base stations in remote areas and provide 100% coverage of the amateur
radio system in Peninsular Malaysia. The aim of the amateur radio is to offer secondary coverage during the
harsh environment especially emergency, disaster and distress rural areas. Thus, it is important in designing the
Yagi-Uda antenna for local communities in rural areas so as to channel the information in a wide range area
through the amateurish radio VHF band. Yagi-Uda has been utilized by amateur radio group. However, such
antenna is deprived of a wide coverage in rural areas, thereby, leading to poor communication links in that most
needed areas. Thus, in this work, a new Yagi-Uda antenna is designed to achieve an enhanced gain with good
impedance bandwidth at resonant frequency of 144 MHz.
The proposal antenna is designed using electromagnetic solver, CST Microwave Studio Suite software. A
directional simple 7 elements Yagi with 3.7 m boom length for the lower 144 MHz is modeled and designed.
The dimensions of the optimized antenna structure are presented in Table 1.

Table.1. Design specification of Yagi-Uda antenna.
Specification

Value

Specification

Value

Length of Reflector (R)

0.482λ

Spacing b/n Reflector and Driven Element

0.238λ

Length of Driven Element(DE)

0.48λ

Spacing b/n Driven Element and Director 1

0.124λ

Width of Feed Element (FE)

0.009λ

Spacing b/n Director 1 and Director 2

0.287λ

Length of Director 1 (D1)

0.457λ

Spacing b/n Director 2 and Director 3

0.335λ

Length of Director 2 (D2)

0.446λ

Spacing b/n Director 3 and Director 4

0.431λ

Length of Director 3 (D3)

0.437λ

Spacing b/n Director 4 and Director 5

0.335λ

Length of Director 4 (D4)

0.430λ

Diameter of elements

0.0014λ

Length of Director 5 (D5)

0.443λ

The additional of reflector design with 7 elements improves the gain significantly by 23.6% more than the
conventional Yagi-Uda. This can be explained by two principles in which the far-field pattern of a Yagi-Uda
array may be "tuned" or adjusted for a particular frequency. In this work, the priority focuses more on changing
the reflector design and it will change the level of back lobe and control the impedance. The 10-dB impedance
bandwidth resonates at 144.46 MHz and remains unchanged regardless the number of elements of reflector. The
maximum gain of 14.03 dB is achieved for this proposed design at 144 MHz.

Figure 1: Reflection coefficient, S11 of proposed Yagi-Uda

Figure 2: Gain and 3D radiation pattern of proposed Yagi-Uda with 7

antenna.

elements of reflector.
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Abstract- This paper presents a small-scale fading channel derivation of the dynamic and
subject-specific on-body communications channel characteristics at 2.45 GHz. A slotted planar
inverted F-antenna (PIFA) fixed on the right upper arm is used as the transmitting antenna is in this
investigation. Results showed that the lognormal distribution provides the best fit to model the
small-scale fading for on-body communication channel in a dynamic and subject-specific
environment compared to Normal, Nakagami-m, Weibull and Rician distributions.
The reducing size of wearable hardware, embedded software, and digital signal processing has made it
possible to be integrated onto the human body. Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) has been expanding in a
wide range of fields, such as medical monitoring and sensing, emergency response, military, sports, and in the
multimedia field. Several sensors, which are made from textile/conventional materials, are integrated into such
clothing to enable the monitoring of vital signs such as, electrocardiography (ECG), blood pressure, respiratory
rate, and temperature. This form of smart clothing has offered greater flexibility and comfort to the individuals in
consistently monitoring their health regardless of location.
Very few publications have addressed the subject-specific effects on the on-body path loss characteristics
[1-3]. Researchers in [1] numerically investigated the effects of different body sizes and heights in stationary
narrowband 2.4 GHz WBAN channels using the Finite Difference in Time Domain (FDTD) technique. It was
found that the on-body radio channel characteristic was indeed influenced by the size and height of the human
body. Next, a numerical and experimental investigation of a subject-specific on-body propagation channel for
narrowband WBAN (2.4 GHz) under LOS and NLOS conditions was presented in [2]. A more recent study [3]
proposed two linear models to estimate the subject-specific effects for LOS and NLOS scenarios based on
parallel FDTD (PFDTD) technique in static condition. For all three investigations for the NLOS case, only one
on-body link has been considered, i.e., on the waist. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
report on the subject-specific effects on the dynamic on-body communication channel characteristics at 2.45
GHz in open literature.
A narrowband on-body measurement campaign was performed in an RF shielded room lined with
microwave absorbing sheets. A 2-port PNA (Keysight PNA E8362B) was used to determine the S21 of the eight

links with transmitting (Tx)-receiving (Rx) antennas placed on the body. Six subjects were considered, three
male and three female with body weights that ranged from 35 to 110 kg.
The best model among the chosen fading models was selected by using the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) [4] to evaluate the goodness of fit of these statistical models. To rank the models and to proof that one
model is better than the other, the relative values of AICc were used. The expression for the relative values of
AICc is:

i

AIC
c ,i

(1)

m i nA
( IC
c)

where AICc is the AIC value for model index i.
Table 1 shows the AICc favored model for each scenario. The lognormal distribution provided the best fit for
the path loss when the users were in motion. The results demonstrated that the lognormal distribution fitted to
overweight subjects achieved the highest percentage value, 73%, of all on-body channels analyzed over the three
scenarios. This modeled path loss agreed well with the on-body dynamic fading channel model reported in [5].
Table 1: AICc favored model for each scenario.

Lognormal

Normal

5/8
5/8
6/8
73

1/8
1/8
1/8
10

UW
N
OW
Overall (%)

Nakagamim
1/8
1/8
0/8
7

Weibull

Rician

0/8
0/8
0/8
0

1/8
1/8
1/8
10
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Abstract
This paper proposes a cross dipole EBG based dual band
antenna design for millimeter wave communication
systems. The antenna is resonating in two different
frequency bands that are K-band and V-band. Design
consists of a slotted rectangular patch with cross dipole
shaped elements surrounding it on a very thin substrate of
300 micrometers. The antenna is giving a dual band
performance with a gain of around 10 dB and reduced side
lobe levels of about -22 dB. The losses due to atmospheric
attenuation and absorption coefficients have also been
discussed in this paper. The radiation pattern shows a single
radiating beam at the lower frequency and a dual beam at
the higher frequency with a high efficiency of 97 percent.
The frequency of operation and small size of the proposed
antenna makes it a very good candidate for mm-wave
communication applications.
Index Terms — Dual band, EBG, Millimeter wave,
communication, Dual beam.
.

1. Introduction
Demands of modern communication and sensor systems for
more bandwidth, higher resolution and compactness lead to
operating frequency up to the millimeter wave or sub-mm
wave regime. Recent research in the field of metamaterials
have led to the development of promising new microwave
and millimeter-wave devices which are crucial in designing
high bit rate communication systems. Several industrial and
academic research laboratories and world class clusters
have developed considerable programs to design new types
of electromagnetic components and devices based on
metamaterials. Microwave and millimeter-wave links, as
the frequency increases, require directive antennas to avoid
the critical issue of loss budget: this happens in the case of
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint applications, such as
in
the
Local
Multipoint
Distribution
System.
Reconfigurable antennas have a unique advantage in
modern wireless communication system, because it can be
applied to multiple systems and has a multifunctional role.
Earlier, frequency reconfigurable EBG structure is designed
and used for a microstrip antenna to shift the resonance
frequency of the antenna. Moreover, a novel reconfigurable

EBG structure is proposed to switch its own resonance
frequency. The above researches prove the significance of
reconfigurable EBG structure [1]-[4]. The superstrate
technology is regarded as a promising solution to achieve a
high antenna gain. Patches and array of patches are
generally used to feed this kind of structures; however the
losses can be significantly important in the millimeter range
due to the feeding network. To avoid this drawback, a
radiating slot antenna fed by a rectangular waveguide is
associated to a superstrate medium in order to improve the
inherent antenna gain of the structure [5].
Various techniques to improve antenna performances such
as bandwidth and efficiency have been reported in the
literature. Another approach to improve the bandwidth and
efficiency of the conventional patch antenna is to minimize
the substrate dielectric constant. It is also known that the
antenna gain can be considerably increased by covering the
antenna with a high permittivity superstrate. The
fundamental effects of the substrate-superstrate structure on
printed-circuit antennas are explored, demonstrating that the
antenna radiation efficiency can be optimized to
approximately maximum by selecting the proper materials
and dimensions of the substrate and superstrate. In addition,
metamaterial/EBG (electromagnetic band gap) based
antennas with increased antenna gain have also been
reported [6]-[7].
Most of the papers published above have shown good
impedance bandwidth with good gain but obtaining a dual
band with these characteristics is difficult to obtain. In this
paper, a dual band antenna has been proposed with a cross
dipole based electromagnetic band gap structure. The
proposed structure has not provided a dual band but also
resulted in the enhancement of overall gain of the antenna
thereby reducing the losses such as side lobe level to a very
good extent. Further the radiation pattern at higher
frequency is providing dual beam. The atmospheric
attenuation and absorption coefficients at the resonating
frequencies have also been discussed.

2. Antenna Parameters
2.1. The geometry of the proposed cross dipole antenna is
shown in fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) shows the patch antenna without
cross dipole structure. Figure 1(b) shows the proposed cross
dipole EBG antenna structure with a slotted rectangular

patch. The dimension of the central patch is (3 mm x 3mm)
and is fed at some distance from the center. A slot has been
introduced in this central patch with a dimension of (1 mm x
1 mm). A layer of similar electromagnetic band elements is
surrounding the central patch. A single cross-dipole unit
element has been shown in the fig. 1. The central patch is
fed at a distance of 0.5 mm from the center of the patch in
order to get good impedance matching. The substrate used is
FR4 with dielectric constant of 4.3 and thickness of 300
micrometer (0.3 mm). The dimension of the substrate and
the structure is (15.8 mm x 15.8 mm).

good enough. So a cross dipole EBG layer has been
introduced along with patch surrounding it. A periodic layer
of plus shaped cross dipole elements has been included. It is
observed from the graphs that how the cross dipole layer
has enhanced the antenna properties such as return loss,
bandwidth, etc. The impedance bandwidth has been
enhanced from few MHz to about 4.0 GHz. The return loss
has also been improved a lot especially at higher resonating
frequency.

Attenuation and absorption coefficients have been discussed
below briefly [8]:
Attenuation: α(dB/MHz) x L(cm) x f(MHz)
At 40 GHz, H2O molecules interfere with radiation.
A = 0.02 dB/Km at around 40 GHz,
A = 0.03 dB/Km at around 22 GHz
Water vapor absorption coefficient:
KH2O (f) = k(f, 22) + kr(f) dB/Km,
where Ist term is absorption coefficient at 22 GHz and IInd
term is residual term accounts for absorption of all high
frequency H2O lines.
Oxygen absorption below 45 GHz can be neglected due to a
very low or no contribution.
Fig. 2.

S-parameters variation with frequency

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) shows the surface current distribution
graph for the proposed antenna structure at lower and higher
resonant frequency. We can see the high current density
areas at the desired patches on the structure.
Fig. 4 shows the gain plots at the resonant frequencies.
Fig. 4(a) shows the pattern without cross dipole layer and
4(b) shows the pattern with cross dipole layer. Form these
graphs it can be seen that the peak antenna gain without
EBG layer is just around 5 dB. But when the EBG layer is
introduced in the structure the antenna gain has increased up
to 10 dB for 3 dB angular width. The side lobe level has
also been improved a lot. It has been reduced to -22 dB.
Fig. 5 shows the 3D radiation patterns at the resonant
frequencies. It is observed from the pattern that a single is
appearing at the lower frequency whereas a dual beam can
been seen at the higher frequency.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Geometry (a) Without cross-dipole (b) With crossdiploes

3. Results and Discussion
The proposed cross dipole antenna has been simulated using
a 3D simulation software CST studio suite. The parameters
of the antenna have been optimized to obtain good
properties and desired results. Fig. 2 shows the variation of
S-parameters with frequency. It can be clearly seen from
this graph that the patch is giving a dual band but the
resulting return loss and the impedance bandwidth is not

(a)

2

22.5 GHz

(b)
Fig. 3.
freq

Surface current distribution (a) lower freq (b) upper

(a)
44.7 GHz

(b)
Fig. 4. 3D radiation pattern at (a) low and (b) high
frequency

4. Conclusions
A dual band cross dipole EBG based antenna design has
been proposed in this paper. The antenna with an EBG
surface has finally resulted in the enhancement of antenna
characteristics. Antenna parameters such as impedance
bandwidth, antenna gain, and side lobe levels have been
improved to a good extent. Dual band and dual beam
properties of this antenna makes it a suitable for
applications such as terrestrial millimeter wave
communication, automotive radars and high data rate
communications.

(a)
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Abstract
The interest of the portable microwave instrument system
has grown rapidly in recent years. Thus, Six-Port
Reflectometer (SPR) is proposed. SPR provides a simple
and inexpensive solution to industrial need of network
analyzer. This paper presents the design of the multiple
frequencies microstrip Five-Port ring junction which has
operating frequencies of 0.37 GHz, 1.40 GHz, 2.10 GHz,
3.10 GHz and 3.80 GHz. The simulation result exhibit
optimum specifications and less mismatch error.
Keywords: Five-Port ring junction, multiple frequency,
Six-Port Reflectometer, microstrip.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the microwave reflection technique is widely
used in various applications such as in food [1-3] and
agricultural [3-5] industries. Vector Network Analyzer
(VNA) is a well-known solution to characterize the
materials at microwave frequencies through S-parameters
measurement [6]. However, VNA is notably bulky and
expensive. Hence, the SPR which provides an alternative
low cost solution to the commercial network analyzer was
introduced by Engen in 1977[7]. The SPR is a simple and
passive device for reflection measurement of material under
test (MUT).
In this work, five-port ring junction circuit is
designed and used for SPR to provide multiple operating
frequencies. The ring junction circuit was proposed as in [8]
due to its simple configuration, however the ring junction
circuit in [8] can operate at 2 GHz, thus multiple frequencies
of ring junction circuit is designed.

2. Design and simulation of Five-Port ring
junction circuit
The Five-Port ring junction structure which consists
of T-junction, arc and straight microstrip line layout was
designed and simulated by using AWR Microwave Office
(MWO) software [8] to determine the dimensions of the
microstrip ring junction at frequencies of 0.37 GHz, 1.40
GHz, 2.10 GHz, 3.10 GHz and 3.80 GHz using Rogers
RO3003 Ceramic-Filled PTFE composite with permittivity,
εr and thickness, h, which are 3.0 mm and 1.524 mm,
respectively.
The optimized dimensions must be determined to
meet requirements of SPR as shown in Table 1. The
determined dimensions must be practicable in design. The
ring junction circuit was designed to perform according to
Hansson and Riblet theory [9] where the reflection
coefficient in magnitude (|Γ|) value of each port S11, S22,
S33, S44 and S55 should approach 0. The transmission
coefficients in magnitude (|Γ|) represented by S-parameter,
S12, S13, S14, S15, S21, S23, S24, S25, S31, S32, S34, S35, S41, S42,
S43, S45, S51, S52, S53 and S54 should approximate to 0.5.
Meanwhile, the phase difference (φ) of the transmission
coefficients should be equal to 120° or -120° diversion
phase [9]. Fig. 1 and Fig, 2 illustrate the schematic circuit
diagram and configuration of Five-Port ring junction,
respectively.
Table 1: Values of Length, Radius and Width of Five-Port
Ring Junction
Details
Values (µm)
Length 1 (l1)
5860
Radius 1 (r1)
83000
Width 1 (w1)
4410
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S43
S54
S15
S12
S23
S34
S45
S51
S31
S42
S53
S14
S25
S13
S24
S35
S41
S52

Figure 1: Schematic circuit diagram of Five-Port ring
junction

0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984
0.4984

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016
0.0016

Table 3: |Γ| of S-Parameter at 1.4 GHz.
Frequency
(GHz)
1.4

Figure 2: Configuration of Five-Port ring junction

3. Discussion
Five frequencies were found which comply with the
requirement, i.e. 0.37 GHz, 1.4 GHz, 2.1 GHz, 3.1 GHz and
3.8 GHz where the S-parameter of each frequency is in
accordance to theoretical values [9]. The S-parameter in
magnitude, |Γ| and phase, φ (°) with their absolute error were
tabulated in Table 2 and Table 11, respectively.
The absolute errors between simulated and
theoretical S-Parameter in |Γ| for reflection coefficients and
transmission coefficients at frequencies of 0.37 GHz,
1.4 GHz, 2.1 GHz, 3.1 GHz and 3.8 GHz are less than
0.0197 (1.97%) and 0.0200 (2%), respectively.
Meanwhile, the absolute errors between simulated
and theoretical S-Parameters in φ are less than 2.0° (0.56%).
Therefore, it can be found that the simulated S-Parameter in
|Γ| and φ at 0.37 GHz, 1.4 GHz, 2.1 GHz, 3.1 GHz and 3.8
GHz have good agreement between theoretical values by
Riblet and Hansson [9].
Table 2: |Γ| of S-Parameter at 0.37 GHz.
Frequency
(GHz)

S-Parameter

0.37

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S21
S32

From
Literature
[9]

MWO
Simulation

|Error|

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000

0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.5000
0.5000

0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0000
0.0000

S-Parameter

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S21
S32
S43
S54
S15
S12
S23
S34
S45
S51
S31
S42
S53
S14
S25
S13
S24
S35
S41
S52

From
literature
[9]

MWO
Simulation

|Error|

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4994
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926
0.4926

0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0006
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074
0.0074

Table 4: |Γ| of S-Parameter at 2.1 GHz.
Frequency
(GHz)
2.1

S-Parameter

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S21
S32
S43

From
literature
[9]

MWO
Simulation

|Error|

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0.0119
0.0119
0.0119
0.0119
0.0119
0.4942
0.4942
0.4942

0.0119
0.0119
0.0119
0.0119
0.0119
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
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S54
S15
S12
S23
S34
S45
S51
S31
S42
S53
S14
S25
S13
S24
S35
S41
S52

0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0.4942
0.4942
0.4942
0.4942
0.4942
0.4942
0.4942
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889
0.4889

0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
0.0058
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111
0.0111

3.1

S-Parameter

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S21
S32
S43
S54
S15
S12
S23
S34
S45
S51
S31
S42
S53
S14
S25
S13
S24
S35
S41
S52

From
literature
[9]
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

MWO
Simulation
0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4998
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800
0.4800

|Error|

0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0002
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200
0.0200

Table 6: |Γ| of S-Parameter at 3.8 GHz.
Frequency
(GHz)
3.8

S-Parameter

S11
S22
S33
S44
S55
S21
S32
S43
S54

From
literature
[9]
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

MWO
Simulation
0.0197
0.0197
0.0197
0.0197
0.0197
0.4909
0.4909
0.4909
0.4909

0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000
0.5000

0.4909
0.4909
0.4909
0.4909
0.4909
0.4909
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859
0.4859

0.0091
0.0091
0.0091
0.0091
0.0091
0.0091
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141
0.0141

Table 7: Phase Difference (φ) of S-Parameter at 0.37 GHz.

Table 5: |Γ| of S-Parameter at 3.1 GHz.
Frequency
(GHz)

S15
S12
S23
S34
S45
S51
S31
S42
S53
S14
S25
S13
S24
S35
S41
S52

|Error|

0.0197
0.0197
0.0197
0.0197
0.0197
0.0091
0.0091
0.0091
0.0091

Frequency
(GHz)

S-Parameter

0.37

S21

From
literature
[9]
120

MWO
Simulation

|Error|
(°)

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

120

119.8

0.2

S31
S32
S42
S43
S53
S54
S14
S15
S25
S23
S13
S34
S24
S45
S35
S51
S41
S12
S52

Table 8: Phase Difference (φ) of S-Parameter at 1.4 GHz.
Frequency
(GHz)

S-Parameter

1.4

S21

From
literature
[9]
120

MWO
Simulation

|Error|
(°)

119.5

0.5

120

119.5

0.5

120

119.5

0.5

120

119.5

0.5

120

119.5

0.5

S31
S32
S42
S43
S53
S54
S14
S15

Table 10: Phase Difference (φ) of S-Parameter at 3.1 GHz.

S25
S23

120

119.5

0.5

Frequency
(GHz)

120

119.5

0.5

3.1

S13
S34
S24
S45

120

119.5

0.5

120

119.5

0.5

S32
S43

120

119.5

0.5

S54

2.1

S21

S15

From
literature
[9]
120

MWO
Simulation

|Error|
(°)

120

0.0

S23
S34

120

120

0.0

120

120

0.0

S45
S51

120

120

0.0

120

120

0.0

120

120

0.0

Frequency
(GHz)

120

120

0.0

3.8

S12

120

120

0.0

S-Parameter
S21
S32

-120.2

0.2

120

-120.2

0.2

120

-120.2

0.2

120

-120.2

0.2

120

-120.2

0.2

120

-120.2

0.2

120

-120.2

0.2

From
literature
[9]
120

MWO
Simulation

|Error|
(°)

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

120

118

2.0

S42
120

120

0.0

S43

S41
S12

120

S31

S35
S51

0.2

Table 11: Phase Difference (φ) of S-Parameter at 3.8 GHz.

S24
S45

-120.2

S52

S13
S34

120

S41

S25
S23

0.2

S35

S14
S15

-120.2

S24

S53
S54

120

S13

S42
S43

0.2

S25

S31
S32

-120.2

S14

Table 9: Phase Difference (φ) of S-Parameter at 2.1 GHz.
S-Parameter

|Error|
(°)

S53

S52

Frequency
(GHz)

MWO
Simulation

S42

S41
S12

S21

From
literature
[9]
120

S31

S35
S51

S-Parameter

S53
120

120

0.0

S54

S52

S14
S15
S25
S23
S13
S34
S24
S45
S35
S51
S41
S12
S52
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4. Conclusions
The simulated results for S-parameter in both |Γ| and
φ for 0.37 GHz, 1.40 GHz, 2.10 GHz, 3.10 GHz and 3.80
GHz have good agreement with theoretical and simulated
values. Hence, it is verified that the proposed microstrip
Five-Port ring junction circuit complies with the
requirements and principles of SPR at multiple operating
frequencies. Overall, the size of the ring junction is 18 cm
wide which is small enough to develop a portable SPR. For
further work, this microstrip Five-Port ring junction circuit
can be fabricated and verified by using network analyzer.
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Abstract
In this work, wireless power has been harvested directly on
a trapped surface wave using a transducer with a voltage
multiplication functionality. A suspended layer of lossy
dielectric was found to be able to support propagation of
trapped surface waves. The said transducer can generate a
DV voltage directly from the time-varying electromagnetic
field on the surface of a suspended layer of high-loss
dielectric, with the voltage inversely proportional to square
root of the distance from the transmitter.
Index Terms — Wireless Power Transfer, Zenneck Wave,
Trapped Surface Wave, Voltage Multiplier, Displacement
Current
.

1. Introduction
Marconi was the first researcher proving the feasibility of
trans-oceanic delivery of wireless power way beyond the
line-of-sight distance to the horizon. In an attempt to lend
credence to Marconi's work, Zenneck and Sommerfied have
later theorized that the interface between the ground and air
could be used as a waveguide to propagate a version of
surface waves known as Zenneck waves. Their theories
have successfully proven that the field amplitude varies
inversely as square root of the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver but they failed to gain
acceptance from the scientific community because of three
reasons: 1) their theories allow the phase velocity to exceed
the speed of light; 2) many researchers were not able to
prove the existence of the poles of Sommerfied's integrand
expressing the electric field around a vertically mounted
dipole; and 3) their theories fail to explain why the ground
waves in Marconi's experiment has followed the curvature
of the earth instead of traveling in a straight direction. As a
result of these controversies, the topic of surface waves has
completely lost favor for decades until several researchers
came forwards to introduce a more promising concept of
trapped surface waves [1-5]. Trapped surface wave is a
class of evanescent electromagnetic waves propagating
inside a volume of dielectric by internal reflection in much
the same manner as light rays traveling in a optical fiber.
Trapped surface wave is by far the most promising
electromagnetic energy which can potentially improve the

transmission efficiency of a wireless power. It also has a lot
of unexplored applications. During the time of an
earthquake disaster, for instance, it is not always possible
for everyone trapped in a severely damaged building to
make emergency phone calls because the battery lives of
their cell phones can at most last for two days. In this case,
a technology capable of delivering wireless power to the
survivors buried underneath the rubles can make a huge
difference. The result of our investigation concludes that
space waves alone will not accomplish this job. Trapped
surface waves are one of the few options that can help.
2. High-loss Dielectric Layer for Wireless Power

Transfer
Trapped surface waves are known to exist in a stratified
dielectric structure on which a dipole is vertically or
horizontally mounted [1-7]. In this work, a suspended layer
of dielectric with an elevated loss tangent was found to be
able to support propagation of trapped surface waves. A
suspended layer of high-loss dielectric can be treated as a
special form of 4-layered stratified ground with layer 0
being air, layer 1 being the suspended layer of lossy
dielectric, layer 2 being air again and layer 3 being a perfect
conductor. For a trapped surface waves to exist, the

ϵ ϵ + j σ 1 /ω

permittivity of layer 1, 0 r1
pole equation in Equation (2):

0= k 1 √k 0− λ
2

2

, has to satisfy the

2

( √k 1− λ k 0 − k 1 √k 0− λ tan ( √k 1− λ l1 ) tan ( √k 0 − λ l2 ))
− i k 20 √k 21 − λ 2
2

2

2

2

2

2

( √k 1− λ k 0 tan ( √k 1− λ l 1)+
2

2

2

2

2

2

√k

2
0

2

2

2

− λ k 1 tan ( √k 0 − λ l2 ))
2

2

2

2

(1)

, where

k 0= ω√μ0 ϵ 0
k 1= ω √μ(ϵ 0 ϵ r1+ j σ 1/ω)

, and
is the angular frequencies in radian. Equation (1)
has no trivial root unless the loss tangent of layer 1 is
sufficiently large. In other words, trapped surface waves can
propagate in a high-loss dielectric material instead of lowloss dielectric material.

load, corresponding to a rectification efficiency slightly
above 50%. Fig. 2 shows its performance simulated and
measured up to 2 GHz.

3. Transducer for Harvesting Energy from

Ambient Electromagnetic Fields

The most basic Avremenko diode configuration has
successfully been used to deliver a DC voltage from a
displacement current from a single-wire transmission line
known as Goubau line [8,9]. However, the original
Avremenko diode configuration was not intended for any
application invovling wireless power transfer. To harvest
energy from a wireless power, we need a transducer much
more powerful than the original version of Avremenko
diode configuration. This transducer comprises a similar
open-circuited Goubau line connected in series with a
circuit having a voltage multiplication functionality. Since
the ground plane is virtually non-existence, this Goubau line
can be left open-circuited to form a dipole with a
characteristic impedance comparable to the characteristic
impedance of free space. Together with a circuit with
voltage multiplication functionality, this transducer can be
employed to rectify a trapped surface wave into a scaled DC
voltage (see Fig. 1). With this circuit, the time-varying
electromagnetic fields in vicinity of the open-ended Goubau
line can be converted in a DC voltage at the load. With an
assumption that all the capacitors C and diodes D are
identical, and that the inductance Lp is negligible, the
output voltage can be derived in terms of capacitance C and
AC voltage across diode D, VD . The final expression can be
approximated into the following form:

Figure 2: Voltage on a 500 ohm load as function of
frequency.
The dipole attached to the proposed voltage multiplier has
been used as a built-in antenna to perform direct voltage
multiplication on the surface of a suspended layer of highloss dielectric. Fig. 3 shows the output voltage as a function
of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. By
curve-fitting using MathematicaTM, the voltage captured
from the surface of suspended wooden plane was found to
be proportional to 1/d0.5, where d is the distance from the
transmitter. On the other hand, the measured voltage due to
the electromagnetic field in free space was almost zero, with
the magnitude proportional to 1/d. The measured results
were highly consistent with the theoretical prediction.

IS
2nK T
ln (
)
q
2C f
nK T
+ 6V D−
ln (4 π V D)
q
2
+ nK T
q
1
q
((
− 1)− (
− 1) )
q
nK T
2 n KT
V out =

(2)
where n is the ideality factor of the diode, Is is the reverse
saturation current, f is the operating frequency, KT/q is
approximately 25 mV at room temperature.

Figure 3: Voltage on a 500 ohm load as function of distance
between the transmitter and the receiver.

Figure 1: Schematic of the Transducer for Harvesting
Electromagnetic Energy.
4. Results and Discussion

5. Conclusions

The proposed transducer has successfully rectified a 1.6
GHz power at 20 dBm into at least 5.5 V DC on a 500 ohm

This article has presented a transducer capable of harvesting
energy from an ambient time-varying electromagnetic field.

2

With the fabricated transducer, we have found that the
captured voltage from the surface of a suspended dielectric
with an elevated loss tangent is inversely proportional to
square root of the distance from the transmitter. On the
other hand, the captured voltage from free space was found
to be inversely proportional to the distance from the
transmitter. The experimental results of this work are
consistent with the prediction by our complex analysis. The
outcome of our investigation reinforces the evidence that a
suspended layer of dielectric material with a highly
elevated loss tangent supports propagation of trapped
surface waves.
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Abstract
This paper presents the design of textile-integrated antenna
developed for wearable application. In this paper, the results
from parametric study, which focused on the thickness of
the textile compositions used in the antenna structure is
presented. The proposed design structure consists of
electro-textile fabric and polyester fabric as the radiating
element and substrate respectively. Antennas with three
different thicknesses were used, differentiated through the
use of single layer, four layers and six layers of polyester
substrate respectively. Dielectric permittivity measurement
was performed to ensure accurate parameters for the
modelling and simulation process. All prototypes of textileintegrated antennas were fabricated and measured for
performance validation and the data analysis was conducted
to study on the correlation between fabric thickness and the
antenna performance. A clear relation between substrate
thickness and antenna performance for optimization of
textile-integrated antenna has been achieved. By increasing
substrate thickness of the fabricated antennas, the return
loss improved from -14.96dB for single layer, to -16.5dB
for four layers and -18.11dB for six layers. However, as the
substrate thickness increases, the frequencies of the
respective antenna prototypes are slightly shifted about 5%
to the left due to increasing fabrication difficulty that led to
higher fabrication error. Furthermore, better performances
with thicker substrate are obtained where improvement of
bandwidth and signal strength can be seen from the
measurement results.

1. Introduction
Flexible wearable antennas are desired in the advancement
of wireless sensor development especially for healthcare,
biomedical and security applications. Common parameters
such as substrate thickness and dielectric permittivity were
used in designing a conventional antenna while in this
paper, analysis of the effects of the various textile
composition on the antenna’s performance is performed in
detail. The parametric study focused on the thickness of the
textile composition used in the antenna structure which are
essential for antenna optimization. Polyester is one of the

most common material used in manufacturing of clothing
which is suitable for the proposed wearable application [1].
The design of a flexible antenna demands
comprehensive knowledge on the electromagnetic properties
of the textile composition due to its inconsistent form and
exposure to various structural deformation effects.
Furthermore, the substrate properties such as its dielectric
constant and loss tangent have a pronounced effect on
antenna characteristics [2]. Theoretically, bandwidth can be
improved by increasing the substrate thickness [3] but are
limited due to unwanted surface wave excitation which leads
to poor antenna efficiency. However, this condition can be
minimized by using a substrate with low dielectric constant
to allow the design of antennas with large gain and high
efficiency [2]. It is extremely important that sufficient gain
is provided by the antennas to improve the signal strength so
that the devices can still communicate at a higher range [4].
Friis Transmission equation (1) can be used to investigate
the signal strength of the textile-integrated antenna [5].
P! (dB) = !" + !" + !" + 20 log!" (

!
!!"

)

(1)

where R is the distance between the transmitter and
receiver.
Commercially available conductive textiles are commonly
used in textile antennas [6]. This commercialized electrotextile provides little information on the electromagnetic
properties and structural composition which are crucial in
the design of an antenna [7]. This paper presents a study on
the optimization of textile-based antenna by varying the
thickness of the substrate in order to investigate the effects
on bandwidth and signal strength performance.

2. Antenna Design
Figure 1 shows the design of three antenna prototypes
which have different substrate thicknesses. The prototypes
are designed and developed based on rectangular microstrip
patch with resonant frequency of 2.4GHz. The radiating
element is an electro-textile fabric which is made from

0.1mm copper wires and polyester yarns. The radiating
element performance depends on the structural composition
of the electro-textile fabric. The electro-textile used for the
fabrication of the antennas consist of 80 ends/inch of nonconductive yarns and 25 ends/inch of conductive yarns in
the warp (vertical) and weft (horizontal) direction
respectively. Theoretically, the performance of the radiating
element could be improved by increasing the numbers of
weft. Polyester fabric with different number of layers are
used as the antenna’s substrate for each of the design. The
first antenna design is realized on a single layer polyester,
while the second and third antenna design consist of four
layers and six layers of polyester substrate respectively.

when the measurement was taken. The dielectric properties
were measured using coaxial probe measurement technique.
The jig is shown in Figure 2. This step is crucial in order to
get accurate parameters for the simulation.

Wp
Figure 2: Customized Jig
Four and six stacks of polyester substrate were glued
together using fabric glue in order to prepare the four layers
and six layers’ antenna substrate. The multiple layered
substrates were put in the heat press machine as shown in
Figure 3 to achieve uniform fabric compression and
temperature distribution.

Lp

Figure 1: Three antennas design with different substrate
thickness.
Table 1 shows the substrate thickness and detail parameter
for each of the antennas dimension. A single layer polyester
substrate has a thickness of 0.35mm.
Table 1: Substrate thickness
Parameter
Single
Four
layer
layers
(mm)
(mm)
Substrate width
40
40
(Wp)
Substrate length
105
110
(Lp)
Substrate thickness
0.35
1.4
(h)

Six
layers
(mm)
40

Figure 3: Heat press machine

110

Due to compression of substrate during the heat pressing
process, the layered substrate thicknesses have been slightly
reduced from the initial readings. The compressed substrate
thicknesses were measured using a Vernier caliper and is
shown in Table 2.

2.1

The parameter values in Table 1 are used for simulation
design in CST Studio. The fabrication of different
thicknesses of substrate material is explained in Section 3.

Table 2: Substrate thickness (Initial vs Compressed).
Design
Initial
Compressed
Percentage
(mm)
(mm)
difference
(%)
Single
0.35
layer
Four layer
1.4
1.2
14%
Six layer
2.1
1.75
16%

3. Methodology
The first step of this study is to measure the dielectric
constant of the substrate material. The actual dielectric
constant (εr) of the polyester substrate was measured using
a customized jig that has been developed to ensure
consistency in dielectric constant reading. Since the
substrate material is flexible and prone to physical
deformation, the jig was designed to hold every sides of the
substrate material tightly and to minimize fabric movement

The electro-textile fabric was cut into sizes for each of the
antennas design according to the design parameter. It was
then attached to the substrate using the double-sided tape
and copper tape was used as the ground plane. The
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fabricated antennas with different thicknesses are shown in
Figure 4, 5 and 6 respectively.

Figure 7: Signal strength measurement setup.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 4: Single layer (0.35mm substrate thickness).

4.1. Substrate Dielectric
The dielectric properties obtained from the coaxial probe
measurement technique includes dielectric constant,
dielectric loss factor and loss tangent. In Table 3, several
dielectric properties reading was taken to determine the
average and accurate values to be used in the simulation.
Table 3: Single Layer dielectric properties
Parameter
1
2
3
4
5
Dielectric
2.23
2.28
2.3
2.31 2.35
constant
Dielectric
0.27
0.29
0.28
0.28 0.28
loss
factor
Loss
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.12 0.12
tangent
Parameter
7
8
9
10
11
Dielectric
2.28
2.32
2.26
2.3
2.34
constant
Dielectric
0.29
0.28
0.28
0.28 0.28
loss
factor
Loss
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.12 0.12
tangent

Figure 5: Four layer (1.2mm substrate thickness).

6
2.3
0.28
0.12
Avg.
2.3
0.28
0.12

Figure 6: Six layer (1.75mm substrate thickness).

4.2. Return Loss

The measurement of reflection coefficient for each of the
antennas were performed using Vector Network Analyzer
(KEYSIGHT N5234A). Whilst the experimental
measurement of signal strength was performed using
portable Spectrum Analyzer (KEYSIGHT FIELDFOX
N9916A). During the signal strength measurement, the
fabricated antennas were connected to a Signal Generator
and the signal strength readings from a distance of 1 meter
until 5 meters were captured using the portable Spectrum
Analyzer. Figure 7 shows the experimental setup for the
signal strength measurements.

The return loss was measured using PNA-L Network
Analyzer. As shown in Figure 8, 9 and 10, the fabricated
single layer and four layers’ antennas managed to produce
the most similar reading compared to its simulation results.
Whilst there was noticeable variation in terms of resonant
frequency and S11 magnitude between the simulation and
measurement readings for six layer antennas which may be
due to increasing fabrication difficulty that led to higher
fabrication error. Table 4 shows the summary of return loss
readings.
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Table 4: Return Loss (Summary)
Design
Single
layer
Four
layer
Six
layer

Freq. (GHz)
Simulation
Measurement

Magnitude (dB)
Simulation
Measurement

2.4

2.415

-16.47

-14.96

2.4

2.375

-41.93

-16.5

2.4

2.18

-40.34

-18.11

4.3. Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, VSWR
Table 5 shows the simulation and measurement result of
VSWR. Measurement results indicated that VSWR of the
fabricated antennas were still in an acceptable value
(VSWR < 1.5). The VSWR could be improve during the
fabrication process so that very minimal power is reflected
which result in maximum available energy is absorbed at
the input terminal.

Figure 8: Return loss graph (Single layer).

Table 5: Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
Design
Simulation
Measurement
VSWR Freq. VSWR
Freq.
Single layer
1.35
2.4
1.43
2.415
Four layer
1.02
2.4
1.35
2.375
Six layer
1.02
2.4
1.28
2.18

4.4. Bandwidth
Results in Table 6 indicated that bandwidth improved by
increasing the substrate thickness. From the table, minimal
bandwidth increment was obtained especially from the
measurement readings which may be due to common
narrow bandwidth characteristic of a patch antenna.
Table 6: Bandwidth.
Design
Simulation
Measurement
Single layer
75 MHz
16 MHz
Four layer
117 MHz
17 MHz
Six layer
135 MHz
19 MHz

Figure 9: Return loss graph (Four layer).

4.5. Signal Strength
In Figure 11, it can be noticed that the signal strength
improved as the substrate thickness increases. From this
result, it can be said that a suitable antenna thickness must
be chosen in order to achieve better signal strength.

Figure 10: Return loss graph (Six layer).
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[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
Figure 11: Signal strength graph.
[6]

5. Conclusions
Textile-integrated antennas with different composition
structure for wearable application have been designed.
Parametric
observations
between
simulation
and
measurement results referring to different substrate
thicknesses have been observed. A clear relation between
substrate thickness and antenna performance optimization
has been achieved. Based on the numerical observation, the
increase of substrate thickness managed to increases the
bandwidth up to 19% from the initial value. Antenna
performance in terms of its signal strength has improved as
well due to the effect of higher antenna’s gain and efficiency
obtained when increasing the substrate thickness. From the
study it can be concluded that selection of suitable material
thickness to optimize on-body antenna performance is
crucial without affecting the comfort level of the user and
keeping the undesired surface wave at a minimal level. The
simulated and measured results showed that the proposed
antenna’s composition structure and the electro-textile can
perform and radiate well. Although the study found evidence
that fabrication error during substrate’s compression process
affected the antenna performance and measurement results,
it was not possible to determine whether other variable such
as the electro-textile element might as well cause the error
between the simulation and measurement results. Further
studies are therefore necessary to determine the effects of
electro-textile structural composition on the antenna’s
performance especially during design process in order to
obtain an accurate simulation model.

[7]
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Abstract
This paper presents the design of amalgamation of
rectangular patch antenna with Surface Mount Device
(SMD) LED operating in the S-band region. The Co mputer
Simu lation Technology (CST) was used to optimize the
position of LED within the rad iating patch. The antenna
was fabricated on RO6002 substrate with dielectric, r=2.2
and thickness h = 1.57mm. The performances of the
antenna was compared and analy zed through simulat ion and
measurement. The present results provide an important
concept for fu rther investigation of controlling the position
and types of LED. Good agreements have been achieved for
both the simulation and experimental results.

1. Introduction
As the technology of mobile co mmunicat ion system is
increased, there are many research increasingly focus
toward future wireless communication system. One of the
important components in wireless communication is an
antenna. During past several years the development of
planar antennas are highly desirable which their
characteristic are vital for many commercial applications.
Planar antennas can gives many advantages such as
compact, light weight construction leading to better
portability, ease of conformal and ease of amalgamation
with another device leading to extra functionality.
Co mpact devices has grown tremendously as increasing
demand on teleco mmun ication systems. In addition, there is
highly desirable for a single device that can operate more
than one function [1]-[3]. The existence of a single, rather
than two devices which amalgamate of an antenna and
Surface Mount Device LED will overco me the limited space application. This device will have dual functions of
wireless and also illumination [4]-[6].
The reason why LED is chosen in this project is because
LED offer a nu mber of advantages compared to existing
light sources in optoelectronic applications. These include
increased lifet ime, reduced power consumption, higher
brightness and better spectral purity [7]. Besides that LED
is a small visib le lighting which mo re practical to be

integrated with the patch antenna that operate at 2.4GHz.
This research highlights about the development on
amalgamation LED with rectangular patch antenna where
the device can have dual functions. As we identify, lighting
source are always placed at the h igh position in a roo m to
brighten up the surrounding. Besides, most antennas also
are always placed at highest position in order to radiate
better signals. Therefore, the integration of LED with the
patch antenna as one device which has dual functions is
beneficial to the users nowadays especially on space-limited
application. In [8-10], the papers presented there is an
amount of conducting material co mes with the LED which
has been foreseen to be integrated with the patch antenna.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the Surface Mounted Device
(SMD) white LED 5050. In simulat ion, the part which will
be integrated with the patch antenna is only the conducting
parts which are the anode and cathode of the LED. Figure 2
shows the circuit diagram of the SMD white LED 5050.

Figure 1 : SM D White LED 5050

Figure 2: SMD White LED circuit diagram

2. Antenna Design

radiating patch using copper paste and have to heat in oven
in order to make sure all the LEDs are strong enough
attached. Figure 3 shows the fabricated antenna integrated
with LEDs.

The basis of the design is the basic rectangular patch
operated at frequency of 2.4 GHz with coaxial feeding. The
dimensions of the antenna are determined using the
equations available in [11]. RT Duroid 6002 was chosen
with dielectric permitt ivity, Er =2.2 and the substrate
thickness, h = 1.57mm. For an operating frequency of
2.4GHz, the dimensions of width and length of the antenna
are 60 mm and 60 mm respectively as shown in Figure 1. A
parasitic line was added around the radiat ing patch
considered to place the negative terminal power supply to
operate the LED. Tab le 1 shows the overall antenna
parameters. The Co mputer Simulat ion Technology (CST)
was used in order to optimize the number and position of
LED within the radiating patch.

Figure 3: Fabricated rectangular patch integrated with LED

3. Results and discussion

Table 1: Antenna Parameters
Parameters
Value
Patch width, W(mm)
37
Patch length, L(mm)

The performances of the antenna were investigated through
simu lation and measurement. Single and two port
measurements were performed using VNA measurement
setup in anechoic chamber room. The results for simulation
process are shown in section A while measurement in
section B.

39.3

Substrate width, ws (mm)

60

Substrate length,ls (mm)

60

A.

Simulation results

In simu lation using CST software, there is several input
parameters required wh ich include dielectric constant, loss
tangent, height of substrate, conductivity of conductor layer,
thickness of conductor and surface roughness. The
conducting part of LED will be imp lemented in the
simu lation and optimizat ion process. The simu lation results
obtained are reflection coefficient (S11 ), input impedance
(Zin ), voltage standing wave ratio (VSW R), efficiency ( ),
directivity (D) and radiation pattern.

Figure 1: Basic rectangular patch with parasitic line

Figure 2: Rectangular patch with SMD LED
Figure 2 shows the rectangular patch antenna integrated
with 15 white SMD LED. The LEDs that integrated onto
the rectangular patch was conducting part of the LED as the
conductor can give effect to antenna performance.
The antennas were implemented on the chosen microwave
laminate using LPKF prototyping mach ine. In order to
directly match with the connectors of the measurement setup, a 50 oh m SMA connectors is soldered at the input of the
antenna. Then, the SMD LED was attached with the

Figure 4: Simulated reflection coefficient
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Figure 4 shows the return loss obtained from simulat ion. It
shows the performance of reflection coefficient when the
LEDs attached within the radiating patch. Basic rectangular
patch showed well matched at their corresponding
2.45GHz, wh ile when 5 LEDs was amalgamate at the
radiating edge of the patch, a very low return loss of -33d B
at the operating frequency of 2.45 GHz. When 10 LEDs
were attached to radiating patch, the frequency shifted to
2.6GHz and the reflection coefficient results show signal
reflect at the input. When 5 LEDs were added at nonradiating edge makes total LEDs are 15, the frequency was
shifted to 2.18GHz with reflection coefficient -17dB.

B.

Measurement results

Figure 6: M easured reflection coefficient

Measured reflection coefficient was plotted as shown in
Figure 6. The lo w return loss was obtained shows matching
input between patch and feeding. It shows the performance
of reflection coefficient when the LEDs attached within the
radiating patch. Basic rectangular patch showed well
matched at their corresponding 2.45GHz, while when 5
LEDs was amalgamate at the radiating edge of the patch, a
low return loss of -15d B at the operating frequency of 2.43
GHz. The frequency shifted to 2.6GHz with reflection
coefficient -5.23 d B when 10 LEDs were attached to the
other radiating edge. When 15 LEDs attached to nonraditing edge of the patch, the frequency was shifted to the
2.18GHz with reflection coefficient -20dB.

Figure 5: Simulated radiation pattern

Simu lated radiation pattern is shown in Figure 5. The
pattern shows more d irectional for all the conditions include
basic patch, with 5 LEDs, with 10 LEDs and 15 LEDs. For
patch amalgamate with 15 LEDs, there is bigger backlobe
compared to others.

Figure 7 : M easured reflection coefficient for LED On and Off

Figure 7 shows the measurement result of reflection
coefficient for LED ON state and OFF state for three
situation of amalgamat ion. It starts with connection for 5
LED, fo llo wed by 10 LED at the rad iating edge and total 15

3

LED at both non-radiating edge and radiating edge. The
results indicate that low return loss for LED ON state
compared to OFF state at the corresponding measured
resonant frequency.

The development of amalgamation rectangular patch
antenna with LED was analyzed through simulation and
measurement. The size of antenna was rounded of 60mm
width and 60 mm length. The SM D LED were used
amalgamate with patch antenna, and the performances are
obtained through different numbers of LEDs. The
amalgamation of LED with radiat ing patch at the radiating
edge will affect the reflect ion coefficient as it will disrupt
the matching system at the input, wh ile LED attached at non
radiating edge will reduce the resonant frequency because it
has change the length of the radiating patch. The results of
measurement verified the results fro m simulat ion. The
amalgamation of rectangular patch with LED shows inverse
proportional between number of LEDs and gain, increase of
LEDs integrated with patch antenna the gain will be
decreased. However, gain will be increased for LED On
state compared to Off state.
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Abstract
This is paper presents a new design of planar diplexer based
on substrate integrated waveguide single mode filters
employing circular cavity. The simulation return losses for
the lower and upper channels are greater than 20.94 dB and
30.92 dB respectively. The minimum insertion losses
obtained are 0.87 dB and 0.74 dB at each band. Equivalent
circuit, simulated and experimental results are all provided.
The proposed SIW diplexer has a promising application for
the uplink/downlink RF front end subsystem that is
essential for wireless communications systems.

1. Introduction
Waveguide diplexers or multiplexers are indispensable
components in RF/microwave wireless communication
systems [1]. They are also widely employed to all types of
communication systems such as microwave and millimeterwave applications. Their applications are used to filter
between wanted and unwanted signal frequencies. Diplexers
and filters that are manufactured separately in conventional
design are bulky in size thus uses more materials and space
in fabrication process. In order for them to connect with
each other, there is in need of transmission line and other
matching circuits which will contribute to losses. This is
when they come up with miniaturized filters and diplexers
structure that are integrated into substrates resulting in
smaller and compact but capable of operating with the same
performance [2]. A waveguide or its cavity, when it is
synthesized in a planar substrate-based circuit and the
propagating waves are constrained by linear arrays of
metallic vias, is then referred to as a substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW) [3]. Its basic structure is similar to a
microstrip structure but it works in TE or TM modes,
instead of the quasi-TEM mode of microstrip line.
Many work have been carried out to replace all-metallic
waveguide structures to SIW circuits. The SIW offers
advantages such as high Q factor, low insertion loss, low
cost and high power-handling capacity [5,6]. Apart from the
well-known advantages, this technique widely appears in
various subsystems such as filters, couplers, power dividers,

and antennas [7-11]. However, the main drawbacks of SIW
are when a single row of vias is used, the leakage loss can
be substantial. This leakage limits the isolation between
adjacent resonators, producing small but non-zero coupling
coefficients. In this paper, the performance of the first order
diplexer was investigated by simulation. The electrical and
physical modelling were attained using ADS software and
the full-wave EM simulator CST, respectively. To prove the
concept, the diplexer is fabricated using Rogers RO3006
substrate with dielectric constant of 6.15 and thickness of
1.28 mm. Measured results are presented and compared to
those simulated.

2. Bandpass Filters Design
The synthesis and design techniques of a 2.2 GHz and 2.4
GHz diplexer is proposed and demonstrated employing SIW
technology. The diplexer is synthesized from the generalized
low-pass prototypes Chebyshev configurations [12]. The
working mode for the diplexer is TM010 mode. Firstly,
individual bandpass filters using the TM010 mode SIW
circular resonator were designed at 2.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz.
Then, the two filters are combined together to work as
diplexer. Normally, the diplexer employs a 3-port device to
connect the two filters thus for feeding the two filters, a
microstrip T-junction power divider is used. 50-Ohm
microstrip lines with inset feed are used to directly excite the
filters. Simulated results are presented and compared. A
network that meets Table 1 design specification is
synthesized using standard filter theory starting with a lowpass filter. Then the lowpass prototype is transformed into
bandpass filter at the desired frequencies with -10 dB
passband return loss bandwidth of 20 MHz. The equivalent
circuit of the first-order diplexer is shown in Fig. 2. In this
network, the admittance inverters J01 and J12 are used as
the input and output coupling of the filter.

3. Diplexer Design

TABLE 1. FIRST-ORDER TM010 SIW FILTER SPECIFICATIONS

The fundamental parameter in designing the cavity of the
SIW filter is the resonant frequency. The radius of the
circular SIW cavity is approximated according to the
resonant frequency using the formula [13], and then the
radius is optimized by electromagnetic software. In this
design, the matching from 50-Ohm microstrip line to the
SIW cavity resonatorsection is achieved by the inset
excitation structure which converts quasi-TEM mode
propagating in microstrip line to the TM010 mode of the
SIW cavity resonator. The configurations of the proposed
filter and diplexer with the transitions are shown in Fig. 4.
The optimized geometric parameter of the proposed
structure is shown in Table 3. The topology comprises of a
metallic top layer and a conductive ground layer (t1), two
circular cavity resonators, inset couplings, and linear arrays
of via holes to form a circular via wall around the cavity
resonators.

Filter specifications
Centre frequency, f0
Passband bandwidth (PBW)
Passband return loss (LR)
Stopband insertion loss (LA)
Order, N

2.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz
20 MHz
≥ 10 dB
> 10 dB at f0 ±100MHz
(SBW)
1

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit for the diplexer

All the element values for the diplexer are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. ELEMENT VALUES FOR SINGLE-MODE DIPLEXER

Element

Value (2.2 GHz)

Value (2.4 GHz)

L'1 = L'2

0.9865 pH

0.8289 pH

C'1 = C'2

5.3052 nF

5.3052 nF

J01 = J12

1

1

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Configuration of the First-order SIW diplexer (a) top view, (b) side
view. The geometrical parameters are:

The simulated responses of the first order diplexer having
center frequencies at 2.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz with 10 dB
passband return loss bandwidth of 20 MHz are shown in Fig.
3.

TABLE 3.GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONS OF DIPLEXER

Symbol

Value (mm)

Symbol

Value
(mm)

A1

20.75

Lp1

11

A2

19.05

Lp2

11

3.5

Ls

53

D

1

wf

1.76

h1

1.28

w1

1.30

I1

14.4

w2

1.23
45

b

I2

11.5

wp1

Lf

25.51

wp2

41

Lf1

30

ws

180

Lf2

30.7

t1

0.035

The proposed diplexer was simulated and optimized using
the full-wave EM simulator CST. Fig. 5 displays the
simulated and measured S parameter reponse for the

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit simulation results
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diplexer. It could be observed that there were two resonant
points namely 2.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz. From this plot, the
simulation return losses for the lower and upper channels are
greater than 20.94 dB and 30.92 dB respectively. The
minimum insertion losses obtained are 0.87 dB and 0.74 dB
at each band. The diplexer provides isolation better than 15
dB at both channels. This moderate performance is caused
by the coupling effects that the adjacent resonators
introduce. The main limitation of the SIW technology is the
maximum isolation that a discontinuous wall made of via
holes can provide between adjacent resonators, producing
undesirable cross couplings. The S parameter response in
Fig. 5 shows a good agreement with the ideal electrical
modelling response in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 revealed the
corresponding E-field distribution in the cavity resonator at
2.2 GHz. The surface current distribution of the proposed
diplexer is shown in Fig. 7. A strong current distribution is
contained within the SIW cavity and port 2 at 2.2 GHz.
Similarly in Fig. 8, the same observation is seen within the
SIW cavity and port 3 at 2.4 GHz.

Fig. 7. The diplexer surface current distribution in the cavity at 2.2
GHz.

Fig. 8. The diplexer surface current distribution in the cavity at 2.4
GHz.

4. Conclusions
A planar SIW diplexer is proposed employing singlemode circular cavity resonators having centre frequencies at
2.2 GHz and 2.4 GHz, and which is proposed for LTE/WiFi
applications. The EM simulated response shows a good
agreement with the ideal electrical modelling response. The
diplexer features low insertion loss, compact, simple
structure and easy to connect to other circuits. This design
provides an alternative solution for the uplink/downlink RF
front end subsystem that is essential for wireless
communications systems. The functionality of the presented
results will be validated experimentally in near future.
Fig. 5. Simulated and measured S parameters response of SIW diplexer
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Abstract
Radiation and Electro-Magnetic Emissions can cause errors
in the operation of digital systems. These kinds of effects
must be alleviated as far as possible in critical systems so
as nuclear plants, spatial activities and systems dedicated to
security purposes. EM perturbations do not always produce
a Deny of Service, they can also be used to inject very controlled signals into microprocessors or any integrated circuits to obtain a certain benefit. This paper takes advantage
of recent results and analyses to provide a fully digital sensor allowing to detect Electro-Magnetic pulses. Because it
is fully digital it is easy to integrate in complex ICs.

1. Introduction
Since [1], it is known that Electro-Magnetic (EM) fields
emitted by a digital component can be analyzed to get very
accurate information on the data being processed by ICs.
Moreover, according to [2] and [3], these fields can not only
be used to “listen” to the IC, but also to “talk” to it. It means
that EM emissions can change the state of digital systems
and so cause soft errors in the operations. This is clearly
unwanted as it can have catastrophic consequences when
it happens in nuclear plants or security dedicated systems.
Indeed in military and smartcard worlds, these effects can
be exploited by mathematical means to retrieve secret information, control execution flows or by-pass security protocol
[4].
Two models of the effects generated during the injections have been proposed. The first one proved that it
changes the propagation time of the information in the combinatorial logic [7]. The second one, which encompasses
the first one, that some gates seem to be more affected than
others.
The rest of this papers is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces a fault model explaining the observed faulty
behaviors. Section 3 details the construction of a embedded
sensor able to detect powerful EM fields. Section 4 presents
the test protocols and gives experimental results. Before
conclusion, section 5 opens a discussion about the interest
of such a detector.

2. A recent fault model
However, in 2014, [6] has experimentally demonstrated that
it is possible to generate faults within a circuit at rest (clock
stopped), using an enhanced EM Pulse Injection (EMPI)

platform. This means that EMPIs are able to induce bitsets and bitresets demonstrating that the delay fault model
is not complete. In 2015, Ordas et al., have finally introduced and experimentally demonstrated in [5] the correctness of a new fault model for EMPI. This model is called
the sampling fault model. According to this model, EMPIs
are able to modify significantly but temporarily the bias of
any interconnect within an IC. Considering this, and the fact
that the D Flip-Flops (DFF) are the only CMOS gates that
must meet some operating constraints (in dynamic mode),
they assumed in [5] that DFFs are the main front door to inject faults within IC using EMPI. More precisely, the sampling fault model states that the EM susceptibility of DFFs
is higher than any other type of CMOS gates and that its
value is:
• really high during their switching, i.e. when a rising
edge of the clock occurs. This means that an EMP of
moderate amplitude is sufficient to induce a fault in
an IC at each rising edge of the clock.
• lower when the clock signal is stable (at 0 or V dd).
This does not mean that no fault can be induced but
solely that only bitsets or bitresets can be produced
using a much more powerful EMP.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the number of errors
produced in an synchronous algorithm, according to the
moment of injection. The considered device was running
at 50 MHz and gave a reference signal at the start of
execution. This signal has been used as a trigger for the
EMPI platform. As expected, every 20 ns (the period of
a signal at 50 MHz), a peak in the number of faults is
observed. It appears to be the time where the clock is
rising. Thanks to this better understanding of EM effects
on digital ICs, it opens a new way to detect their impacts.
The following section illustrates a way to take advantage of this new model to design an EM detector.

3. A DFF Based Sensor
Embedded sensors are important elements in the set of
countermeasures deployed within IC, and especially smartcards, to thwart fault attacks. They allow detecting most but
not all fault injection attempts. They are therefore not sufficient to fully stave off fault attacks but remain key elements
of a complete defense strategy.
As an application of the experimental model introduced
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Figure 1: Number of erroneous results of a cryptographic algorithm (blue) according to injection time.
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Figure 4: 4 DFFs with different startup values and different
sensitivities.

Figure 3: 2 DFFs with different startup values.

the other half with rising one (Fig. 4).

in the previous section, a fully digital sensor has been designed [8]. The sampling fault model puts in evidence that
DFF are very susceptible to EM Pulses (EMP), especially
during the storage operation. Thereby, the sensor mainly
features DFF to increase the probability to catch the effect.
To achieve it, the sensor uses oscillating DFF: each latch
has an output Q which is inverted, and then connected to its
input D as shown in Fig. 2.
The more DFF with different parameters the sensor has,
the more chance it has to detect an EMP. Thus, diffenrent
tweaks are used to multiply the number of DFF and keep
in mind that the sensor has to ensure that the global state is
correct.

3.3. Consistency Checker
The structure obtained permits to check each kind of transition (0 ! 1, 1 ! 0) at rising and falling time. Now that
the set of flip-flops is defined, the sensor have to check and
verify that values are coherent (ie. that none of their values
has been impacted by EMI). To do so, by construction, we
know that at any time that Q1 and Q2 take opposite values.
Same reasoning can be applied to Q3 and Q4 . By tracing the
value of the outputs over time, as shown in Fig. 5, it shows
that Q1 and Q4 are opposed at every rising clock edge. This
is applicable for Q2 and Q3 too. As the output of the sensor
is one bit long, it does not allow to measure the fields, but
it can tells if it is important enough to fault the logic of the
IC.
Next section shows some experimental results with IC
embedding this new sensor.

3.1. Initial Value
Each DFF can have a default value at startup, either because
the library allows it, or by adding a bit of logic. This value
will now be noted in figures as “Init=’1”’ when it will start
with a high value, and “Init=’0”’ when it will be a low one.
The sensor can now employ two DFFs (Fig. 3).

4. Applications

3.2. Clock Edge Sensitivity

4.1. Tests experiments

Another thing that can be done to pluralize the number
of DFF, is to have rising clock edge sensitive latches and
falling edge sensitive ones. This way, twice more DFFs can
be used for the model, half with falling edge sensitivity, and

Experiments were conducted with a ad-hoc probe (Fig. 8),
a voltage generator (generating square pulses from 0 V to
400 V) and a motorized stage. The probe scans the Device
Under Test (DUT) depicting a regular grid over its surface.
2

Clock
Q1
Q4
Q2
Q3
Q1 Q4
Sampled @ Clock
Q2 Q3
Sampled @ Clock
Q1 Q2
Q3 Q4

E

conduct the tests : Virtex II Pro (90 nm, flip-chip with backside access), Virtex 5 (65 nm, flip-chip with back-side access), Spartan 3E 1600 (90 nm).
Three adapted designs have been made to fit into these
FPGAs, one with 34 sensors (Spartan 3), and two with 36
sensors (Virtexs). The cluster of sensors is uniformly distributed over the circuit’s floorplan and works as follows :
if any triggers an alarm then the global alarm is also triggered. They integrate an AES (a standard cryptographic algorithm) which is acting as a potentially disrupted application. During a test, the number of errors and the number of
detections according to the injection time have been pointed
out (see Fig. 7). The test was the same as for Fig. 1, but
this time, the number of alarms is recorded. As the sensor
worked twice as fast than the rest (due to rising/falling sensitivity), its peak of detection is repeated every 10 ns. The
results for each tested FPGA are available in Table. 1.
During the tests, ⇡ 13.000 injections have been made
for each ICs. The summary presented in Table. 1 shows that
the sensors are able to efficiently detect EMPIs. It is also
important to note that the sensor has never been triggered
without attack.

0
0
0

t

Figure 5: Evolution of signals Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 over time.
Q1
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Q2
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Q
D
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Alarm
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Table 1: Results Synthesis.
IC
Spartan 3 1600E
Virtex II Pro
Virtex 5

Q1
Q2

# of sensors
34
36
36

DR (%)
87
89
99

CR (%)
85
72
99

Q3

5. Discussion

Q4

These results are encouraging and allow to identify points
to be clarified and simulated in order to better understand
the coupling phenomena within the IC. Simulations could
explain the fault model used and allow the identification of
the best areas for implanting a sensor.
Moreover, some technological parameters may be
adapted to reduce or increase the latch’ EM sensitivity. Design rules could be proposed to do hardening against EMPI.
In addition, these results show that EM succeptibility
analysis could gain in being performed synchronously with
the clock of integrated circuits.

Figure 6: Consistency checker. Verify that values Q1 , Q2 ,
Q3 , Q4 are coherant.
This allows to study the effects of the injections according
to the firing position. Two indicators have been set up to
evaluate the efficiency of the sensor:
• DR : the Detection Rate, which is the ratio between
the number detected injections that led to a fault and
the number of injections that led to a fault.
• CR : the Coverage Rate, the ratio between the number of position tested where the sensor was efficient
and the number tested position where something happened during EMPI.

6. Conclusions
There are multiple advantages of having a digital sensor.
First, the overhead: the use of a digital component permits
to limit the surface cost of the detector. Thus, in our tests,
even with a mesh of 36 sensors, the overhead is under 6%
and could certainly be further reduced. Second, the integration with the design workflow is easy as it only uses standard cells available in all standard cell library.

4.2. Results on FPGA
A FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) is an integrated
circuit that can be used to prototype a circuit before production on large scale. To test a set of parameters we have
taken advantage of such component as the logic it contains
can be reprogrammed in a few seconds. Different FPGAs,
each with different technological nodes, have been used to
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Abstract- The electromagnetic noise free environment is important to investigating possible
adverse health effect caused by the exposure of the RF-EMF due to its sensitivity to the
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) noise. Thus, an experimental investigation of an EMI shielded,
noise free environment has been performed. The shielding effectiveness of the proposed EMI
shielded environment was studied in the frequency range of 1800-3200 MHz where it falls under
the most widely used frequency by mobile phones, WBAN devices, and wireless communication
systems.
Measurement Setup
In order to determine the effectiveness of the shielding in the shielded room, the free space measurement technique
(based on Standard No. IEEE 299 (IEEE Standards, 1997) using two horn antennas was applied. The measurement
range in this work falls within the high range frequency – from 1.8 to 3.2 GHz in which corresponding to plane wave
power (P). The instruments used in the shielding effectiveness measurement were the Rohde & Schwarz Signal
Generator (SG) model SMBV100A, the Rohde & Schwarz Handheld Spectrum Analyzer (SA) model FHS4, three
horn antennas, two shielded coaxial cables, and connectors. The transmitting antenna was a horn antenna,
manufactured by ETS. The receiving antennas were A-Infomw, Standard Gain horn antennas that covered the
frequency range of 1.7-2.6 GHz with dimensions of 30.9 x 23.85 x 29.4 cm3 and Xi’an Hengdu Microwave Co. horn
antennas that covered the frequency range of 2.2-3.3 GHz.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Measurement of the shielding effectiveness using two horn antennas: (a) in free space; (b) in an RF-shielded room.

Two Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) antenna stands were used to hold the two horn antennas. The coaxial cables that were
used were a 4-m flexible Huber+Suhner cable and a 1-m Agilent cable. The coaxial cable that was connected to SG
was calibrated prior to the experiment to exclude cable loss.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The output power was averaged over five measurement readings. To obtain the values of shielding effectiveness, the
received signal value measured in RF-shielded room was subtracted from the value of the reference signal, The
shielding effectiveness in the RF-shielded room was about and about 50 dB at 2.45 GHz.

Figure 3: Shielding effectiveness of the enclosure with copper based lightweight textile
The frequency ranges from 1.8GHz to 3.2GHz are found to be consistent for free space, as shown in Fig.3.The
average attenuation of shielded enclosure covered with PCPTF conductive textile was about 48 dB within the range
1.8 GHz to 3.2 GHz. The attenuation increases at about 28 dBwith the enclosure shielding material. The results show
that this type of EMI shielded environment can attenuate the signal noise up to >40 dB, in which provides good
shielding effectiveness performance.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the results of shielding effectiveness of a newly designed cost effective shielded room covered
with copper based light weight textile material. The results exhibit that the shielded enclosure with PCPTF textile is
able to provide good shielding effectiveness where the unwanted signal noise can be attenuated up to more than 40
dB.
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Abstract-We present in this work a novel algorithm for adjoint sensitivity analysis of anisotropic
structures using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. Using only one extra adjoint
simulation, our approach estimates the sensitivities of the desired objective function or response
with respect to all components of permittivity, permeability, or conductivity tensors of all
anisotropic media using only one extra simulation. Our approach gives good results as compared
to the accurate central difference approaches.
Adjoint sensitivity analysis supplies the first-order derivatives of an objective function or responses with
respect to all material and shape parameters using at most one extra simulation [1]. For the case of
S-parameters and other network parameters, this extra simulation is also eliminated [2]. A simpler
implementation of this approach using the FDTD method has been proposed recently [3]. This approach was
developed for anisotropic materials using the transmission line matrix (TLM) method [4].
In this paper, we extend this work in [4] to apply to the popular FDTD method. Using the FDTD method,
the electromagnetic simulation can be cast in the form:
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where , ,
,
are block diagonal matrices representing the material properties of the
computational domain. Each diagonal block represents the material tensor of the respective spatial cell.
The vectors E and H represent the electric and magnetic fields over all FDTD cells. Together, the form
the vector of state variables V=[ET HT]T. The vectors Ji and Mi represent the impressed electric and
magnetic current densities. It can be shown that the adjoint simulation corresponding to (1) is given by:
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where E and H are the adjoint electric and magnetic fields and
is the kernel of the objective
function integral [1]. The excitation in the right hand side of (2) is determined using the considered
response or objective function. Using the temporal original and adjoint fields available using (1) and (2),
the sensitivities of the response under consideration with respect to all parameters are estimated.
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Fig.1. The structure of the example; (a) an anisotropic discontinuity illuminated by an incident plane wave, and
(b) the sensitivity of the objective function with respect to the permittivity parameter r,xy for a sweep of the
parameter r,xx as compared with the more expensive finite difference approach

To illustrate the anisotropic adjoint sensitivity algorithm, we consider the structure shown in Fig. 1. The
computational domain in this 3D problem has dimensions in the x, y, and z directions of
25 l 25 l 25 l with l =4.0 mm. An anisotropic discontinuity is at the center of this air-filled
computational domain. This discontinuity has dimensions 5 l 5 l 5 l. Its permittivity tensor is:
2.0 0.2 0.4
= o [0.2 2 0.5].
(3)
0.4 0.5 3.1
The domain is terminated by absorbing boundaries in all directions. The excitation is an incident plane
wave propagating in the z-direction with its electric field polarized in the x-direction. The objective
function is defined by the integral
𝑇

𝐹 = 0.5 ∫0 𝑚 𝐸𝑥2 𝑑𝑡,

(4)

where Ex is the x-polarized electric field observed at (20 l, 20 l, 20 l). Fig. 2 shows the sensitivities of
the objective function with respect to the permittivity parameter r,xy for a sweep of the parameter r,xx.
Good match is achieved as compared with forward finite differences (FFD) for all parameters.
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Abstract

and William first time presented the analytical synthesis

This paper presents the comparison of two different

technique. It was based upon coupled resonator theory to

approaches for the synthesis of coupling matrix of cross-

realize coupling matrix [1] [2]. Secondly, most famous

coupled microwave filters. A proposed genetic algorithm-

analytical technique based on recursive method to generate

based optimization technique for the generation of coupling

polynomials for the transmission and reflection poles and

matrix is compared with the traditional design approach of

zeros is provided by Cameron. Practical realization of the

coupling matrix. The traditional design approach follows the

coupling matrix is not possible at the first stage. A series of

recursive technique procedure, evaluating the reflection and

similarity matrix transformation is then required to remove

transmission polynomials, given the transmission zeros.

the number of non-zero elements to get practical realizable

After generation of the coupling matrix using the

topology [3].

eigenvalues of polynomials, transformation is required to

This has open a new window to the development of coupling

get the practical realizable topology of the coupling matrix.

matrix synthesis methods based on numerical optimization.

The

optimization

It avoids the need of matrix transformation and is based on

technique uses efficient cost function that can completely

direct optimization. Recently [4] proposed numerical based

describe the desired filter response. The cost function

synthesis approach for microwave filters which applies

applies directly on the non-zero elements of the coupling

directly on coupling matrix elements. But it requires initial

matrix/user defined topology. Both the design methods use

values of the coupling matrix to be optimized.

the (N+2)-by-(N+2) transversal coupling matrix which

In this paper we propose a numerical optimization method

requires the input and output couplings as well as the source

using genetic algorithm in the framework of matlab based

and load couplings. There is no noticeable difference in the

on user defined matrix topology. This can overcome the

comparison of the results, but the genetic algorithm based

problem of complexity in the analytical based approach,

optimization takes much fewer computational steps.

where you have to perform a series of matrix transformation

proposed

genetic

algorithm-based

1. Introduction

to get practical realizable topology. We compare our
numerical based approach with the traditional analytical

Emerging growth of wireless communication system have

based approach. Fourth order filter having 4 poles and 4

led to more demanding requirements for microwave filters.

zeros is chosen to test the both methods. Results for both

Microwave filters become more important in the design of

analytical and numerical based approaches has been

telecommunication and broadcast system. Synthesis of

compared for analysis. In this work the entries of the

microwave filters has been the focus of the microwave

coupling matrix will be used as an independent variables in

engineers and one of the most researched topic for several

the optimization process.

years. There has been an extensive research carried out on
both analytical and numerical methods for the synthesis of
coupling matrices in the last few years. In the 1970s, Atia

2. Synthesis of N+2 Coupling Matrix
Generally transmission and reflection coefficients of a filter

network can be described in the form of

2.1.1 Recursive technique

𝑃(𝑠)

𝑆21 (𝑠) =

(1)

𝜀𝐸(𝑠)
𝐹(𝑠)

𝑆11 (𝑠) =

(2)

𝜀𝑅 𝐸(𝑠)

Where 𝑠 = 𝑗𝑤 is the complex frequency variable. 𝜀 ,𝜀𝑅
are ripple constant related to the maximum return loss.
Polynomial 𝑃(𝑠) is determined from finite transmission
zeros. 𝐹(𝑠) Can be calculated using recursion formula
described in [3]. 𝐸(𝑠) is determined from the poles.
𝜀𝑅 =

𝜀

(3)

√𝜀 2 −1
1

𝜀=
√

Figure 1: Fourth order Canonical topology

(4)

𝑅𝐿
10 10 −1

By applying known traditional recursive technique
procedure the polynomials 𝑃(𝑠) 𝐸(𝑠) and 𝐹(𝑠) are
computed. After a series of similarity transformation
explained in the [3] final coupling matrix achieved for N+2

𝐸(𝑠) , 𝐹(𝑠) and 𝑃(𝑠) have been normalized to their

4th order canonical topology shown in Figure 1 is given

respective higher degree coefficients. S parameters can also

below.

be directly related to coupling coefficients as follows.
𝑆21 = 2 ∗ 𝑗 ∗ [𝐴]−1
𝑁+2,1

(5)

−1
𝑆11 = 1 + 2 ∗ 𝑗 ∗ [𝐴]1,1

(6)

𝐴 = 𝑤𝑈 − 𝑗𝑅 + 𝑀

(7)

Here U is the identity matrix, but for N+2 case 𝑈(1,1)
𝑈(𝑁 + 2, 𝑁 + 2) is zero. R is the diagonal matrix with all
entries is zero except 𝑅(1,1) = 𝑅(𝑁 + 2, 𝑁 + 2) = 1 and
M is the coupling matrix.

𝐶/𝑀
𝑆
1
C. M =
2
3
4
( 𝐿

𝑆
0
1.0603
0
0
0
0.0151

1
1.0603
−0.0023
0.8744
−0.4033
−0.3251
0.0315

2
0
0.8744
0.0482
0.8351
0.0340
0

3
0
0
0.8351
−0.0666
0.8727
0

4
0
−0.3251
0.0340
0.8727
0.0170
1.0598

𝐿
0.0151
0.0315
0
0
1.0598
0 )

Figure 2 shows the return loss and attenuation level of
canonical type 4th order filter. We can get same return loss
without applying similarity transformation to the initially
generated coupling matrix but in that case we will not have

2.1 Example

practical realizable topology for the filter. While applying

To explain N+2 coupling matrix synthesis procedure, fourth
order asymmetric filtering function based on fully canonical

the transformation procedure the symmetry of the coupling
matrix must be preserved.

topology is considered. The filter specifications are:
Order of filter:

4

Return loss:

22dB

Transmission zeros:

-3.7431j

and

-1.8051j

(attenuation lobes = 30dB), 1.5699j and 6.1910j (attenuation
lobes = 20dB)

Figure 2: Fourth order Asymmetric Filter response using
recursive method
2.1.2 Proposed Optimization Algorithm and Cost Function
Optimization process proposed in this paper directly applies

AES 2017 SYMPOSIUM, 26 – 28 JULY 2017, INCHEON - KOREA
on the coupling coefficients and desired level of
transmission zeros 𝑆21 and return loss 𝑆11 . The Genetic
algorithm-based optimization technique uses efficient cost
function having a minimum set of characteristics that can
completely describe the desired filter response. The cost
function applies directly on the non-zero elements of the
coupling matrix.
𝑁

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑|𝑆11(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑠)𝑖 − 𝑆11 (𝑡𝑟𝑖)𝑖
𝑖=1

+ ∑|𝑆21 (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑠)𝑖 − 𝑆21 (𝑡𝑟𝑖)𝑖

In this paper we proposed a simple and general method for
the synthesis of N+2 coupling matrix. By strictly enforcing
the desired matrix topology, we eliminate the need of
similarity transformations. A compact and fast cost function
relying only on the determination of S parameter levels has
been used as the core of this method. Genetic Algorithm

𝑁

|2

3. Conclusion

|2

𝑖=1

Here N is the number of sample frequency points. 𝑆(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑠)
is the required level of 𝑆21 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆11 . 𝑆(𝑡𝑟𝑖) is the Sparameters comes after evaluation of Cost Function and
generation of random values. The algorithm begins by
generating random numbers for the entries of coupling

based optimization technique in the framework of matlab is
used to evaluate the cost function. Also both symmetric and
asymmetric responses with either even or odd degree of
filters can be synthesized using proposed method. Results
obtained using this approach agree well with the traditional
recursive technique method.

matrix. The random number values lies within the specified
limits [-1, 1.5]. The process will stop after it reaches its
termination criteria. S parameters shown in Figure 3
obtained by using proposed algorithm gives good agreement
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with Figure 2. The final error of the cost function achieved
after several iterations was 0.153063. Figure 4 shows error
value with number of generations.
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Abstract- In this article we demonstrate the far-field measurement with difference values of LTE
exposure in RF-shielded environment. We compared the electric-field and power density results
from LTE850, LTE1800 and LTE2600 field exposure that adhere to the standard guidelines issued
by the ICNIRP. The results for E-field and power density are far below the safety standard value for
the public recommended by ICNIRP.

LTE SIGNAL EXPOSURE SETUP
An E-field distribution that emulates the far field of a base station was measured to ensure that power
received by each subject is set to 1 V/m, both from LTE850, LTE1800 and LTE2600 field exposure. The SG
was connected with the far field EMF probe antenna. Table 3 summarizes the E-field and power density receive
outcomes from 850, 1800, and 2600MHz exposure obtained from the spectrum analyzer.
Table 1: Electric field strength of base station signal in far field distance from LTE850, LTE1800, and LTE2600
field exposure

The results show that the E-field intensity is set at 1V/m for LTE850 signal exposure in the shielded room
contributes to the radiation level of only 0.0027 W/m2, corresponding to about 0.06% lower than the ICNIRP
exposure limit for general public, as shown in Table 8. Meanwhile, the E-field intensity is set at 1 V/m for both
LTE1800 and LTE2600 signal exposure leads to the radiation level of 0.0027 W/m2 and 0.0028 W/m2,
respectively. This level corresponds to about 0.03% lower than the ICNIRP exposure limit for general public in
both LTE1800 and LTE2600 exposures, as listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Comparison of the measured electric field with the exposure limit recommended by ICNIRP for
LTE850, LTE1800, and LTE2600 exposures
Electric
(V/m)

Field

850
MHz

1.8
GHz

2.6G
Hz

Receive value

1

1

1

Exposure limit for general public
Comparison with exposure limit (%)

40.1
0.002

58.3
1.71

70.1
1.43

Power density (W/m2)
850
MHz
2.7
10-3
4.25
0.06

x

1.8 GHz

2.6 GHz

2.7x 10-3

2.8 x 10-3

9
0.03

10
0.03
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Abstract
In this paper, several energy efficient packet transmission
techniques for the IEEE802.11 WLAN have been
developed to minimize energy consumption, while meeting
the quality of service (QoS) performances of data traffic.
The rate and power adaptation algorithms have been
developed initially based on a single parameter adaptation
technique which adapts the data rate according to the
network packet delay. The work further enhanced the rate
and power adaptation algorithm by developing a new cost
function based approach which is a multi-parameter based
optimization technique. Both approaches have been
developed to reduce network collision levels by adapting
the MAC parameters according to the load conditions. The
performance of energy efficient packet transmission
techniques proposed in this paper were simulated using
discrete event simulation models and analysed for data
traffic transmission. Simulation results have shown up to
16% improvement of energy efficiency compared to
published works optimal low-energy transmission strategy
(Miser) scheme and energy saving of 26.9% compared with
the standard IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. The proposed
cost function algorithm introduces significant energy
savings of 33% compared to the single parameter approach.

1. Introduction
In today’s world, the wireless communication has
become an essential part of our daily activities. With the
rising demand for wireless services, energy consumption has
become a primary concern for the communication industry
as it does not only increases the operational energy costs but
also contributes to the environmental effects, such as
increased greenhouse gas emissions [1]. Due to these
reasons, the demand for energy efficient networking is
increasing. The link adaptation mechanism offers the ability
to adapt the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and
transmit power according to the channel conditions on the
radio link. Power adaptation is a method used for selecting
appropriate transmission power level to match the channel
condition for the correct reception of a packet. Traditionally
in WLANs, the link adaptation technique is used to
maximize the throughput of a network by taking advantage
of good channel conditions. Based on the channel SNR
(Signal-to-Noise Ratio) values, the transmitter adapts its

MCS value to maximize the link data rate. Research on a
joint rate and power adaptation algorithm that aims at
simultaneously improving the energy efficiency and
throughput performance of WLAN systems is limited in the
literature. How to select the data rate to minimize energy
consumption is an important, yet under explored topic. Only
a few works [2, 3] apply a rate adaptation with the main goal
of reducing energy consumption.
There is always a trade-off between achieving energy
efficiency and the QoS performance improvement of a
packet radio network [4]. The rate and power adaptation
algorithms have been developed initially based on a single
parameter adaptation technique, which adapts the data rate
according to the network packet delay [5]. At lower traffic
loads, the proposed algorithm works well, offering energy
saving while sustaining the QoS performances. However, as
the load increases, the algorithm cannot sustain the QoS
performances. Single parameter approach, which is rate
adaptation based on measured delay only cannot control
higher collision level when the load starts to increase.
Uncontrolled collisions would result in higher energy
consumption as well as increase the end to end delay.
Therefore, to resolve this problem, the work further
enhanced the rate and power adaptation algorithm by
developing a new cost function based approach, which is a
multi-parameter based optimization technique [6]. It is
proved that the proposed cost function algorithm introduces
significant energy savings of 33% compared to the single
parameter approach.

2. Single parameter approach
Two different energy efficient packet transmission
techniques for the IEEE802.11 WLAN are presented with
the main objective of minimizing energy consumption,
while meeting the quality of service (QoS) requirements of
data traffic. The following section discussed both algorithms
in details.
2.1. Single Parameter Approach
Fig. 1 illustrates the conceptual model of the proposed
algorithm. Initially, each transmitter selects the maximum
transmission rate and transmit power for packet

transmission. The receiver measures the end to end delay to
adjust the transmission data rate for the subsequent packet
transmission. Following that, the receiver sends back the
information via feedback packet to the transmitter. A lower
delay value indicates a lower traffic load and as the delay
increases it can be assumed that the network starts moving
to the congested state. For the non-adaptation case, the
transmission data rate always remains at the highest rate,
which results in high energy consumption due to the higher
transmit power required for the higher modulation scheme.

Transmit frame with
initial rate and power

DATA

TRANSMITTER

Estimated the QoS
value (delay)

Get the average delay
value for a block of
packets

Power adaptation

Rate selection based
on measured delay

period, a feedback packet sent by the receiver informs the
transmitters of a suggested transmission rate.
In this paper, the proposed initial rate and power algorithm
has limitations in terms of the capacity of the network. At
lower traffic loads, the proposed algorithm works well,
offering energy saving while sustaining the QoS
performances. However, as the load increases the algorithm
cannot sustain the QoS performances within the required
levels. This is because the rate adaptation based on
measured delay only cannot control higher collision level
when the load starts to increase. Uncontrolled collisions
would result in higher energy consumption as well as
increase the ete delay. Therefore, to resolve this problem an
enhancement of the rate/power adaptation algorithm with a
dual parameter approach is proposed to maximize the
capacity of network while maintaining the energy efficiency
and QoS performances.

Feedback
packet

Feedback to transmitter
(average ete delay)

2.2. Dual Parameter Approach

ACCESS POINT (AP)

The novelty of this algorithm is that the transmission rate is
selected based on average measured delay value and
individual queue lengths. The cost function output is
calculated by individual transmitters based on its current
QoS value. The cost function value F (t,Q) incorporates the
measured delay, terminal’s current queue length, queue
threshold value and a tunable sensitivity parameter. The cost
function F (t,Q) is presented in equation (2):

Figure 1: Propose adaptive transmission rate and power
adaptation
In this initial algorithm, the transmission channel is assumed
to be error free, hence an ACK may be lost due to collision
only. The received packet delay is averaged over block of
packets. The average delay value is updated for every
packets, based on Equation (1):
(1)

(2)

The average packet delay is compared with the delay
threshold value of the QoS set of the traffic. The receiver
uses the average packet delay to decide the new transmission
rate. The algorithm for rate selection is divided into two
different conditions, when the average end-to-end delay
(ete_delay) is less than the threshold delay, and when the
average ete_delay reaches the threshold delay. If the average
delay is below 90% of the threshold value, then the
transmission data rate is reduced to a lower level. However,
a reduced data rate may increase the contention level in the
CSMA/CA network. Because the proposed algorithm needs
to gain both energy efficiency and control of the delay, the
algorithm adaptively adjusts the transmission data rate
according to the current contention level. Therefore, as the
ete_delay increases, the transmission data rate keeps
adjusting to higher levels. Minimum level of transmission
data rate is selected when the delay value is less than 5% of
, because lower delay value represents lower
contention level, thus with the main aim of reducing energy
consumption, the lower data rate is selected. As the delay
increased to
and
, it is
assumed that the network is start moving to medium load
condition, thus the transmission data rate is increase by a
single step. For the second condition, if the average delay
exceeds the threshold value, then the transmission data rate
is adjusted to the highest level. After each measurement

Where,
denotes rate adaptation sensitivity factor. This
parameter can be tuned based on the specific performance
objective, either target for improving the energy efficiency
or maintaining the QoS performances. Selection for value of
rate adaptation sensitivity parameter is done based on the
requirement either to maximize the QoS performance or to
improve the energy efficiency.
is the target delay for
a specific traffic class;
is the measured global delay
in the network. The global delay value is measured by the
Access Point (AP) and this value is send back via feedback
packet to the transmitter.
is the jth terminal
transmission queue length. The queue length (unit packet)
represents the total number packets inside the transmission
queue(s) waiting to be transmitted. The cost function output
is an indicator of congestion and current QoS value of each
terminal. The queue threshold
is measured as a
short-term average queue length calculated in the past
averaging period, for individual terminal. The short-term
average queue size is updated for every N packets, based on
Equation (3). is an instantaneous queue length for packet
i.

2

Table 2 summarized all the components of energy
consumption for both techniques at
. The proposed
algorithm achieves a higher energy efficiency due to the
selection of lower data rates which contributes to a lower
transmit power value, as in Table 2. Although a higher
number of retransmissions of packet is required, due to the
longer channel occupancy time, but the lower transmit
power overcomes both the lower delay value and the lower
number of retransmissions, resulting in a more energy
efficient scheme. It can be concluded that the proposed
algorithm’s selection of lower data rates reduces the transmit
power required, which overcomes the higher delay value,
subsequently reducing the energy consumption.

(3)

3. Simulation Results and Analysis
In this work an OPNET based simulation model has been
developed to analyses the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Several scenarios with different number of user
terminals (UE) and one Access Point (AP) are placed
randomly in a 200 m x 200 m area, to evaluate the proposed
protocol. The user terminals (UE) transmit packets on the
uplink using the algorithm described in the previous section.
Table 1 lists the main parameter employed for the
simulation.
Table 1: Key simulation parameters
Parameter
WLAN Standard
Frequency
Transmission range
Propagation model
No. of UEs
Packet generation
Noise density
Packet length
L ACK
T target

Table 2: Breakdown components of energy
consumption for both techniques (at ƿ=0.2)
Mode

Value
IEEE802.11g
2.4 GHz
150 meters
ITU Indoor path loss model
10
Exponentially distributed
8.798 x 10-14 W/Hz
1500 bytes
14 bytes
0.02 s

Total Energy per packet (mJ)

0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04

0.02
0
0.2

0.25

0.3

Network Load
adapt_RP

non_adapt

0.036

8.7µJ

1.26µJ

10µJ

4

50

0.0025

0.062

13.8

1.09

14.89µJ

3

59.6

0.00148µJ

0.14

22µJ

0.769µJ

22.8µJ

2

68.4

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the number retransmission per
packet. It can be seen that the proposed protocol experiences
a higher number of retransmissions due to the fact that the
average channel occupancy time for the proposed protocol is
longer than the other techniques because use of a lower
selected transmission rate, as detailed in Table 3.5. Hence,
for the proposed protocol, with the increase of the network
load, the average number of retransmissions is slightly
higher. The proposed algorithm achieves a lower energy
consumption compared to other protocols due to the
selection of a lower data rate, which leads to a lower
transmit power being required. Even though it can be seen
that the average number of retransmissions for the proposed
technique is higher than in the other approaches, the
proposed technique still gains better energy efficiency. This
can be explained using the analysis of the total energy per
packet considering the number of retransmissions per packet
as detailed out in Table 2.

0.14

0.1

0.003µJ

Miser

Figure 3: Comparison of the distribution data rate at
different load conditions (ƿ=0.1 and ƿ=0.2)

0.16

0.05

R/P_adapt
Non_adapt

Fig. 2 presented the total energy per packet which shows
that the energy consumption of the proposed protocol is
lower than other protocols. This is because the proposed
algorithm uses a much lower transmission data rate than the
other techniques. The default MAC protocol always used the
highest available data rate, which is 54 Mbps which requires
a higher transmit power to decode the packet correctly at the
receiver. As for the Miser scheme, the nature of the
proposed algorithm with a smaller transmission range, a
higher transmission data rate is selected, which results in the
selection of a transmission data rate within the
36Mbps/48Mbps/54Mbps ranges that contributes to much
higher energy consumption as compared to the proposed
algorithm.

Energy (Idle Mode) Avg Ptx Energy
Energy Energy
No of Retx Tot Energy
Pidle (Tdifs+Tsifs+Tbo) (Watt) (Tx mode) (Rx mode) per packet per packet per pkt (µJ)

Miser

Figure 2: Energy consumption with varying network load.

3

7.0
6.0

5.0
4.0
3.0

2.0

Total Number of Collisions

No of Retransmission per packet

reduced number of collisions in the network. The advantage
of the joint parameters of delay and queue length, as
explained above, is that they lead to a lower number of
collisions compared to the previous adaptation rate/power,
as plotted in Fig. 6.

8.0

1.0
0.0

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.25

0.3

Network Load
adapt_RP

non_adapt
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Figure 4: Comparison of the average retransmissions

20000
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16000
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12000
10000
8000
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4000
2000
0
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0.1

Dual Parameter

0.2

0.25

adapt_RP

Figure 4.6 compares the total energy per packet for single
and dual parameter approaches with varying load conditions.
The result of lower energy consumption for the cost function
algorithm can be further explained based on Table 3. The
table lists the components of energy consumption
at
. From the table, it can be extracted that the
lower energy consumption for the cost function algorithm is
gained from the lower transmit power contributed by the
selection of a lower data rate, the lower number of
retransmission, as well as the lower delay value.

0.4

dual_CF

Figure 6: Comparison of the average number of
collisions with increasing loads for both techniques
The lower number of collisions can be related to the
reduction of energy consumption, as shown in Fig. 5. The
dual parameter algorithm results in a less congested network
which reduces the percentage of packets loss, thus reducing
the number of retransmissions required (presented in Fig. 7)
because most of the time packets are successfully
transmitted. The lower number of retransmissions also be
related to the results of lower energy consumption.

0.18

0.16
0.14
0.12

No of Retransmission per packet

Total Energy per packet (mJ)

0.3

Network Load

0.1
0.08
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Network Load

Figure 5: Comparison of total energy per packet for
both techniques

adapt_RP

Figure 7: Comparison of the average retransmission
per packet with increasing loads for both techniques

Table 3: Breakdown of the components of energy
consumption for both techniques at
Mode

Energy (Idle Mode)

Energy

Energy

Energy

dual_CF

No of Retx Tot Energy

Avg Ptx
Pidle (Tdifs+Tsifs+Tbo) (Watt) (Tx mode) (Rx mode) per packet per packet per pkt (µJ)

R/P adapt

0.003µJ

0.036

8.7µJ

1.26µJ

10

4

50

Dual_CF

0.0015

0.026

6.303

1.258

7.56

3

30.24

The dual cost function gives a faster response in adapting to
an appropriate data rate as can be seen from Fig. 3, where
the transmission data rate is selected according to the global
delay value as well as individual queue length. This gives an
advantage in controlling the delay value which leads to a

4

Another advantage of low collision levels is reducing the
backoff and queuing delays which contribute to a lower ete
delay, as shown in Fig. 9. For the proposed cost function
algorithm, overall transmission data rate is less than the
previous algorithm which contributes to minimizing the
energy consumption. The selection of lower transmission
data rates leads to a higher channel occupancy time but this
is just one component of ete delay. Based on the CSMA/CA
delay, there are a few components of delay which need to be
considered for the total ete delay which shows that the
queuing delay contribute the largest amount of total delay. A

significant reduction in the number of collisions is gained by
the proposed cost function algorithm reducing the queue
utilization as most of the packets are successfully
transmitted, resulting in lower queuing delays.

which leads to fewer retransmissions of packets being
required. As energy consumption is also a function of
retransmission, this indirectly gives an advantage of
reducing the extra energy required for unsuccessful
transmissions.

Average ete delay (ms)
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Abstract-The purpose of this study is to model solar cell waveguide structure based on
nanoparticles due to their ability of controlling the light transmission and reflection. Mixture of Ag
and Au nanoparticles impeded in a dielectric media are considered in the model. The reflectance is
shown to be dependent on the ration of the nanoparticle in the dielectric media.
Recently, solar cell models based on nanoparticles have been extensively investigated in order to enhance solar
cell efficiencies. Nanoparticles are considered an alternative materials to conventional materials due to their
ability to trap light if they used in right ratios. SiNx is considered as antireflection-coating (ARC) for high
refractive index that can be easily varied between 1.9 and 2.3 by varying the deposition parameters. El-Amassi
et al. (2015) reported that PV cell efficiency can be improved by using MTM and SiNx layers bounded by glass
from bottom and coved by air. El-Khozondar et al. (2016) considered dissipative Metamaterial (MTM) for the
same structure to measure the effect of dissipation. In other work, nanoparticles impeded in a dielectric media is
used to further control the efficiency of the solar cell. In this study, both nanoparticles impeded in a dielectric
media and SiNx are considered in the proposed model.

Figure 1 exhibits the structure of the proposed solar cell. Nanoparticles are taken to be Ag-Au impeded
in PAA host media.

θ0
Nano-particles

n0 (Air)
n1
n2 (SiNx)
ns (Glass)

Figure 1 proposed structure

d1
d2

Reflectance

The equation of effective refractive index for the nanoparticles layer is taken from the work presented by
Kitsomoboonloha et al. (2011); furthermore, the reflection coefficient is considered as mentioned in the research
conducted by El-Khozondar et al. (2016). Then, the relation between reflectance and wavelength is plotted in
Figure 2.

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 2 the reflectance as function of wavelength for different values of n2. Solid line for n2=2, dash line for
n2=1.9, and dash-dot line for n2=1.8.
In all the calculations, the Ag:Au is taken 1:6, ns=1.47, n0=1 and nPPA=1.527. Results show that as the
refractive index of SiNx layer varies the reflectance changes. The best results obtained at n2=1.8.
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Abstract-Dispersion of complex dielectric permittivity of semi-insulating iron doped InP
crystalline wafers was studied in a 2-700 cm-1 (0.06-21 THz) spectral range at room temperature.
The results differ from the data for nominally pure InP since incorporation of iron unveils the InP
intrinsic dielectric properties such as weak multiphonon vibrations screened by strong free-carrier
absorption processes. The spectra of transmission and reflection have complicated structure
including one- and two-phonon resonances and impurity-related absorption lines.
High-resistivity semiconductors are highly desired for devices operating in the THz spectral range as the
optical losses at THz frequencies are typically dominated by the free-carrier absorption. Semi-insulating (SI)
iron-doped indium phosphide (InP:Fe) is widely used in electronic and photonic devices operating in the
terahertz spectral range, including Schottky diode detectors, high-electron mobility transistors, photomixers, and
quantum cascade lasers [1]. Due to the growth processes, nominally updoped InP crystals always contain
different unintentional impurities with the concentrations up to 5·1015 cm-3 that results in shallow donor or
acceptor energy levels within the energy gap. Iron doping provides acceptor levels in the mid-gap region of InP
that compensate residual shallow donors and produce material with virtually no free carriers [2].
In this study two crystalline wafers of semi-insulating Fe doped InP were investigated. The samples with
free-carrier concentration below 109 cm-3 have been obtained from two different commercial vendors and had
thicknesses of 364 and 991 μm. Spectra of transmission and reflection coefficients in 2-700 cm-1 region were
obtained using a set of terahertz and infrared spectrometers: pulsed THz TeraView TPS-Spectra-3000
time-domain spectrometer, a spectrometer based on monochromatic and frequency-tunable continuous-wave
(CW) backward-wave oscillators, and standard vacuum Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) (Bruker
Optics Vertex 80v). Results obtained were modeled using free Lorentzian function and dielectric parameters
such as complex dielectric permittivity, absorption coefficient, complex refractive index, dielectric loss tangent,
dynamical conductivity were determined.
Spectra of complex dielectric permittivity contain a number of lines of different nature (fig.1). After
profound analysis of the experimental results all lines were associated with one phonon resonance, summation
and difference two-phonon absorption processes and with shallow unintentional donor and acceptor impurities.
All spectra for two different samples are in good agreement, the slight difference in real part of dielectric
permittivity is caused by small difference in energy gap value due to different growth methods. At low
frequencies, we detect excess absorption whose origin is assigned to the hopping conductivity of residual
quasi-free charge carriers described by the Mott’s dispersion of the ac conductivity σ~νs [3] s≈0.9.

Figure 1. Room temperature spectra of real εʹ (a) and imaginary εʺ (b) parts of the dielectric permittivity, of the

absorption coefficient (b) and of dynamical conductivity (c, inset) of 991 µm thick semi-insulating InP:Fe. Dots
are experimental data, solid lines are the modeling curves. Dotted line in the inset corresponds to the Mott’s
expression describing the hopping contribution, σ~νs with s is about 0.9.
A number of absorption resonances are discovered and their origin is analyzed. The values of the dielectric
parameters of SI InP:Fe at frequencies between 2 and 700 cm-1 (0.06 and 21 THz) are presented. The data
reported here is expected to be useful in designing and improving the performance of numerous microwave and
terahertz semiconductor devices based on SI InP:Fe, especially for quantum cascade lasers.
Acknowledgements. The work was supported by the Russian Ministry of Education and Science (Program
‘5top100’) and the US National Science Foundation.
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Abstract -Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) can be triggered by femtosecond-laser pulses on
metals and semiconductors leading to formation of sub-wavelength periodic surface structures.
In this talk, peculiarities of laser-generated SPP will be analyzed. Plasmonic-based simulations
enabled to classify metals in respect of their SPP decay length. Physical insights into SPP
propagation indicate that materials with short SPP decay length allow imprinting of highlyregular periodic structures on material surfaces. This result was successfully verified
experimentally for several metals.
Irradiation of metals and semiconductors by intense ultrashort laser pulses leads to a transient change of
material optical properties, subsequently inducing a strong increase in optical losses [1] and creating
favorable conditions for excitation of several types of surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) [2,3], including
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [3-5]. The classical SPP theory was developed for noble metals under the
assumption of small perturbations of the free-electron gas and weak plasmonic damping [6]. For intense
laser irradiation of materials resulting in out-of-equilibrium conditions, the theory is to be revised taking
into account high optical losses. Contrarily to traditional plasmonic applications, where losses must be
reduced to observe a strong plasmon coupling, upon intense laser irradiation of material surfaces even small
coupling efficiencies are sufficient to provide a spatial modulation of the deposited laser energy, yielding in
formation surface periodic structures [2-5]. In Ref. [7], it was predicted theoretically that SPP can
efficiently be generated on the surfaces of a wide range of irradiated materials, thus broadening the range of
plasmonic applications. The SPP properties such as their spatial period and the decay length were
calculated for metals where the optical losses are considerable.
In this work, plasmonic-based simulations have enabled to classify plasmonically active metals into
several groups in respect of the SPP decay length L SPP (Fig. 1). To check the effects of highly nonequilibrium heating of free electrons at ultrashort laser irradiation, the temporal variations of the dielectric
permittivity were modeled numerically for titanium and molybdenum as the examples. For these aims, the
two-temperature model was supplemented by the computation of the optical properties in the frame of the
Drude model. It has been shown that the SPP decay length is decreasing upon laser-induced excitation of
these two metals. Physical insights into SPP propagation indicate that preferredly materials with short
SPP decay lengths, of the order of 10 μm, allow the imprinting of highly-regular periodic structures on
material surfaces. This theoretical result was successfully verified experimentally for several metals when
the laser processing parameters are suitably chosen [8].

Figure 1: SPP mean free path (i.e. decay length) L SPP for different metals at three laser wavelengths λ = 1030
nm (a), 800 nm (b) and 400 nm (c, d). According to model-based predictions, metals with small L SPP (located
in the bright regions) are more suitable for highly-regular periodic structures (HR-LIPSS) generation at the
corresponding laser wavelengths. All color scales are given in micrometers.
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Abstract- The zero refractive index metamaterial is numerically simulated, proven to exhibit an
abrupt change in reflection with respect to the incident angle from the surface normal direction and
highly directional infrared absorption, from which directional thermal emission can be inferred.
All objects with non-zero absolute temperature emit infrared waves. A typical material exhibits a spectrum
similar to that of a black body, showing a unique asymmetric bell-shaped curve, observed originally by Planck in
1900. On the angular point of view, most surfaces, which can be categorized into the Lambertian surface, obey
the cosine law, emitting light strongest towards the surface normal direction and weaker towards direction with
an increasing angle with the surface normal.
It was demonstrated that the spectral and angular distribution could deviate from the general trends if the
surface has engineered patterns on itself. It was reported that a metamaterial perfect absorber shows an intense
thermal emission only at a specific frequency range1. A highly directional emission of tungsten grating with
sharp v-shaped angular distribution was reported2.
In this work, a zero-index metamaterial is proposed as a highly directional thermal absorber/emitter. For the
verification, FDTD(Finite Difference Time Domain) computer simulation was used. To calculate effective
parameters, the Retrieval method was used. Due to the extremely small refractive index, a small deviation of the
incident angle from the surface normal direction leads to a large change in the transmission at the surface of the
zero index metamaterial, which can be easily understood from the Fresnel’s equation. Only light with a very
small incident angle from surface normal direction is strongly transmitted at the first surface of the metamaterial
while others are mostly reflected. If the metamaterial is semi-infinite in the light propagation direction and has
non-zero loss, transmittance becomes zero. According to the energy conservation law, only near-normally
incident light is absorbed. Thermally emitted light should follow the same angular absorption behavior according
to the Kirchoff’s law. Effective zero refractive index metamaterial with/without an ordinary material substrate
was numerically calculated. The effects of a variety of design variables on the spectral and angular distribution
of thermal emission were studied. The metamaterial was based on Parikshit Moitra's design3; it consist of a high
refractive index dielectric rod array inside a low refractive index dielectric matrix with a pitch shorter than the
vacuum wavelength.
A retrieved result confirms both zero effective refractive index, permittivity, and permeability at the given
frequency. A computer simulated absorption with respect to the incident angle shows highly angular directional
absorption with FWHM of under 10 degrees. As the thickness increased, absorption of normally incident light
increased, becoming more similar to the ideal directional emitter.

Figure 1. (a) schematic of the metamaterial (b) numerically calculated absorption of ideally homogeneous
metamaterial at the zero refractive index frequency with respect to the incident angle
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Abstract- Utilizing a combination of dielectric- and conducting materials it is possible to fabricate
devices with predefined BRDF (Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function) and BTDF
(Bidirectional Transmittance Distribution Function). We utilized 3D printing to create a new type of
lightweight and environmental friendly lossy photonic crystal structure, composed of plastic and
nanocarbon composite materials, which shows excellent electromagnetic shielding properties. The
method is capable of producing complex structures with tuneable electromagnetic characteristics, which
provides a new route for microwave devices. By the help of the optimization of the layer structure we
were able to achieve nearly perfect absorption in a large wavelength and incidence angle range.
Recently we demonstrated [1] that multilayered structures of alternating graphene monolayers and polymer
layers can absorb up to 50% of the incident microwave radiation energy. The total thickness of the sandwich
structure is less than 1 micrometer. However, in many applications stronger films and more reliable processing
conditions are required. 3D printing makes it possible to place different materials with diverse properties at
geometrically precisely defined spatial positions – therefore it is an ideal tool to create 3D photonic crystal
structures active in the microwave range. In our recent study [2] the source material was a commercial
nanocomposite filament, named 3D Black Magic [3], consisting of a nano-carbon filler incorporated in a
polylactic acid (PLA) polymer, while the polymer is pure PLA. We studied the electromagnetic wave
propagation in those periodic nano-carbon/polymer structures and related this with the texture, structure, and
thermal properties [2]. This sandwich structure provides an EMI SE value of 15 dB in the Ka band with only 4
nanocarbon layers and the transmittance can be arbitrarily reduced with increasing the number of layers. Later
we were able [4] to shrink the thickness of the material by hot pressing, while preserving its excellent
electromagnetic shielding properties.
The attractive EMI SE value, however, comes not only from absorption, but also from reflection. This
reflection originates mainly at the first air-nanocarbon interface and is caused by the abrupt change of the
dielectric constant at the leading edge. Therefore we planned an optimized layer structure, where the first layer is
a nanocarbon-air grating with small aspect ratio in order to prevent reflection. The microwave energy entering
into the layer structure is then forced into absorption in the subsequent nanocarbon layers by creating standing
waves in the plastic layers separating them. Our 3D Maxwell equation calculations show that this optimized
structure has more, than 90% absorption in the whole Ka band and for the 0-60o incidence angle range. The
calculations are verified by microwave transmission and reflection measurements.
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Abstract. The phonon spectra of Al substituted M-type Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe(12-x)AlxO19 hexaferrites (x=0, 1,
3.3) are studied in the region 5-1000 cm-1. An intensive line with complicated structure and dielectric
contribution of about 10-20 into real part of dielectric permittivity is observed in the low-frequency
region. Temperature change of dielectric parameters of this line is studied in 6-300 K temperature
range. The presence of phase transition in Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe12O19 around 100 K is suggested.
The M-type hexaferrites with general formula MFe12O19 (M = Ba, Pb, Sr), possess ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic properties. These materials are prospective for application in microwave electronics, magnetic
memory devices, permanent magnets, etc. [1]. M-type hexaferrites have complex crystal structure (space group
P63/mmc) with Fe ions occupying five different site-positions: three octahedral (2a, 4f1, 12k), one tetrahedral (4f2)
and trigonal bipyramidal (2b). The last one is unstable and could be presented as a superposition of three
different positions: a trigonal bipyramid itself and “quasi-bipyramid”, constructed of two tetrahedral; the Fe3+ ion
dynamically oscillates between these three positions [2].
Substitution with paramagnetic Al ions increases anisotropy of the solid solution and thus, shifts the phonon
modes to higher frequencies. In this study, we investigated ~180 mkm thick z-cuts of bulk single crystalline
Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe(12-x)AlxO19 (x=0, 1, 3.3) hexaferrites grown by the flux technique [3]. Spectroscopic measurements
were performed using terahertz frequency-domain backward-wave oscillator and time-domain TeraView
TPS-Spectra-3000 spectrometers; for the infrared measurements, standard infrared Fourier-transform
spectrometer Bruker Optics Vertex 80v was used. The far-infrared and terahertz reflectivity spectra (fig.1) reveal
complex structure due to presence of intensive phonon modes. The spectra were modeled with a number of
Lorentzian functions:

ε *(ν ) = ε1 (ν ) + iε 2 (ν ) = ∑
j

fj
2
j

2

(ν −ν ) + iν jγ j

(1),

where fj= Δεjνj2 is the oscillator strength of the j-th resonance, Δεj is its dielectric contribution, νj represents the
resonance frequency and γj is the damping. Parameters of ε∞ required for the modeling were obtained from
mid-infrared frequency-independent room-temperature “tails” of bulk reflectivity spectra of the
Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe(12-x)AlxO19 samples and had values of 6.2 for x=0.6.95 for x=1 and 5.3 for x=3.3, respectively.
Spectra of complex dielectric permittivity are presented in fig.1.

Analysis of the temperature dependence of terahertz dielectric response of Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe12O19 has showed that
the low frequency absorption band consists of at least four lines. Each of them revealing temperature shift of
resonance frequency and dielectric permittivity values (fig.2).

Figure 1. Spectra of real (a) and
imaginary (b) parts of dielectric
permittivity of Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe(12-x)AlxO19
(x=0, 1, 3.3) at 300 K.

Figure 2. Experimental data (dots) and model fits (lines) of
transmission (a), reflection (b), real (c) and imaginary (d)
permittivity of Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe12O19 at 6 (black), 160 (blue) and 300
(red) K. Temperature dependences of dielectric contribution (e) and
frequency positions (f) of low-frequency modes.

The experimental results show strong deviations from the data obtained for pure BaFe12O19 (Ba ions are in
ordered positions [2]) and pure PbFe12O19 (Pb ion are reported to occupy site-position disordered over 12
subpositions [4]). Crystal field disorder induced by presence of both Ba and Pb affects the phonon modes spectra
and dielectric response. Incorporation of Al ions contribute additional disorder of crystal field and also affects
dielectric properties of the compound. Low-frequency mode is probably a manifestation of an anharmonic
oscillation of Fe ion in splitted bipyramidal 2b site-position.
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Abstract – The use of planar microwave resonator for bio-sensing and material characterization of
biological materials in a non-invasive method is presented. The resonator was used to measure the
scattering parameter values of biological phantom of human tissues including blood, skin, fat,
muscle, and bone. Relative permittivity of the test materials was estimated through conversion of
the s-parameter values by the method of Classical Nicolson-Ross-Weir. The results obtained
indicated that planar microwave resonator could replace the conventional method of relative
permittivity measurements in human tissues and subsequently useful in human healthcare
management in the near future.
Introduction
There are several ways to measure the permittivity of a material; this project employs microwave
resonator. The microwave resonator is used for radiating and for receiving signal; it’s a structure
between a guiding device (transmission line) and free space [1]. The resonator is used to measure
the permittivity of the material under test (MUT). The principle is based on the fact that the
properties of liquid can be determined when the electromagnetic wave interacts with the biological
tissue; this theory is governed by complex permittivity [2]. The complex permittivity is defined in
terms of angular frequency ω and the concentration χ of the electrical properties.
!! !, ! = !!! !, ! − !!!!! !, !

(1)

Simulation Test
The antenna was loaded with five different dielectric materials namely skin, bone, fat, blood and
muscle one at a time. These tissues were chosen to prove that the microwave resonator can
differentiate between biological materials and can be used for bio-sensing and material
characterization.
Table 1: Tissues versus Frequency Shift
Material

S-

Frequency

parameter[Magnitude]
in dB
Without

-23.801

0.8946

MUT
Blood

-30.434

0.8009

Bone

-14.96

0.5396

Fat

-26.917

0.6658

Skin

-22.874

0.9667

Muscle

-28.275

0.8009

The result above certifies the principle that the properties of liquid can be determined when the
electromagnetic wave interacts with the biological tissue; the responses of the materials are
determined by the placement of their atomic moments. The result shows that resonance frequency is
dependent on the water content in each biological material i.e. the less the water content the lower
the conductivity. The resonator sensor gave an excellent response in regards to load permittivity. The
increase in water content caused an increase in the frequency value; the decrease in water content
causes a decrease in permittivity. This is probable as the permittivity decreased when the glucose
concentration increased as reported by [3] and [4].
Conclusion
A microwave resonator was introduced to differentiate between biological tissue. The sensor was
simulated and tested; the effect of dielectric properties was characterized by placing different
materials [muscle, bone, blood, skin and fat] on the most sensitive part of the device. The
simulation results have shown that the new approach to investigate material properties is valid. This
shows that there is an opportunity that the microwave resonator can be used for medical diagnostics
in a non-invasive way.
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Abstract
This paper presents the investigation of influence of the
common metallic loop-like accessory on the Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR) averaged over 10g of body tissue.
Numerical analysis conducted using a broadband textile
monopole antenna (TM) with variations of orientation and
distance showed that peak SAR values increased when the
TM is horizontally polarized. This is up to 70% more than
vertically polarized TM placed closest to the metallic item
at 2 mm.

1. Introduction
The growing usage of mobile phones and gadgets has
raised public concerns about the possible health effects of
electromagnetic(EM) radiation of these devices on user[1]. The
effects of radio frequency (RF) includes the rise of the body
temperature and, which potentially affects the eyes, brain
and other sensitive areas [2]. This project aims to investigate
the value effect of metallic loop-like accessory items on
antenna radiation and consequently the human body via
SAR value. Many studies have been conducted to examine
the effects of metallic objects on SAR distribution, metallic
objects on the resulting SAR values[3]. A more recent
study[4], found that the values of the SAR on the existence
of antenna ground plane besides antenna-to-phantom.
However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, a thorough
experimental investigation of the influence of metallic body
accessory on the SAR of on-body wearable antenna has yet
to be reported in the open literature. It was hypothesized that
the presence of metallic body accessories may affect the

SAR values when the on-body wearable antenna was
mounted in close proximity to the human body.

2. Antenna Mounted on Human Body
The design of monopole antenna is presented in[5]. This
wearable textile monopole operates at 2.45 GHz where
ShieldIt Super as conducting element and felt fabric as
substrate element are used. In order to investigate the
interaction between the antenna and the human body, a
cylindrical phantom model is used in the simulation to
human body structure. Numerical simulations are conducted
using CST Microwave Studio based on the Finite Integral
Technique (FIT). The generic human body consists of three
cylindrical bricks, representing the upper human body torso
and two arms. The parameters (εr, σ) of the human body
tissues are defined according the standard tissue equivalent
liquids recommended by the Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) and Federal Communications Commission
FCC [3]. As the transmitting antenna, a π⁄4 planar
monopole textile antenna (TM) is used which was based on
the work in [5]. Such type of antenna is chosen due to its
partial ground plane, which allow radiation towards the
human body. The TM is positioned against the metallic
loop-like accessory, place on the left wrist of the generic
arm at a distance of between 2 mm until 20 mm away from
the phantom. Metallic loop-like accessory made of silver
with a conductivity, σ =6.30 x (
and sized at outer
radius 68 mm and inner radius 64mm.The energy absorption
when antenna is placed in varied distances from metallic
item in two different orientations (vertical and horizontal
polarizations with respect to the human body model) are
calculated. The SAR results are averaged over 10g of tissue.

Figure 1 illustrates that
variation depends on the
distance from the metallic loop like accessory. The worst
case of S11 is observed when the TM is horizontal
polarization, which is parallel to the human body model with
the closest distance to the metallic item, i.e., 8mm.

Figure 2: Result of SAR averaged over 10g

3. Conclusions
Figure 1:

The results presented in this paper are solely based on
computer simulation using commercially software CST
Microwave Studio. In this paper, a monopole antenna has
been used as the radiating sources. This study has indicated
the additional metallic loop like accessory worn on human
body has an additional effect. Results show that the SAR
inside the human body increased due to the presence of
metallic loop like accessory. Nevertheless, the SAR values
are varying depending on the distance between the antenna
and metallic loop like accessory as well as the orientation of
the antenna. This concludes that the metallic loop-like
accessory affects the SAR and the reflection coefficient of
the planar wearable textile monopole.

of the antenna for different
position from metallic loop like
accessory

Figure 2 shows the maximum 10g SAR value inside the
human body for different antenna orientations and distances
antenna from metallic item. The highest value of peak 10g
SAR (30.0 W/Kg) occurs when antenna is horizontally
polarized and placed 2 mm from the metallic item. It shows
that the antenna orientation is one of the contributing factors
which could increase the averaged SAR in human body by
up to 70% compared to vertical polarization case in the
closest distance of TM to the metallic item. The lowest SAR
value is observed when the antenna is placed far from the
metallic loop like accessory for both cases. Moreover, the
SAR resulting from placing the TM in vertical polarization
is lower than antenna in horizontal polarization. In addition,
the graph also shows that the SAR decreases when the
distance between the antenna and metallic loop like
accessory was increased, as was also found in [1], [4].
However, the SAR values remain unchanged in the case of a
vertically polarized TM, suggesting that such orientation is
robust against excessive EM absorption. This concludes that
the metallic loop-like accessory affects the SAR and the
reflection coefficient of the planar wearable textile
monopole.
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Abstract- An effective and accurate RCS evaluation procedure is developed for small-sized scatters
in the 24 GHz band using an antenna measurement range. Simple targets of known RCS values are
measured. Results indicate that the proposed method can yield relatively accurate results. This
technique can be applied to the evaluation of RCS properties from small scatters on the road, such
as pedestrians and bicycles. The results can be forwarded to the development of corresponding
detection algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
The radar cross section (RCS) is a convenient indicator about the ability of an object reflecting incident
electromagnetic waves [1]. Specifications of a radar can only be determined by knowing the typical RCS range
of its intended targets. RCS values of real-world scatters are complicated functions of frequency, polarization,
scatter geometry, surface roughness and material properties, and is usually sensitive toward the angle of
incidence. RCS measurements is therefore a direct and effective measure to assess the scatter properties The
automotive collision avoidance radar is going to be a critical safety measure on cars because it can detect object
direction and distance in front of or surrounding the car. Active and passive measures can be taken to ensure
passenger safety. There are large clutters on the road, such as cars and trucks, which are considered with large
RCS values. On the other hand, there are also small targets on the road, such as pedestrians, bicycles and
motorcycles. Their RCS values are substantially smaller. Miss detections may put people in danger.
II. METHOD
In this paper, RCS values of small targets, which may be found on pedestrians and bicycles, are evaluated in
an antenna range. A metal disk of 5 cm diameter and a metal sphere of a 6 cm diameter are measured. The tested
band includes 24 GHz, which is one of the popular frequency for automotive radar. RCS values are extracted
from reflection coefficient spectra measured in the frequency domain. Fig. 1 shows the RCS measurement setup
in the anechoic chamber and targets to be measured. A standard gain horn of 13.5 dBi is employed to provide
incidence. The distance between the turn table and transmitting horn is about 0.8 m. The number of samples is
16001 points. The IF Bandwidth and the output power of the network analyzer are set as 1 KHz and 0 dBm
respectively. The frequency sweep is from 18 to 27 GHz, which is broad enough to perform Fourier transform.
Time gating is applied near the target reflection time and the result is transformed back to the frequency domain.
Using the radar equation, RCS can be derived as
33 40log R 20log 0 2G S11, NA
(1)
where R is the standard horn to DUT distance, G is the standard horn gain and S11, NA is the time gated reflection
coefficient. This method is employed in [2], which detail the range calibration and RCS estimation procedure.
III. RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows measured RCS value of the metal sphere at 24 GHz with different incident angles. The values are
not the same at all angles. This may be due to miss alignment metal on the turn table. At = 0º, the metal sphere

RCS value is about -25.23 dBsm. Since the sphere size approaches to the geometric optic region [3], the value is
nearly the same as its physical aperture, which is -25.48 dBsm, as suggested in (2).

a2

(2)
Fig. 3 shows measurement RCS values of the metal disc at 24 GHz. Measurements are conducted with two
orthogonal incidence polarizations. For normal incidence, the RCS value is about -6.5 dBsm. This number is
close to the RCS value estimated using (3), which is applicable for flat square plates at normal incidence [4].

4 A2
2

(3)

where A is area of metal disc. The calculated RCS number is -5.08 dBsm.
When the transmitting horn rotates from = 0º to 90º, the RCS value drops rapidly due to lack of specular
reflection. At the grating region, the RCS value rises due to edge diffraction. Note the angular profile of the
perpendicular polarization is somewhat different to the parallel polarization one because of unlike edge
diffraction mechanism and possible fabrication errors.

Fig. 1. RCS measurement system structure in anechoic chamber and target to be measured

Fig. 2. Metal ball RCS value
Fig. 3. Metal disc RCS value
IV. CONCLUSION
This work demonstrates that monostatic RCS assessment of small targets is feasible using existing antenna
range. The resulting RCS numbers is very close to theoretical one. Variations in angular profiles also comply
with known scattering mechanisms.
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